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SENATE ..... .

ADDRESS
o•·

HIS EXCELLENCY

JOIIN A. ANDREW,
TO THE

T,vo BRANCHES
OF THE

Jcgizlafnrt of ilassat~usdfs,
JANUARY 8, 1864.

BOSTON:
WRIGHT & POTTER, STATE PRINTERS,
No. 4

$PRING LANE.

1 8 6 4.

ADDRESS.
GENTLEMEN OF THE SENATE AND
OF THE IIousE OF REPRESENTATIVES:-

At the beginning of a year which opens full of
Hope for our Country and for the cause of humanity
succeeding one of great struggle but of unexampled
moral and milita.ry progress, we cannot fail to remember the religious origin of om Commonwealth, nor to
perceive in the workings of that experience by which
we have been led through mutations of necessary
trial up to the heights of many a victory, the ways of
an Infinite Intelligence and Love.
The inte:i:est of a subject so fascinating to the
imagination, so exciting to the intellect, and so
winning to the heart, attracts us to the consideration
of our political condition and National opportunities,
illumined by a Celestial J,ight.

But we can pause

only for the moment, while we pay our vows at the
altar of a new consecrntion, before we advance to the
study of our more immediate tasks in the sphere of
government.
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I propose attempting to unfold in this Adcb:ess, the
exkrual history (if I may so express it,) of the
relation of our Commonwealth to the movements in
whidt she has borne a part, ancl those material
conditions to lwr future usefulness of which legislation can take cogniinncc.
Finances.

The vigor of our fiscal condition is clue to the fearless integrity with which preceding legislatures have
regarded the financial ,vants and resources of the
State.

.Adapting means to ends, they have taxed

these resources sufficiently to create reYcnues adequate to our duties and necesi;ities.

It will becom<'

your office, gentlemen, with equal confidence in the
intelligent patriotism of the people, in like manner to
require such material contributions to the common
treasury as the public good may require, with the
least possible resort to permanent loans or any of the
expedients of delay.
The receipts and payments of the State Treasury
dming the year 1863, haYe been as follows, viz.:REC EIPT~.

State Tax, 1862, .
Stnte Tax, 1863, .
Bounty Tax, 1863,
Amount c<Zrried forward,

$34,405 38
2,:l!l2,31 l 00
3,:324,27 4 7 4
$,i,751,024 12

1864.]
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.Amount brought forward,

$646,728 89
400,080 01
122,213 90

Bank Tax, 1863, •
Savings Bank Tax, 1863,
Insurance Tax, 1863,
Other sources,

1,169,022 8/)
309,77G 26

.

$7,22ll,82i5 18

PA Y)H, N'fS.

Executive Department, .
Secretary's Department,
Treasurer's Department,
Au<lito1~s Departm<>nt, •
.Attorney-General's Department,
Bank Commissioners,
Insumnee Commissioners,
Agricultural Department,
Sergeant-at-Arms, &e., .
Judiciary Department, .
Legislative Department,
Adjutant-General's Department,
State aid and Reimbursement of

$26,083
18,510
8,666
7,082

31
69
06
72

16,3..J.4 92
8,002 58
5,461 06
30,460 69
14,959 6:3
155,048 62
162,377 l !
161,478 68
5,116,032 19
212,702 64

Bounties, &c.,
l\1iscellaneous,
Charitable, .

293,663 _94
83,948 96
407,773 87

Correctional, .
Interest,

$6,728,597 70

$501,225 48

Surplus receipts,

Back Bay Lands.

The net proceeds of sales of t11e Back Bay lands
during the past year, (419,269 sq. ft.) is $857,925.23.
The total net amount from the beginning, (1,190,440
sq. ft.) is $2,017,800.

[Jan.
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There h:n·c been paid for educational purpose~, and
funded for the public schools, out of these proceeds,
the following sums, viz. : INS'rI1'UTI0~.

I

,

Amount of
Oraut.

I

Amount pnltl tn
1863.

I

'fotal nmount
11ald.

Museum of Comparative Zo- II
•
ology,
•
.
.
. $100,000 00

867,135 33

$87,792 33

50,000 00

37,006 00

50,000 00

2;;,000 oo

1s,soa oo

25,ooo oo

2;;,000 oo

1s,sos oo

2.;,000 oo

Tufts College,

.

.

Williams Colluge,
Amher:;t College, .
Wilbraham Academy, .
School :Fund,

.

.I
.I
.I
.

25,000 oo

I

19,101 01

_ I 2,9,457 ss

Ie22.;,ooo oo

I

2,3,000 oo
297,079 80

S-Ho,006 25

S500,s12 13

There has been paid into the treasury, for redeeming land
scrip, (in full,)

220,000 00

There has been paid into the treasury, for redeeming
public debt, (under chap. 2:35, Acts 1856,) .
.
.

300,000 00
Sl,029,872 1:3

I

The value of land unsold, but filled and the filling
paid for, is estimated at $1,500,000.
There remains less than $13,000 to be paid
the )Iuscum of Comparative Zoology, to complete the
grant of $100,000 made to that institution.

I trust

that having wisely devoted to it a liberal sum, helping
to establish one of the most celebrated museums of
natural history in the world, the Commonwealth will
with similar wisdom help to render it available for

'

186-t]
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the instruction of the people. Classes from the normal
schools aud advanced classes from other schools
might derive the highest benefits from resorting to
the Museum and studying the specimens, aided by the
lectures of its distinguished head and his assistants.
How to sec, how to study, not merely how to learn by
rote and others' thoughts, but how to think, and thus
to contribute of ourselves to science and learning,
is the grand problem of education.
The Boston Society of Natural History, having completed its new building on the land granted by the
Commonivealth on the Back Bay, is now arranging
its museum.

A fresh impulse has been giYen to

the society by its new accommodations, and much
benefit may be expected to public education from its
large and growing collections.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, having
complied with the conditions of the Act allotting to its
use a portion of the Back Bay lands, has commenced
an edifice designed especially for the School of Industrial Science, ·which ,,..,ill accommodate the Museum of

Ai·ts and l\Ianufactures until a building shall be erected
at the western end of the assigned space corresponding to that of the Society of Natural History.
Institute has

The

formally accepted the Act of the

Legislature assigning to its use a portion of the fund

8
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accruing from the Congressional grant of public _lands
for the benefit of agricultlU'c and the mechanic arts.
Beside its operations as a society of arts, the Institute
is preparing to open COlll'ses of practical instruction
and to begin the organization of its industrial museum.

The liberality which has enabled it to pursue

its plans of practical education is evidence of the wise
foresight that accompanies the patriotic activity of
the people, and is a guaranty of expanding usefulness.
1.l:lilitary Bounties-State Aid.

By chapter 91 of the Acts of 1863, the Governor
was " authorized to o:ffer and pay bounties, not
exceeding the rate of $50 each, to volunteers for thr
military service of the United States who may hereafter enlist and be duly mustered into the said service
during the present war," and by chapter 254 of the
Acts of 1863, passed at the extra Session, N ovembcr
18th, the bounty was increased to $325 in hand, or, at
the election of the volunteer, $50 in hand with a
monthly pay' or bounty of $20 during the term of
service, to be paid to each volunteer who has been or
hereafter shall be mustered into the military service
of the United States.
Drafted men arc clearly not included in the provisions of either of these statutes.

It has been con-

SENA.TE-No. 1.
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tended, however, that substitutes for drafted men,
as being volunteers, arc therefore within the terms of
the statute, and although a strictly literal interpretation of the law might authorize the payment of
this bounty to them, yet I· have not thought that
such was the true intent of the Act.

I have

been unwilling so to construe its provisions that
a person who has declined to volunteer in his own
behalf, but has reserved himself in order to sell out to
some drafted citizen, should receive from the Commonwealth the bounty originally offered by her to the
volunteer, but denied to the drafted man in whose
shoes the substitute stands.

X or have I believed it

to be politic to accord to that class of soldiers

known as substitutes, a favor not granted to the
citizen who obeyed the call of his country by
rendering his own personal service when drafted.
The statute alluded to autliorized the Governor to
pay such bounties, but did not make it imperative on
him.

I respectfully lay the matter before you for

such action as may seem expedient.
Under this statute, another question has been frequently raised whether the Commonwealth could lawfully recognize orders given by volunteers to third parties

prior to their own muster into the service of the lJnited
States.

I have been unable to put such a construc2

,..
10
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tion upon this Act as to authoriz:e me to recogniz:e such
orders.

By the terms o~ the Ac_t. the bounty is to be

paid to volunteers who " shall enlist and be duly mus-

tered into the military service of the United States,"
so that no man can lawfully be paid who is not mus-

terecl, and it is obvious that to accept such orders in
advance of muster is, in effect, to pay the bounty prior
to muster, thus creating the Yery mischief which, by
making the m,uster-in a condition precedent to the
payment of the bounty, the Legislature intended to
avoid.

It is evident that if a volunteer, having re-

ceived an advance from a third party, on such
an order, should subsequently repudiate his obligation, should desert, avoid or refuse muster, or should
be n:jccted by the mustering officer when offered for
muster, the paymaster, under such cixcumstances, would
have no right to pay him, and the lender must sustain
a loss; and if such advance had been made under the
sanction or approval of the Governor, the lender would
have just cause of complaint that snch encouragement
had tended to m1slead him.
I am clearly of opinion that the prmisions of the
Legislature in this Act were, in this respect, prudent
not less to prevent the fraud, oppression and cruelty
practised upon recruits, than to prevent a wrongful
depletion of the treasury of the Commonwealth.

Not

SENATE-No. 1.
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only am I satisfied of the correctness of the conclusions
which have been reached upon this subject and the
principles they involve, but the experience of a few
days only in the practical working of the system
adopted, impressively illustrated the conech10ss of the
position assumed.
In consequence of an order from the office of the
Acljntant-Gcncral of tho United States, dated N ovcmber 27, 1863, providing that "All men who in future
enlist into the regular army, under the late call of the
President for troops, will be credited upon the quota
of the district in which they enlist," I recommend
that the various .,\cts providing for bounties, and
also those in· aid of the families of volunteers, be
extended to meet the cases of persons enlisting as
soldiers in the regular army and credited to this
Commonwealth in the same manner as arc the State
volunteers.
I also respectfully recommend such a modification
of the laws relating to State relief to the families of
soldiers, as to include all such families, irrespective
of their residence, and to authorize relief to be given
retroactiYely ,vhen tho situation of a family may require it.

The not calling for State relief until neces-

sity for it exists, ought to be rewarded, and not to be
deemed a reason for its denial.

•

The rise of prices and

12
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of wages at home has put the soldiers already in the
field under former calls, at a disadvantage.
heavily on their dependent rclat.iYes.

Tt bears

And while the

people feel themselves rich enough to offer large
bounties to new volunteers, the relief laws for protection against want ought to be liberal in their terms,
and liberal in their administration towards the families
of these noble veterans who haYe borne and must
still endure the brunt of war.

Every case of reason-

able expectation disappointed, is an injury to the general service.

It weakens the confidence of many

people, who, in humble life and nm.Tow circumstances,
cherish with even pathetic devotion the spirit of
patriotism, and whose very remoteness from the possession of power renders them peculiarly sensitive to
apparent injustice or want of consideration.

Scrip-Interest.
The last legislature at its special session made only
temporary provision for the payment of the bounties
to volunteers.

It will be necessary to provide either

by tax or by the sale of the scrip of the Commonwealth, for reimbursement of the sums borrowed for
this purpose.

I assume that a portion must be

obtained by loan.

The difference between the

market value of scrip bearing interest payable in

1864.]
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coin, and that bearing interest payable in currency,
is found not equivalent to the difference in the
expense to the State of buying the gold with
which the interest is paid.

I therefore respectfully

commend the subject to the attention of the Legislature.

The faith of the State is pledged to the pay-

ment of interest on all outstandi11g bonds in coin, but
no such pledge, express or implied, as yet attaches to
future issues.
I also recommend the creation of a sinking
fund for the redemption of all new securities which
may be issued. ,vith inconsiderable exceptions it
has been the policy of the Commonwealth to accompany every issue of scrip with a sinking fund which
should secure its redemption before maturity.

This

policy should not be departed from in any instance.
And I have no doubt we shall maintain the credit
of the Commonwealth unimpaired, even under the
strain created by the exigencies of the war.
Reitnbursement Boitnty Act.

By the Act of the legislature of last year, to provide for reimbursement of municipal bounties paid to
volunteers, and to apportion and assess a tax therefor,
(Acts of 1863, ch. 218,) provision was made for these
objects, and returns were ordered to be rendered

14:
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of bounties paid to volunteers mustered into the
military service of the United States under the calls
of July and August, 1862, which returns were
to be made in the forms I should prescribe.

In

pursuance of the statute, I issued an order on the
13th of l\Iay last, directing that such returns should be
under oath, by the mayor and aldermen and city
treasurer of each city, and the selectmen and town
treasurer of every town.

These returns were exam-

ined, compared and revised under my direction; and
the amount to be reimbursed to each city or town was
thus ascertained, amoun~ing, in the aggregate, to
$!3,418,640.50.

By the provisions of the Act, reim-

bursement was limited to $100 for each volunteer.
Several towns had paid higher rates of bounty and
therefore do not receive back the full amount which
they have paid out.

The whole amount of bounties

paid was $4,596,04-6.45; and the excess of $1,177,405.95, is not provided for in the Act, and was not
intended to be.
Under the provisions of the same Act, I certified the
amounts of reimbursement to the treasurer of the
Commonwealth and to the assessors of the several
cities and towns, on the 12th day of August last.

The

treasurer apportioned the aggregate of the amount
among the several cities and towns, in the same

•
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manner as the aggregate of the annual State tax for the
current year is apportioned, for the purpose of raising
the same by taxation, or such other mode of payment
as the towns and cities should blect under the statute.
But in consequence of changes since the valuation of
1860, such assessment does not produce the amount
required, and there is a deficiency of $4,888.67 which
must be provided for by a specific appropriation. The
tax assessed agreeably to the terms of the statute
and according to the valuation of 1860, falls short,
as every State tax since 1861 has done, by the sum
of $1.43 in every $1,000, the tax to reimburse
$3,418,640.50, producing only $3,413,751.83.
'~he errors in computing the State tax, as the
laws now exist, arise from the following causes.
A rate of taxation was fixed for every town and city
in the Commonwealth, by the ·valuation committee of
1860.

Tho Act of 1861, chapter 110, follo-wing the

tables prepared by the committee, required each town
or city to pay a certain sum for every thousand dollars
of State tax that should be raised.

These rates were,

by the same statute, required to remain in force for
ten years.

By the transfer of Pawtucket to Rhode

Island a deficiency was created of $'2.37 in every
$ 1,000.

By chapter 21 l of the Acts of 1861 tho

ratio of North Reading was changed from $2.12 to

•
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By

chapter 132 of the Acts of 1862 the ratio of Seekonk
was changed from $1.57 to $0.56, causing a loss of

~l.01 in every $1,000.

And by chapter 66 of the

Acts of 1863 the ratio of Halifax was changed from

$0.4:5 to $0.4:0, causing a loss of $0.05 in e,·ery
$1,000.

There was also an error in addition for

Franklin County, causing a deficiency of $0.01 in
every $1,000.

The ratio of Fall River was raised by

chapter 132 of the Acts of 1862; and there was an
error of $1.25 in the addition for Middlesex County.
The latter two variations tend to increase the aggregate, but they are insufficient to compensate for the
opposite alterations before mentioned; and there is
still a deficiency of $1.:l:3 in every $1,000 of State tax
that is raised, which will 1·ecur in ev'ery State tax
until correction is applied.
These errors arose from making paitial changes in
favor of individual towns, without making corresponding general changes in regard to the whole basis
of apportionment, and also by omission to provide
for the losses by the transfer of l'awtucket to
Rhode Island and by the error in addition for Franklin
County.

The remedy will be, a revision of the

schedule established as the basis of apportionment b)
chapter llO of the Acts of 1861, and the passage of

•
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an .Act corresponding to such re,ision, so that the
aggregate of amounts to be paid by each town and
city upon e,·ery $1,000 of State tax, shall amount in
full to $1,000.

After that is done, no change

should be made in fayor of any individual town
without making a corresponding revision of the
sclH'dule in order to provide for the deficiency.

Ruch revision, however, will not supply the deficiency ,vhich has oC"curred under the Act respecting
. the reimbursement of bounties; and a specific appropriation, as before 8fated, will be necessary to· make
up the balance of that .reimbursement.

Troy awl Greenfield Railroad, and Iloosac 'l'wmel.
The enterprise of ~onstrncting the Iloosac Tunnel
is in vigorous progress, under the management of
its· able and experic•nced Commissioners.

The con-

strnction of the road lying cast of the mountain, of
,vhich the eastern terminus is in Greenfield, is not yet
resumed.

Certain questions of title, springing from

what is called ,: The Smith :Mortgage,·' seemed to
rcll(ler it improper that the Governor and Council
should assume thut responsibility in advance of
judic·ial determination.

The Attoi:_ncy-Gencral of the

Commonwealth wu~ charged \'l'ith instituting procce<liugs to bring these questions before the Supreme
3

•

.
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Judicial Court for adjudication, and I am advised bJ
him that measures are in progress to accomplish
that end.
A Report has been made by the Commissioners to
the GO\ crnor and Council. bri11ging down to the close
of the last <"alcuclar year an account of their doings
and expenditures.

This document, "·ith yarious legal

opinions in "i<iting, and the record of the proceedings of the GoYcrnor and Council in relation to the
Railroad and the Tunnel, may all he important
for consultation, should the Legislature find occasion
to consider any matter pertaining to the enterprise, or
should any new legislation be i1n-oked conC"erning it.
I think that a Committee of the l .egislaturc ought
annually to examine the progr~ss of the work. the
reports made to the Executive Department, and the
contracts authoriied, :;o as to hndcrstand the general
economy of the management.

But I do not think

that either economy or efficiency require:::, or is cYen
consistent with, annually publishing the precise measures plmmed by the CommiHsioncrs.

To do so would

sometimes be fatal or injurious to their Hucccss.

"\\rarrants have bGen ordered, during the past year,
for the payment of $21,99:l.49 in liquidation of land
damages. and $1i53,006.51 in liquidation of claims
against IL Haupt & Company for materials, service

1864.J
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and labor, which were presented before the Con,missioncrs and allowed by them under the .Act of
1862.

These amounts represented indebtedness in-

<'Urred under the former management, all of ,vhich,
except the land damage claims, ought to haYc beeu
paid out of means afforded by the scrip of the Commonwealth heretofore issued.

These payments arc

therefore in the nature of a second payment for the
same thing.
The progress during the year 1863, is rather in
preparation than in construction.

But a large force

-of about 350 men-is now employed, and the
work is fully begun.
The payments from the Treasury on account of
the Tunnel, for expenditures incident to the bnsines~
. of the last year, and to meet expenses of the year
1862, arc $53,503.06.

Of this sum,. $40,000 ,verc

placed in the hands of the Commissioners for
disbursement, pursuant to the statute of 1863.
The expenditure the Tunnel will require during
the cunent year, is estimated by the Commissioners
at $300,000.
The original Tunnel Loan provided for, was
$2,000,000.

Its un-issuecl balance being $1,211,000,

was by the Act of 1863, chap. 214, appropriated

to the execution of the work under the new system

20
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of direct State supervision, originating in the Legislature of 18G2.

To the payments during the past

year, already mentioned, there is to be added the
interest paid on SC'rip.

The scrip issued in 1863,

was $·.?09,000.

Harbo1·s and Flats.
'l'hc preliminary surveys of Iloston Harbor, prosecuted under the direction of the Commissioners
of the Coast :-iuney on the part of the United
States, have been completccl.

The res11lts arc nearly

in a condition to he reported.

In the meantime

measures arc in progress to ascertain the conrsc
to he recommended for the management and disposal
of thr Flats belonging to the

Commonwealth,

between South Boston and the channel, and also
for the

preservation · of the Harbor of Boston.

The Commonwealth Commissioi1ers on Harbors and
Flats hope to be able to make an early report
thereon to the present L<'gishtturc.

In the roeantim('

l am adrised by their ChaiJ:man. that by commnniC'ations from the United. States Commissioners, the)
arc warranted in nrging attention to the importnncr
of some immediate action to protect the outer harbor of
Bo~ton from the C'onstant all(l rapid action of the- winds
and ,,·a\·es upon the islands forming its outer barric-r,;,

SENATE-No. 1.
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which threatens, if not soon arrested, to cause ineparable injuxy.

}"rom the high character of the Com-

mission which has had this subject under consideration
on the part of the United States, and from the urgency
of the measmc in their judgment, the Commonwealth's
Commissioners have deemed it their duty to make
this communication to myself in advance of a
more extended report upon the subjects refcned to
them.

I commend to the General Comt, not only this

most commanding subject of the harbor of Boston,
but also the scheme of reclaiming the flats in Boston
Ilarbor, which, as related to the treasury of the
State and the business of the people, is of the first
importance.
Pleuro-Pneumonia.

I have the honor to communicate to the Legislature a Report of the late Commissioners on contagious
diseases of cattle; also, a report made to me by a
gentleman who

,~as authorized under chapter 75 of

the Resolves of 1863, "to make experiments on
Pleuro-Pneumonia among cattle so fiu· as it relates to
the laws of transmission " ; also, a communication
from the Secretary of the Board of Agriculture, presenting with great force of argument and with much
evidence, his views of the importance of thorough and

GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS.
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immediate treatment, in order to eradicate the disease
from the Commonwealth.

This supposed contagion

has also been made matter of personal communication to the Executive Department by numbers of

eminent farmers.

I

have

thought it

my duty, therefore, to place the document':! alluded
to in immediate possession of the General Court,
respectfully invoking their earnest and intelligent
consideration of the subject.
Tax on Non-resident Stockholders in Massachusetts
Corporations.

" An Act to levy a tax on the stock of corporations
held by persons whose residence is out of the Commonwealth," was adopted by the last General Court,
to which it becomes important that further consideration should be extended.

My attention has been

esp'ecially attracted to this statute by friendly remo11strances which have reached the Executive Department from those authorized to represent the people
of other States, as well as by suggestions from other
sources, not addressed to myself either officially or
personally, of retaliatory legislation.
While I do not overlook tho abuses which this
Act was intended to prevent, I am bound to suggest
the inquiry, whether its probable advantages will compensate its tendency to prevent investments of foreign

1864.J
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capital m Massachusetts, to invite disproportionate
taxation of Massachuset~ capital invested in other
States, and to alienate the feelings of our neighbors,
creating hostility of sentiment towards our Commonwealth.

Having ~fficially participated in giving to

this measure the force of law, I am the more
obliged to recommend its re-examination.
. Whether it bears upon property owned her() b)
citizens of other States, or by people of foreign
cotmtries, the masons of policy which affect our
opinion of' this Act, differ perhaps sometimes m
degree, but not in their kind.

vVhile difference m

degree alone, on a question of mere public expediency, may be sufficiently decisive to produce a
difference of conclusion, I freely confess that I do
not perceive in the present instance a difference so
decisive.

There remains, however, the graver objec-

tion of its doubtful constitutionality. .The second
section of the fourth article of the :Federal Constitution
declares that " the citizens of each State shall be
'

entitled to all the privileges and immunities of citizens
of the several States," and immunity or exemption
from higher taxes or impositions than are paid by '
citizens of the State by which they are levied or
imposed, is one of the classes of privilege or
immunity which have been judicially enumerated as

GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS.
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within the category intended by that clause of
tho Constitution.

This provision is held by consti-

tutional jurists to include all those privileges and
immunities which are in their nature fundamental,
I

belonging of right to the citizens U all free governments.

Such are the right to the protection of life

and liberty, the right to acquire and enjoy property,
and to pay no higher impositions than other citizens.
The Constitution of Massachusetts, (Chapter 1,
Section 1, Article 4,) gives power and authority
" To the General Court, to impose and levy proportional ancl
reasonable assessments, rates and taxes, upon all the inhabitants of, and persons resident, ancl estates lying, within the
said Commonwealth ; and also to impose and levy reasonable
duties and excises upon any produce, goods, wares, merchandise, and commodities whatsoever, brought into, produced,
manufactured or being within the same."

Tho same article further prescribes that
"In order that such assessments may be made with equality,

there shall be a valuation of estates within the Commonwealth, taken anew once in every ten years."

The first section of the statute in question requires
• every corporation paying dividends, to reserve from
each and every dividend one-fifteenth part of that
portion due and payable to its stockholders residing
out of the Commonwealth, and to pay it " as a tax or
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excise on such estate or commodity."

The words

" estate or commodity" arc understood to apply to these
dividends.

Thus the tax or excise is laid on certain

" diYiclcnds " denominated " estates or commodities."
And it is laid on the dividends due and payable by the
same corporation to some of its stockholders, but not
on those due to other stockholders.

,vere the statute

to make such a discrimination between stockholders

residing in :Massachusetts, as for example that Berkshire stockholders should be subject to the tax or
excise, while :N"antucket should be exempt from it, no
one would doubt that the statute was in collision with
the principles of the Constitution.

It would be held

on all hands neither "reasonable" nor "proportional,"
and

the assessment

not "made with equality."

Bnt thcr Constitution not on!y requires that " assessments, rates and taxes " shall be " proportional and
reasonable," and " made with equality" "upon all the
inhabitants and persons resident," but albo upon
" estates lying" within the Commonwealth.
"Taxes" on "estates," therefore, must be "proportional" and" made with equality," as well as taxes upon
" in}rnhitants" and " persons resident."

So that if

these diYiclends arc " estates," then the tax on them
is unconstitutional, because laid unequally; i. c., not
laid on all the shares of the same corporation. ·But the
4
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statute also calls the payment it demands, an "excise,"
or rather, calls it a" tait 01· excise," in the alternative. So
in like manner if calls .the thing taxed an " estate or
commodity," in the alternative.

It may be contended,

then, that if as a tatc it is unconstitutionally laid on an
estate, yet, as an ex~ise it is constitutionally laid on a
commodity.

But it could not be thought reasonable

that if one inhabitant produced, manufactured, or
brought a commodity into the Commonwealth, it should
be subject to an excise, while if the same thing were
done by another inhabitant, it should escape the
excise - save in those cases where, as a police regulation, to preserve order, prevent abuse, and protect

-

society itself, individuals, with a view to the public
good, arc selected to be licensed or permitted to
keep, vend or use cert,,in commodities, subject to the
burden of a reasonable imposition.· And, while the
citizens of other States have the same "immunities"
enjoyed by those of our own State, I think the argument equally strong, if instead. of using the word
"inhabitant," I had used the phrase " citizen of any
State."
It will be noticed that in the Constitution "excises,"
are mentioned in immediate connection with "duties,"
and that the same provision as to their reasonableness
is made concerning both, and in the same sentence.

1864.]
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\Vhilc " duties" was probably used m the sense
of an imposition on imports and exports, "excises"
was the term probably nsed to.define !1n inland imposition, which is sometimes laicl upon the consumption
of a commo<lity, and frequently upon its retail sale
which is the last stage before consmnptiou.

Both

these terms apply to things in the nature of '' goods
and produce, wares, merchandise, and commodities
brought into, produced, manufactured, or being
within" the Commonwealth.
The term "commodities., is plainly intended, I think,
to cover all of the "commodious," that is to say,
useful or c01wenicnt, things of the same general
description as goods, wares, and merchandise, which
are capable of production, manufacture, transportation or of existence, either brought into the State
or to be found withi~ it.
such a commodity.

But a dividend cannot be

~l dividend due from a company

to a shareholder is an incorporeal interest in profits, or
a right in action for money belonging to the o,mer of
that species of incorporeal property known as stock or
shares in a corporation.

In a word, the corporation,

as an artificial person, owes certain profits or earnings
to its shareholders, which they have a right to demand
and receive.

Our statute taxes the right.

Can

\fassachusctts lay a tax on just demands of creditors
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who arc citizens of other States, against her own
inhabitants, not laid on similar demands of her own
citizens 1 If she can, then the citizens of Massachusetts possess an "immunity," in spite of the Federal
Constitution, not shared with them by citizens of
other States.
The exercise of the power of levying duties and
excises has been held to include the imposition of
an excise upon certain sources of emolument and
profit, not strictly called property, but which are
rather to be considered as the means of acquiring
property, as for example, the privilege of using
particular branches of businc.;s, like those of attorney,
auctioneer, or innholder.

So, also, it includes the

franchise of a corporation.

In these instances, the

convenience, privilege or franchise is deemed to be a
".commodity" within the meaniqg of the Constitution.
But in like manner it has been also determined
that such taxes must· undoubtedly be equal, in the
sense of operating upon all persons exercising the
convenience, privilege, franchise, or commodity, so
taxed.

It is contrary to the principles of natural

justice to make an arbitrary discrimination between
citizens or subjects, not founded in the 1·cason of
the thing ; and an excise laid in disregard of those
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principles, would be unreasonable, within the meaning
of the Constitution.
State Charitable and Correctional Institutions.

The Board of State Charities constituted in obedience to an Act of the last General Court, was
inaugurated on the fast day of October.

It is

required, among other things, to investigate and superYise the whole system of the public Charitable· and

.

Correctional Instjtutions of the Commonwealth, and to
.

recommend whatever changes or provisions it may deem
necessary for their economical and efficient administration.

The law establishing this Board, to a portion

only of whose duties I have alluded, ·was the result of
grea~ deliberation and matured reflection by two succeeding Legislatures. ·I venture therefore to express
the d'pinion that a fair opportunity to test its working
ought to be allowed, and that existing legislation concerning the Institutions in question should remain
undisturbed until the Board shall have had the term
of at least one full year within which to pursue its
inquiries

and report its

own recommendations.

_\ lthough I have enjoyed the means of sharing as an
l'Xecutive officer in the results of its observations, I
think it my _own duty to forbear comment at the
present time on any portion of that general subject
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especially committed to the oversight of the Board.

,vhcu it shall have prepared those full and complete
reports contemplated by the Act, it may be important
that the General Court, and the Chief Executive
Magistrate for the time being, should engage in· the
discussion.
One piece of legislation, however, adopted the last
year, deserves immediate attention.

It is that which

forbids the commitment to the Reform School, of any
boy below the age of eleven years.

So long as boys

less than eleven years old arc deemed capable in law
of the commission of crime, I respectfully submit that
it is the duty of lawgivers to provide for them a
punishment better fitted to their tender age than
imprisonment in Jail or House of Correction.

I dismiss this topic, presenting with this 4-ddress a
Report to the Governor and Council, made by Ron.
Alfred Ilitchcock, in his capacity of a Councillor
and also a member of the Special Commission on
Lunacy appointed under chapter 91 of the Resolves
of 1863, on the subject of a Hospital for the cnrative
treatment of Inebriates.

I earnestly invoke for this

eloquent and ably reasoned document on a subject
too long neglected, the attention of the General
Court.

lSG-1.J
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have

on former

occasions

~1

alluded

to

the

absence of uniformity in the goYernmcnt. economy
and discipline of our penal institutions, and to a
fact, somewhat remarkable. that "hile a man may

he sentenced to the State Prison , whC'rc he would b(•
under the immediate guardianship of officers and in~pec-tors appointed by and r<'sponsibk directly to thf'
Commomvealth, he may also for th0 Ycry same offence.
at the discretion of the same judge, be sent to the
Honse of Correction, where, though c·onYicted and punished for breaking the laws of the State, he would be
goYernc<l and disciplined wholly hy officers oYer whom
the C'ommonwealth cx-crts no control.

I n•-spl'ctfully

submit that abdicating thii; control docs not discharge
the responsibility of the Commonwealth : and T
trust that the condition of our county prisons and
prisoners, and the character of their discipline and
treatment, "·ill receive the faithful attention of the
General Court.

Education of Deaf ·.Mutes.
The amount annually appropriated for the support of
indigent pupils at the American Asylum, at Hartford,
for

tl1P

deaf and dumb, hu.c; for several years fallen

short of what is required.

The number of our State

pupils i., eighty-eight, of whom seventy-one have

\
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been under instruction for one year and upwards,
and seventeen were introduced last year.

)fany.dc-

scrving cases have, for want of vacancies, been postponed from year to year, until last summer I found it
imperative that the number of State pupils should be
increased.

I accordingly is::;ued warrants for the ad-

mission of c•ight pupils in addition to the number (80)
which has been the merage for the past few yean;.
l~vcn "ith this number of admissions I have bec1i
obliged to po~tpouc a fr" deserving caseH until another
year.

The eight I could not in conscic11ce postpone

until another September, which is the month in whic1t
the sc-hool year begins ; and I am sure that all the
memhers of the General Court would have concurred
in my disposition of each ease, had they been present
to examine it.
The present appropriation of $8,500 per year was
established, in 1847.

average of ninety pupils

now1 bears no larger proportion to our population,

than the ave/ago of seventy-five did to the population nt the time when the present rate of appropriation
was adoptc<l.

Notice has also been received from the

Trustees of the Asylum that, owing to the increased
expenses of living, an annual additional charge will
hereafter be made of $25 for each pupil, making the
annual amount paid by the State for its beneficiaries,
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I therefore recommend an increase in

the ,annual appropriation.
The GoYemor and Council have not failed, <luring
the term of my connection with this department,
annually to "isit the As) 1nm.

,ve

have found no

charity more grateful, certainly none more useful.
The introduction of the light of knowledge into the
minds of youth, once deprived

of the delights

of learning, the enjoyments and uses of cultivated
and instructed reason, is one of the triumphs of
philanthropic enterprise, and one of the blessings of
our age.
It is usually impossible to send a child under the
age of ten years to the American Asylum.

The post-

ponement of all effort to teach deaf mute children
until an age so much later than that at which other
children are taught, is an additional disadvantage, aggravating their original burden.

A society has been

formed in Boston, establishing a school and a chmcb,
maintained by private liberality, with special reference
to the condition of children not congenitally deaf, but
made so by disease, who are taught accoTding to the
GeTman method, and though deaf, learn to articulate.
I beg your attention, gentlemen, to this experiment.

By judicious fostering it may open the way of knowl5
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edge even to our yomwer
unfortunates ·' and it may
•
0
open it a little wider to all of them.

Ilospital for I,mtlid Soldiers.
I am happy to inform the Legislature that there 1s
now a reasonable hope of a t"nitccl States General
Hospital in this Commonwealth, to which om
sick and

,vonnded

soldiers, innlided in

States, may be transferred.

other

On the recommenda-

tion of the l\Ieclical Director of the Military Department of the Rast, who was specially detailed by the
.\cting Surgeon-General of the United States to visit

the Stnte for this purpose, and in accordance with my
own views and with the suggestion of the IIeacl of
our own :Medical Department, it is expected that

,vorcester will be selected by the proper authorities
as its locality. I hm e sent to the Secretary of ,Yar,
through our State Military Agent, documents bearing
the signatures not only of the Surgeon-General and
myself, ~ut also of all the Senators and Representatives of \fassachusetts in the present Congress, urging
the importance of this measure, for its influence on
the health and comfort of our soldiers and the convenience and satisfaction of their friends, and also as
needed to avoid future cmbarrassments contingent
upon the want of a large General Hospital.

A

..
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salubrious location, with the cheerful influence of
rural scenery, and at a point where railroad facilities
centre, is not only desirable in a sanitary point of
view, but for the convenience of the friends of the
soldiers.
I refer you to the report of the faithful and able
Surgeon-General of the Commonwealth, which will be
presented hereafter, for other interesting particulru:s
connected with the service, pertaining to his department.

Special details have been made dming the

p'a.st year, of some of our most eminent medical men,
to examine and report .upon the condition of our
Massachusetts soldiers, invalided in the Departments
of the "\Yest, South, Gulf, and _the Army of the
Potomac.

Their visits have had a salutary influ-

ence, assuring our brave men that their comfort and
welfare arc not forgotten by the State, cheering
them with kindly words and deeds of encouragement, besides furnishing the proper departments with
correct information useful to the service and grateful
to the families and friends of the absent soldier.
To the :Medical Commission of the Commonwealth,
for their voluntary and important services as a Board
of Examining Surgeons of candidates for our Medical
Staff, the Commonwealth is under new obligation,
and I offer to them the grateful thanks of the State

•

•
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for assist.'lnce always rendered whenever occasion has
required, in the spirit of a liberal profession.
,vith the ready cooperation of the executive
officer of the Lovell l:nitcd States General liospital,
at Portsmouth Grove, Rhode Island, I was enabled by
an application to the Secretary of ,var, to procure for
all ,rassachusetts men who

ere patients in that

hospital and deemed fit to tnwel, the indulgence of a
furlough for seven days on the occasion of our :N'ational and State Thanksgh·ing, to enable them to
enjoy its festivities amid the delights of home.
I have the pride to

declare that of the two

hundred and eighty-one men thus receiving furloughs,
all but one returned, keeping their manly faith
in a manly way;

while that one, delaying his

return a few <lays, reported himself to the JlrovostMarshal of his district, and received transportation
as a "straggler/' not as a "deserter.''

The condition

in which they returned was such as to draw from
the executive officer in charge of the hospital an
expression highly honorable to our men.
Soldiers' National Cemetery at Gettysbw:9, Pa.

The soldiers who fell in the battles of Gettysburg,
on the 2d, 3d, and 4th days of July, baptizing with their
blood the ground their valor rendered immortal, are

•
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now commemorated by a National Cemetery, where
they repose in becoming interment.

This field of

glory and cemetery of the brave, was solemnly dedicated, on the 19th of November, by a National
ceremony at which the President of the United
States personally assisted.

Uniting with the Gov-

ernors of the other loyal States of the Union, I
caused Massachusetts to be represented by several
gentlemen acting as Commissioners of the Commonwealth.

Their Report I have the honor to communi-

cate to the Legislature.

Preserving an authentic

record of ceremonies attending the consecration of a
battle-ground where Northern valor saved our government and preserved our liberties, this Report deserves
an honorable place in the archives of the Commonwealth.
Application will be made to the Legislature of Pennsylvania for an Act of Incorporation of the Trustees
of the Soldiers' Cemetery at Gettysburg.

I have

accordingly nominated a gentleman to represent the
interest

of Massachusetts, whose

name will be

included in the Act of Incorporation.
mated expenses

of finishing the

The esti-

Cemetery are

$63,500, to be divided among the States in the
ratio of their representation in Congress.

The pro-

portion of Massachusetts will be $4,205.30.

In order
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Commonwealth may sustain her share

•

of this expense an appropriation will be necessary.

I snbmit the Report of the gentleman named to be
a Trustee on the part of )fassachusetts, in which

the particulars needed for the information of the
General C'onrt arc properly stated.
,\ committee of the City Council, was raised
through the effort of His Honor the :Mayor, to take
charge of the scpulture of those soldiers who were

I transmit, as a part. of the
record, tlwir Report, a copy of which I have had
citi1,ens of Boston.

the honor to receive.

This committee and the Com-

missioners of the Commonwealth so cooperated that
without local discriminations between the )fassachusetts dead, the remains of all were alike cared for.

The D~(encl's of our Coast.

On }Iarch 30th an _\.ct was passed appropriating a
million dollars for the defence of the coast of )Iassachnsctts and investing the GoYcrnor and Council with

a wide discretion in its expenditure.

\. letter ad-

dressed to me in October, 1861, by the :Federal Secretary of State, which was communicatC'd by me to the

General Court of the next year, had giYen a:-;surances
of reimbursement by Con~ress of amounts to be expended by the States for that purpose, proYidcd such
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expenditures should be the suuject of conference with
the Federal Government, and should be made with its
concurrence.

Immediately on the passage of the .Act

measures were taken, therefore, to learn the views of
the Federal Government as to the objects to which our
money could be best applied; and the opinions of many
of its principal officers, including those of Chiefs of
Bureaus in the Departments of =\Var and the Navy, of
the Secretaries of both Departments, and of the President himself, were obtained.

These opinions were not

unanimous, and except by way of suggestion afforded
no guide to a correct decision.

But reflecting on facts

known to us as to the defenceless condition of the
coast, and appl1:ing to them these opinions and others
gathered from engineer and ordnance officers of high
distinction, two objects seemed specially worthy of attention; first, the maturing of a plan for obstructing
the harbor of Boston against naval attack, so that at
the moment ?f danger there might not be conflict of
counsel as to the plan to be adopted ; and, second,
the procuring of approved heavy ordnance for our
forts from whatever sources it should be obtainable in addition to those employed by the United
8tates with whose contracts it is not our policy
to interfere by competition. _These objects have been
pursued ,,ith

all possible energy and diligence,
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A plan

of admirable skill and completeness has been prepared for obstructing harbors against hostile fleets,
µowevcr powerful.

It is the work of an informal

Commission, composed of gentlemen combining a
warm interest in the subject, and large experience in
navigation, with the advantage of much study of the
general question, and special scientific attai.nments.
Their report and plans were referred to the Chief
Engineer, by whom they were reconsidered, and the
whole work was reproduced in the form of careful
specifications and working drawings, ready for immediate use at a moment's call.

The forts of Boston Har-

bor, also, have been placed in telegraphic communication with each other, and with the city.

I do not

propose to make a further statement of details, since
publicity is not consistent with the interests of the
Commonwealth, but I respectfully suggest that the
whole subject l:re referred to an appropriate committee.
During the last year, the Federal Government has
been encouraged to additional efforts for the protection
of the coast.

Beside important progress in the con-

struction and armament of the masonry forts at Boston
and New Bedford, earthworks have been designed, and
some of them completed, for the defence of New-
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buryport, Gloucester, Salem, Marblehead, Plymouth
and Provincetown.

Very little, however, has been

done to guard the settlements along the Cape and
on the neighboring islands, 8:1d also the important
commerce of the adjoining waters, and I respectfully
suggest the defenceless condition of that neighborhood
for your consideration.

An appropriation bas been

made by Congress for beginning a masonry fort at
Provincetown, surveys for which purpose have been
bad; and earthworks have been built and armed
there ; but for the present, adequate protection of the
waters on our southern shore from incursion and
ravage such as was once during the year committed
in the Vineyard Sound, can be rendered only by the
constant presence of a naval force which it is desirable
that the Federal Government should afford.
The Act of March 30th, beside making an appropriation in behalf of the State, provided for appropriations by municipal governments, with the expectation
of reimbuxsement from the State Treasury.

These

have been made by some towns and cities to secure
the necessary number of laborers at the current rates
of wages, upon the earthworks constructing at their
ports, the Federal officers having the ~orks in charge
declining. to offer a rate of pay to laborers, higher
than a dollar and a quarter per day.
6

The propriety

[Jan.
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of refunding the sums thus advanced will meet your
consideration.
At cYcry stage of the investigation which 1ww for
nearly three years I have been pursuing into the subject of our defences against naval attack, the deficiency
in our means of obtaining a sufficient supply of heavy
ordnance has caused my chief anxiety.

Massachu-

setts contains ample beds of iron ore of a superior
quality for gun metal.

No other Commonwealth

possesses in higher degree all the elements of scientific
and mechanical ingenuity necessary to the manufactmc. There is no deficiency of private capital seeking
investment.

But thus far, the Federal Government,

while absorbing the entire product of all existing
Massachusetts gun-foundries, has failed to induce the
investment of private capital in additional foundries.
Nor is this surprising, for the amount of capital
required to construct mechanical establishments complete enough to cast and finish the heavy cannon
which we need, is rarely within the measure of
the means of individuals, and the

continuance

in employment of such establishments once constructed, would

depend upon

the regularity of

appropriations by the National Congress.

Indeed,

the Federal Government would be the only domestic
customer of such foundries, with no competitors
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The building of the

foundries would involve also the investment of more
capital in furnaces in the mining districts, to supply
the iron.

A trade so grand, in which nations appear

as the sole customers, and which concerns so closely
the honor of our flag and the security of our borders
and our mru:ine, is worthy of the most serious attention if by any legislative action it can be encouraged.
I have long been satisfied that the objects we dcsixe
can best be effected by building a great National
foundry.

I respectfully commend the subject to your

investigation, and if the project shall commend itself
also to your judgment, I believe that a formal expression of opinion by the Government of Massachusetts
in favor of such a work, might encourage the
National Congress to authorize it.
Standing for a long time during the past year on
the apparent brink of war with powerful naval States
of Europe, the rebels even at this moment being
restrained, almost against expectation, from launching
out of foreign ports theix mailed war steamers built
expressly to carry destruction to the commerce and the
seaports of the North ; with all the dangers hourly
besetting us, which spring from the unsettled condition
of Europe, the French invasion of Mexico, and the
sympathy of powerful persons and rulers abroad
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with the rebellion at home-I am firmly com-inced
that ordinary prudence demands of l\fassachusetts
never to rest until her harbors shall be adequately
defended.
Arms and Equipments for the :Militia.

The 29th chapter of the Resolves of 18,i3, authorized the Executive Department to contract on behalf
of the Commonwealth for the purchase or manufacture
of fifteen thousand stand of arms, of such pattern as
should be found best adapted for the senice ; also of
arms and equipments for one regiment of cavalry ;
guns and equipments for five batteries of light artillery; and such other arms and equipments as should
from time to time be found necessary for arming the
militia in active scn·ice.

The resolve appropriates

$450,000 for those purposes.
The sources of supply, whether by purchase or
manufacture, have been made the subject of careful
exami11ation and report.

The kinds of arms best

adapted to the various branches of the service, were,
in the light of recent experience, considered and
reported on, by competent military men.

, vherever

different arms of the same general description wexe
offered in competition, they were submitted to the test
of critical comparison by a Commission of experts.
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All the arms and artillery required were accordingly
contracted for, and are in process of construction and
delivery.

The amount disbursed already in payment.s

is about fifty thousand dollars.

The contracts entered

into will nearly, or quite, absorb the whole appropria
tion.

Certain articles of equipment have not been

passed upon, because improvements in their construction arc under consideration by the appropriate officers of the U. S. Army, whose decision it was thought
advisable to await, especially as the a1-ticles can be
procured on short orders when necessary.

To com-

plete the duty assigned to the Executive by the Legislature, will require a further appropriation of about
$50,000.

In order that no injurious delay shall happen, I
have requested the Master of Ordnance, in advance of
his regular Annual Report which will be communicated through the Adjutant-General, to report to me
in detail, all the particulars necessary to a competent
understanding of this portion of the transactions passing through his bureau ; and this preliminary report
is now ready for the use of· any committee of the
General Court to which the subject may be intrusted.

4J3
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Military Academy.

I have the honor to place before the Legislature
the Report of the Commissioners appointed under
the 73d chapter of the Resolfcs of the year
1863, "concerning the establishment of a military
academy."
The Commission was directed by the resolve to
inquire into the expediency of establishing an academy
for the instruction of young men in mathematics, civil,
military, and practical engineering, and other studies
in connection with infantry, artillery and cavalry drill
and tactics, and to report a design for such an institution, the mode of establishing the same, the expense
thereof, a plan for its support, the number of pupils
to be accommodated, their age at entering the institution, the amount of camp duty, the length of the
academic course, what provision should be made for
the support of the pupils, and the equivalent to be
rendered therefor ; and whether the Commonwealth
has any, and what, property available for the endowment of such an institution.
The eminent character of the Commission, the
learning, experience and ability, both civil and military,
represent~d by its members, and the relations which
all of them have heretofore borne to education and
its various public institutions, I think entitle their
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op1mons to the most respectful consideration, and
lend influence to the arguments to which their minds
have yielded assent.
I believe the rstablishment under the patronage
of the Commonwealth, of such an institution as they
rccommC'nd, to be wise and {'Xpcdicut, that ,, e C'annot

safely neglect it, and that "·c ought not to delay it.

I belicrc its influence upon the public school system,
or the popular education, correctly administered, will
fully compensate the expcnditme it may imolYc.
fnyoking the attention of.. the General Court to the

Report ibelf, I will not assume to displa) it in a(hance

of your mvn reading.

The adrnntages of an institu-

tion like that contemplatccl, in its more direct and immediate bearing on the military efficiency of the Commonwealth is not easily oYcrstatcd.

Y ct. these advan-

tages arc to be gained in close and natural connection
with large and constant benefits which include not
only the elevation of the public schools, but also the
scientific: professions suits.

the higher

industrial pur-

The education of numbers of young men of

~fassaehusctts, not, however, excluding others who
may resort hither to share their studies, in those
branches of learning which fit them for mcclrnnicians,
<'nginccrs, experts in chemistry, physics, and various
applications of science to the arts, will, it is not

..
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unlikely, be associated with a Military Academy.
And, from a conviction so deep that I would all
men in the Commonwealth might shar~ in it, I hope
I may be permitted to allude to what I pronounced
from this place one year ago, in connection with the
subject of an agricultural college, that the one great
and commanding duty and capability of our Commonwealth-her way to unchallenged influence and admiration among the States - is the discovering,
unfolding, and teaching the secrets of knowledge,
and thciJ: scientific application
to the arts of civilized
;.
humanity.
A most emphatic illustration of the power communicated to the world by the combination of science and
industry is found in the single fact that the employment of steam was. estimated more than ten years ago,
to have added to the industrial efficiency of the British
Islands alone, a power equal to the united forces
of 600,000,000 men.

Every locomotive steam-engine

of fifteen tons on our own railroads docs the work of
fifteen hundi·ed men ; and our larger locomotives furnish the equivalent of three thousand men.

,vhile,

therefore, I would not diminish by one spark the zeal
of the people for the military service, nor underrate the
value of strictly military education, both as a means of
preventing war and of successfully encountering its
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shock, I beg respectfully to remind you, as an additional argument in favor of an academy, of the incidental advantages to our peaceful industry and to the
~~ducation of the people, to be derived from a proper
cultivation, generously maintained, of those branches
of science indispensable in modern times to the .\rt
of \Var.

The Soldiers Contributed b.lJ .Massachusetts.
South Carolina adopted her pretended ordinance of
secession in the month of December, 1860.

The

first overt act of war, committed in pursuance of the
treasonable conspiracy of which the ordinance of
secession was the formal beginning, was the fu-ing on
the Star of the West, a national transport laden with
men and supplies for the garrison in Charleston
harbor.

The date of the ordinance was the 20th day

of December, 1860. The Star of the West was
attacked the 9th day of January, 1861.

But the

beginning of the ,var of the Rebellion is dated from
the 12th day of April, 1861, that being the day when,
after long and uninterrupted preparation, the batteries
of the Rebels opened upon Fort Sumter.
On the 15th day of April the vVar Department
called upon this State for two regiments of militia,
and on the next day th<' call was enlarged to u
7t
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requisition

for four

regiments.

On
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the 16th,

the Sixth Regiment of Massachusetts Volunteer
Militia marched for

,vashington

by railroad, and

two others, the Third and Fomth, moved by sea.
On the 18th, the Eighth Regiment marched under
General Butler; the Third Battalion of Rifles under
Major (now Brig. Gen.) Devens, on the 20th, and the
Fifth Infanti:y and Cook's Batte1·y of Light Artillery on
the early morning of the 21st. Capt. Dodd's Rifles,
auded to Devens' Battalion, marched :May 1st. Thus
rapidly and efficiently was the call of the government
responded to, and the capital of the nation, and
Fortress :Monroe, which was of far greater military
value than

,vashington, were rescued from imminent

danger, at a period when the consequences of a lifetime were crowded upon the efforts of an hotu'.

The number of troops thus furnished by :Massachusetts for three months' service, was 3,736.
On the 3d of 1Iay, 1861, the President called for a
force of volunteers to serve for three years, or during
the war, of which force Massachusetts was at first
asked to furnish three regiments.

This number was,

by much persuasion on my own part, increased to
six ; after which, by the efforts of the friends of the
lamented Colonel
to seven.

"Tebster,

it was again increased

On the 17th day of June, 1861, ten

18G4.J
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more regiments having been offered by )Iassachusctts to be raised for the three years' service,
were accepted by the Department of Vifar.

:March-

ing at various intervals between the 30th <lay of July
and the 8th of October, both inclusive, they lrerc
all put into the field, fully armed, equipped, and
supplied by thi8 Commonwealth.

In the designa-

tion of these corps of three years volunteers the
numucrs borne by the five regiments of )Iassachnsctts
Militia in the three months' service were always
omitted ; so that the infantry regiments of :Massachusetts when enumerated in consecutive order, including

militia

and volunteers

m

one

series,

numbered in all on the 8th of October, 1861, 22
regiments which had taken the field.

.\.dded to

these were the battalion of riflemen and one battery
of light artillery in the three months' service, and two
companies of sharpshooters and thrne batteries of
light artillery enlisted for three years, ·which had
marched from the Commonwealth before that date.
This contribution to the National forces was enlarged
subsequently by Yoluntary enlistments, and by the
formation, within the next eight months, of voluntary organizations to the number of ten more regiments and eight more companies of all arms of the
service.

So far from leaving any requisition unfilled,
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this Commonwealth was urgently pressing on the
Federal Government during a large part of the first
Y?ar of the rebellion, for permission to extend her
military contingents.

During the whole of the month

of :May, 1861, and until the 17th day of June, we
were embarrassed by haying several thousand troops
under arms in the State, which the :Federal Government was unwilling to accept.

I had from the

beginning considered that" the exigencies of the war
would require a much larger force of volunteers than
the 42,000 called for by the President in his proclamation of May 3d, and accordingly neglected no
opportunity to secure enlistments, which were e~sily
obtained during a period of great patriotic excite-

It ·was with great embarrassment that I
learned that the :Federal Administration did not
C'ntcrtain the same views and refused to accept more
than si.x three years regiments from this State,
although a much larger proportion was conceded to
the State of Sew York. Late in :May, I was advised
officially from the Department of ,Var that it was

ment.

" important to reduce rather than enlarge this number," and" if more were already called for, to reduce
the number by discharge," and earlier in the month
I had been warned that the administration was getting
more men than were wanted.

"\Ve were therefore
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under responsibility to men who had been encouraged
to take up arms to the number of seYeral thousands
more than the Federal Administration could be persuaded to receiYe; and, after forcing all I could upon
the General Government, and availing myself to• the
extremest limit of the provisions of the Encampment
Law of the State, (passed on 1\fay 23d,) I found there
would remain some thousands whom it would be
necessary to disband.

The preparations for estab-

lishing a camp or camps under the law were immediately instituted, and the process of disbandment was
reluctantly commenced, according to the instructions
of the ,var Department lrith reference to all regiments and companies recruited beyond the number of
the six regiments which the Federal Government
consented to receive, and the five additional regiments
which, by law of thq State, I was authorized to place
in camp here for instruction and discipline.
It should not be forgotten that at this time s~x
1\Iassachusetts companies, organized in N cwburyport, , vest Cambridge, Milford, Lawrence, Boston
and Cambridgeport, finding no places in our volunteer service, received permission to join the Mozart
Regiment and Sickles Brigade, both belonging to
the State of N cw York; that three hundred more
)Iassachusetts men were enlisted in the "Union Coast
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Guard Regiment" at :Fortress :Monroe, under command of Col. "\Vardrop; and that others were also
enlisted by persons from other States, who maintained recruiting stations m our towns and cities
until they were prohibited by law from thus withdrawing the people of l\Iassaclrnsetts into tl1e organizations of those States.

There were estimated by the

Adjutant-General of this Commonwealth more than
3,000 Massachusetts men who thus went to swell
the apparent contribution of other communities w·hile
lessening the ability of this State to meet any subsequent draft upon her military population.
On the 3d of December, 1861, an Order of the
"\Var Department was promulgated that
"No more regiments, batteries, or independent companies
will be raised by the Governors of States, except upon the
special requisition of the ·war Department."

In February, 1862, I requested lcaYe to recruit four
companies, and to organize them, with six companies
of yoluntecr infantry doing garrison duty at l~ort
"\Varren in Boston Harbor, into a regiment, to be
used in any coming emergency.

The offer was

declined, with the remark that " the four additional
companies which would be needed to complete an
entire regiment," were "not required for service."
An additional company of sharpshooters was also
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offered on February 26th, 1862, but an answer was
returned on }forch 17th, that they could not be
accepted, unless as a company to complete some
infantry regiment.

The company was disbanded,

because no ·such incomplete and authorized regiment
existed, and because the men were offered as sharpshooters.
On the 3d of April, 1862, it was further order8d
by the ,var Department as follows :
"The recruiting service for volunteers will be discontinued in every State from this date. The officers detached
on volunteer recruiting service will join their regiments
without delay, taking with them the parties and recruits at
their rc~pectirn stations. The superintendents of volunteer
recruiting service will disband their parties and close their
o1Ttces, after having taken the necessary steps to carry out
these onlers."

To this Order an exception was obtained by me
later in the month, authorizing recruits to be enlisted
here to repair the losses which the Massachusetts
r<'giments in the Department of North Carolina had
sustained in the battles of Roanoke and Newbern;
and on June .'5th another exception was obtained
in foxor of the Second Regiment of Massachusetts
Infantry, which had snff<'red in the recent withdrawal
of our forces up the Valley of the Shenandoah.

At
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the same time with this last, I received authority to
recruit for any of our regiments in the field.
On the 2d day of July, 1862, m apparent compliance with the united request of the Governors
of several of the loyal States, the President of the
United States promulgated a requisition for 300,000
more volunteers to be enlisted tmder the State Governments, and to serve for three Jears, or during
the war.
The number of organizations which up to that
time had been furnished by :Massachusetts, was 27
regiments and 13 unattached companies of tbe different arms, whose whole number of men, with the
addition of the recruits who had joined them after
reaching the field and before the cessation of recruiting in April, 1862, was 31,317.

I respectfully ask

your attention to a statement arranged in tabular
form, embracing the designation of each regiment and
unattached company, the date when it marched from
the Commonwealth, and the number of its members
at the time.
1st Regiment Infantry,
2d
"
"
7th
"
"

9th
lOU1
11th
12th

"

"
"
"

"

"

"

"

1,047 men, marched June 15, 1861.
1,046 "
" July 8, 1861.
11, 1861.
1,04-6 "
"
,Tune
24, 1861.
1,047 "
"
July
2,i, 1861.
1,047 "
"
June24,
1861.
1,050 "
"
July 23, 1861.
1,055 "
"
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J 3th Regiment Infantry,
14th* "
"
15th
"
"
16th
"
"
17th
"
",.
18th
"
19th
"
,."
20th
"
21st
"
"
22d
"
"
23d
"
"
24th
"
"
25th
"
"
26th
"
"
27th
"
"
28th
"
"
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1,021 ml'n, marched July 30, 1861.
1,305 "
" Aug. 7, 1861.
1,040 "
8, 1861.
"
1,003 "
17,
1861.
"
951 "
23,
1861.
"
1,012 "
26, 1861.
"
852 "
28, 1861.
"
762 "
Sept. 4, 1861.
"
1,007 "
" Aug. 23, 1861.
1,050 "
" Oct. 8, 1861.
1,062 "
Nov. 11, 1861.
"
989 "
Dec.
9, 1861.
"
1,032 "
Oct.
31,
1861.
"
1,050 "
Nov.
21,
1861.
"
983 "
2, 1861.
"
950 "
Jan.
11,
1862.
"
pl\Iay
,
186129th
881 "
"
"
" Uan. - , 1862.
929 "
Jan. 2, 1862.
30th
"
"
,."
I?eb.
20, 1862.
31st
941
"
"
"
1st Rcg't Cavalry and
{ Dec. - , 1861.
1,857 "
" Jan. -, 1862.
unattached Companies,
1st Battery Light Artillery,
170 "
" Oct. 3, 1861.
2ll
152
Aug. 8, 1861.
"
"
"
"
"
157
3cl
Oct. 7, 1861.
"
"
"
"
"
4th
151
"
"
"
"
" Nov. 20, 1861.
5th
156
".,
"
" Dec. 25, 1861.
,."
139
6th
",.
"
" Feb. 8, 1862.
152
7th
"
"
" 1\Iay 22, 1861.
,."
155 "
8th§ "
" June 25, 1862.
"
l st Co. of Sharpshooters,}
{ Sept. 3, 1861.
208 "
"
Oct. 8, 1861.
2d
"
"
Recruits sent to the above organizations, after reaching
2,279 men, marched at various dates.
the field,
Total of 27 Regiments and 13 - - CompanieR, and their recruitR,-in all,
. 31,737 men.

}

* Afterwards First Heavy Artillery.

:j: Three Companies.
8

t Seven Companies.
§ For 6 months.
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To the abo,·e should be adcleclCompany "B," 40th N. Y.
Voll<.,
101 men.
Company "II," 1st Excelsior
80 "
Brigade, .
Company "D," 5th Excebior
00 "
Brigade, .
Men in the "Union Coast

,v

233 "

Guard," •
Total, .

These numbers are
taken from the musterrolls at ashington ,and
include only three of the
six companies in these
New York regiments.

. 32,2j0 men.

Xo officinl order was ever issued to this Common·wealth, within my knowledge, fixing the quota of
:\fassachnsetts under the requisition of July, 1862;
but, upon a consultation had in Boston, bet\Yeen the
proper representatiYe of the ,var Department and the
_\.<ljntnnt-Gcncral of Massachusetts and myself, it was
at the outset understood. that the Massachusetts quota
of that number was 15,000 men.

On the same day

(July 2d, 1862,) a proclamation was promulgated by
the GoYernor announcing the call, and on the 7th,
a General Order, announcing the proportion of that
aggregate which each town and city should furnish.
A new crusade for the Union was preached all
over the Commonwealth.

The unfortunate campaigns

in Virginia, which resulted in the return of both
our armies within the defences of \Vashington,
aroused and inflamed the zeal of the whole people.
The requisite number of men was speedily raised.

186-!.J
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On the 4th of August, 1862, the President,
by his further Proclamation, called for

300,000

men m addition, to serve for nine months, exactmg a draft to be made in accordance ·with certain regulations, which were promulgated by the
Department of "'\Yar.
"·as fixed at 19,080.

The quota of ~fassachusetts
~\.lthough that number of nine

months men was not raised by :Massachusetts, the
difference was more than supplied before the fin;t day
of January last, by an excess of men who enlisted as
three years volunteers.

This result ·will appear by the following statement :
The rcqui~ition of July, undcrntootl to be for
That for l !l,080 nine months men is equal to one-fourth the
~amc number of three ycnrs men, viz., (according to th~
mclhotl of computation followctl in in thcA<ljutant General's office at Washington,)

1;3,000

Total of both call~, when re<lueed to three years men,

Hl,770

4,770

The troops furnished by the Commomvealth, and
not included in the previous statements, and to be
credited against the aggregate last stated, were as
follows, -viz. :

T!tree Years Volunteers.
;J:2d Regiment Infantry,
;J;}tl
"
"
;J.J.th
"

:J.ith

"

,,

1,018 men, marehe<l May 2G,* 18G2.
!J.J.2 "
" Aug. 14-, 1,8G2.
1,027 "
]J, 1862.
1,018 "
22, 18G2.

* Six Companies only marche<l at this <late, and the rc,idue a~crwards.
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1,015 men, marched Sept. 2, 1862.
3Gth Regiment Infantry,
979 "
"
7, 1862.
37th
"
"
1,018 "
"
2-1, 1862.
38th
"
"
987 "
"
6, 1862.
39th
"
"
992 "
"
8, 1862.
40th
"
"
1,127 "
"
Nov. 5, 18G2.
"
4 lst* "
1.32 !'
"
Sept. 3, 1862.
9th Battery Light Artillery,
156
"
"
Oct.
14, 1862.
10th
"
"
"
147 " mustcretl Feb. 2G, 1862.
1st Unattached Co. II. Art.,
140 "
"
Nov. 3, 1862.
2d
"
"
"
156
"
"
Dec.
31, 1862.
3d
"
"
"
Recruits for ohl Regiments
and Companies,
5,209 " marched at various dates
10 Reg'ts and 5 Compmiics and
Recruits for 3 y'rs.,
16,083

Nine },font/is Volunteers.
3d Regiment Infantry,
4th
"
"
5th
"
"
6th
"
"
8th
"
"
42d
"
"
43d
"
"
44th
"
"
45th
"
"
46th
"
"
47th
"
"
48th
"
"
49th
"
"
50th
"
"
51st
"
"
52d
"
"
53d
"
"
11th 13attery Light Artillery,

1,007 men, marched Oct. 22, 1862.
982 "
Dec. 17, 18G2.
"
3, 1862.
997 "
Oct.
"
913 "
Sept.
1,
1862.
"
962 "
Nov.
7,
l8G2.
"
19, 18G2.
998 "
"
Oct.
24,
I8G2.
1,024 "
,."
22, 1862.
1,023 "
1,005 "
24, 1862.
"
Nov. 1, 1862.
983 "
"
29, 1862.
1,024 "
"
Dec.
27, 1862.
996 "
"
J\oy,
21,
l 8G:2.
9·18 "
"
19,
18G2.
964 "
,."
11, 1862.
961 "
,,
94.0 "
19, 18G2.
18, 18G2.
958 "
"
3, 18G2.
Oct.
152 "
"

17 Regiments ancl 1 Company
or Battery,
16,837
• Afterwards, with unattached Companies, forming the 3d Regiment of
Cavalry.
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RcduccLl to three years' men, they woultl be equal to
Three yca1·s' men brought fonrnr<l,

4,209
16,083

Total, .
Amount of the two calls, rcducetl to three yeal'l men, as
aboYe stated,

20,2!)2

Excess up to January 1, 1863,

lD,770
522

Since the 1st day of January, 1863, there has
been a

steady, persistent system . of recruiting

going on under the direction of the State Govern·mcnt, which has been continued without relaxation
even during the enforcement of the cl.raft of July
lust, by which means there have been raised, during
the last year, and previous to the lat.est call of the
President, of October 17th, 1863, (making a rest on
that day because all subsequent musters arc to be
credited against that call,) and in excess of all specific
calls by the United States government, the follovi·ing
troops:
2<1 Regiment Cavall'y, .
N cw Battalion for 1st}
Regiment Cavalry,
2d Rcg't Heavy ArtillC'ry,
-1th Puattachcd Co. II. Art.,
,,
,,
5th
"
6th
"
" "
7th
"
" "
8th
",.
" "
!lth
"
"
10th
"
"
"
51th Regiment Infantry,
;);)lit

,.

"

12th Battery Light .Astillcry,

1,1!)0 men, marched Feb. & l\Iay, '63.
60
1,073
1,32
14-!
133
178
135
111
132
),02!)

1,023
135

"
"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

" Sept. & Nov. '63.
mustered Api-il 22, J863.
" June 6, 1863.
" l\fay 19,1863.
" Aug. 14, 1863.
" Aug. 14, 1863.
" Aug. 27, 1863.
" Sept. 16, 186:l.
marched l\fay 28, 1863.
July 21, 1863.
,." Jan. 2, 1863.
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l:lth Battery Light Artillery,
15th
"
. '·
"
Hccruits for old Rcgim'ts}

ancl CompanicR, .

.

4 Rez'ts, and 11 Co.'s, and}
.,
Recruits for three y'r~.,
l\Iaki11g, in a<l1lition to the previous excess of .
A total ex<·c~s of .

.

147 men, marched ,Tnn. 3 I, 1863.
172 "
"
1\Iar. !J, Hl63.

509 "

"

at Yarious da tcs

6,:353

5:!2

6,875

This is reachecl without including the product of
the late draft, (July, 18G3,) of which I shall speak
hereafter, and not including the three months militia,
nor the )fassachusetts men enlisted in organizations of
other States, nor the large numbers in the ~avy, estimated at au aggregate of 12,000 seamen and marines,
nor our men enlisted in the regular army.

But it has

recently been represented that previous to July,
18G2, while Massachusetts had furnished all the

troops ernr asked from her, and many more, and
while she was urging upon the '\Var Department
troops ,vhich the Government of the United States
did 11ot accept, and while, as a consequence, thousands of :Massachusetts men were enlisting in organizations of other States,- that previous to July, 18G2,
:Massachusetts ought to have furnished a larger number
than she could prevail upon the General GoYernment
to accept.

In other words, there is charged against

us an estimated proportion or pro forma quota of
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all the three years volunteers furnished by the loyal
States prior to July, 1862-amounting
1.-In the aggregate to .
(Thiti reckoning charges us with our proportion of men
furnished by other States, when no call was made
on the State for any contingents or quotas and when
our offers were in excess of the troops accepted.)
2.-It is also declared that om· real quota of the three
years men called for in July, 1862, was not 15,000;
that we erred in supposing that to have been the
number; and that the correct number was
3.-Adding to these numbers 19,080 nine months
men, equivalent when reduced to three years
men, to

3~,868 men.

J 9,080
4,770

These· items present a total of either actual or pro
forma calls previous to the draft of July, 1863, of 58,718 men.

Even if this view should be taken of what was
due from :Massachusetts, she has raised, as I have
stated abovePreviously to July, 1862,
Under the call of July, 1862,
16,837 nine months men, equal, when reduced to three
years men, to
Volunteers enlisted and mustered between January 1,
1863, and October 17, 1863,

32,250
16,083
4,209
6,353
58,895

)faking, even with this understanding of the quotas,
a surplus of 177 men.

And this result is arrived at

without reckoning the service of the three months
militia whom we have furnished, -

and reckoning

twelve soldiers enlisted for three months as of military
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value only equal to four men enlisted for nine months,
or to one man enlisted for a term of three years,
these would amount to :311 more, making np a smplns
of 4:88 above all actual and constructive demands.
Thus far, this enumeration has pursued the method
tmderstood to be adopted in the office of the AdjntantGeneral at \Yashiugton.

It assumes the valne of

each soldier to be proportioned to the term of his
enlistment, crediting all three years vohmtcers according to thefr aggregate number, and all others according as the length of their respective terms of enlistment
is proportioned to the term of three years.

Thus,

each three years volunteer counts one, in crediting the
States with their volunteers, while four volunteers for
nine months' service count only one, since one term
of three years' service is equivalent to four of nine
months.

It has been the effort of what we deemed

sound policy in this Commonwealth, to encourage
enlistments for the longer rather than the shorter
terms, not only because of the greater economy and
superior military efficiency thus promoted, but also for
reasons apparent from the statements just made.
But the enumeration after the method explained,
although equitable in itself and on the whole, docs
not exhibit the entire number of men contributed to
the military servic-e of the United States by this Com-
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monwcalth, numbers of whom, though enlisted for
shorter periods than three years, deserve to be remembered irrcspcctiYc of all the convenient rules of computation observed in comparing the services of liYing
men, because they gaye themselves for no term of
months or years, but for the measure of their life-time,
and died in the service and for the cause of their
country.
The aggregate numbers in the different classes
of our whole contribution of soldiers, are as follows:
For three months, 5 regiments, 1 battalion, 1 company, 3,736 men.
36 days, 1 company, (Boston Cadet~,) .
117 "
3 months, 1 company, (Capt. Staten's,)
101 "
41 months, 1 company, (Salem Cadets,)
131 "
6 months, 1 company, (8th Light battery,)
155 "
n month~, 17 regiments, 1 company, •
16,837 "
3 years, 41 regiments, 34 companies, and recruits
for same,
. 54,531 men.
)Inking a final total of mc11 sent by l\Iassachusetts
in her own organizations into the military service of
the United States, on the lanrl, during the present
war, previou~ly to Oct. 17, 1863, of
. 7.3,608 men.

In this connection it may be remarked that anv
apportionment among different State8"-of their contributions to the armed force of the country, in order to
be equitable and just, ought to be made according to
the number of able-bodied men between the ages
which arc fixed as the limits of liability to military
service; and not according to the whole population,
9
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which consists partly of women, children and aged
persons, in proportions that vary in different States.
A newly settled community, which has drawn within

its limits the active, vigorous and enterprising young
men from other portions of the country, must necessarily have a larger share of able-bodied 11;en within
the military ages, than an older State, of whose population many of the active and hardy men of the
military ages have emigrated to the "\Vest, leaving
behind them a disproportionate number of the old
and feeble, and of women and children.

Unless,

therefore, a careful enrolment is made, of those alone
who are liable and able to do military duty, and unless
the drafts into military service are apportioned according to such an enrolment, injustice will be done to
those communities which have the smaller proportions
of men within the military ages and capable of
bearing arms.
Having in view such considerations, the ProvostMarshal-General of the United States remarks, that in
executing

of Congress of :March 3d, 1863,

popularly termed the " Draft Act,"
"The main object was to apportion the number among the
States, so that those previously furnished and those to be
furnished would make a given part of their available men,
and not a given part of their population."
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This was renderf'd practicable by the terms employed in the last-named Act, in reference to the duty
of the President " in assigning to the districts the
number of men to be furnished therefrom."
The Act, in one word, evidently contemplates, for
the :fu-st time, basing requisitions for men on the enrolled military strength, and not on the population of
the States, the inequality of which latter method is
illustrated in the same report of the Provost Marshal
General, by the testimony there found that under

,

former calls

" Some of the Western States, with quotas nearly as la~·ge
as some of the Eastern, not only furnished their quotas and a.
large excess besides, but had a largor proportion of males
left than Eastern States which had not entirely filled their
quotas."

At the time when troops were accepted from
other States and the volunteers of :Massachusetts
were declined, the Government did not probably
contemplate the possible future exercise of the
· high prerogative implied in the enforcement of a
draft for the military service.

Nor had it perhaps

the means of then adjusting, without delay, the acceptance of volunteers from the several States in
due proportions.

There were many unavoidable cir-

cumstances, not easily detailed but quite easily under-
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stood, which disturbed the equality of their distribution.

And it should be remembered also that prior

to the Act of 3d ~larch, 1863, the laws of Congress
required that the President, in making any requisition
on the States respectively, should have reference to
the numbers then in service from the several States,
equalizing, so far as practicable, the_ numbers furnished by them, according to " Federal population,"
or ( as it is also styled in the national statutes.)
·' representative population."
I intend to imply no criticism, in any thing which
this Adiliess may contain, on any department or funcof the United States Government.

On the con-

trary, I bebeve that the President and the Secretary
at ,var }lave at all times sought to distribute the
burdens, and their credits, upon and among the loyal
States in obedience to the laws of Congress, and ·with
a disposition to recognize the just demands. of them
all.

But I have deemed it my duty to prepare this

statement of the relation of :Massachusetts to the
Yolunteer contingents of the Union, with careful,
and perhaps tiresome, elaboration, because I was unwilling to leave the history unwritten of that truth
which is always the vindication of the people of
}fassachusetts. "\Vhen those who struggled to relieve
themselves from the exactions of the draft of last
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July, complained, even without reason, and in a spirit
of insubordination; when they pointed at Massaclmsetts, and accused her of non-fulfilment of her duties,
stimulating hostility against Massachusetts in the
minds of those who dreaded the military service,
disliked the national administration, opposed the ,var
much, and the principles and ideas of Massachusetts
more,-still I·was silent.

But, for the sake of the

record, and for the truth of history,-not permitting
the Commonwealth to be ch-awn into a discussion
elsewhere unworthy her service or her character-I
have now spoken, presenting to the Representatives
of her People the recorded particulars from which
_history will hereafter be written.

The Draft.
The draft for soldiers, prosecuted under the direction of the Federnl Government, was based on an
enrolment made by its officers, of 107,386 men between the ages of twenty and thirty-five years, and
denominated the " first class."

The " second class "

were enumerated at 56,792, making the whole emolment 164:,178 men.

The whole number drawn was

32,079, of which 22,343 obtained exemption.

Of

this number 3,044 have failed to report.

Of the

number drafted, 6,690 were held to service.

Of these
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74!3 rendered themselves for duty personally; 2,32,3
arc represented by substitutes ; 3,6:21 paid the sum
required by law, in commutation.
The experience of all military nations in modern
times, favors the adoption of a reasonable system of
commutation of military senicc in money.

.And

notwithstanding the gust of apparent unpopularity
which attached to the provision in the X ational Enrolment Act permitting snch a commutation, I haYc
never doubted either its wisdom, expediency or humanity.

Indeed, I think its supposed unpopularity

was only apparent, and not real.

Its repeal would

tend to deprive all but the rich of the luxury of a
substitute.

It "ould introduce to a golden harvest a .

class of men whose traffic would be detestable for its
cupidity, oppression and injustice.

Their trade would

be injurious to the senice, dangerous to the comnmnity, unjust to those dem:m<ling substitutes, and
equally unjust to the men offering themsdrns in
supply.

The only system compatible with the public

good is that which demands but one maxin,um price
as the condition of exemption, which prevents panic
· and competition, creates but one market, and but one
bidder for substitutes, and leaves their procurement to
the control of the goYernment.
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I respectfully suggest, however, that the duty of
providing men for the military service does not equitably rest on the shoulders of those men only, of
military age and capacity. In the last resort, and
when the exigency is adequate, I admit that it may
become their duty to bear it alone, because when at
last the final struggle comes, it is the duty of every
man according to the measure of his power, whether
of mind, body or estate, to do whatever he can to
save his country.

But while a community is pros-

perous and its means abundant, both sound policy
and natural justice require that all who share the
benefits conferred by the soldier upon his country,
should also help the soldier to bear his burden. In
order that any shall have a home it is needful that
some should go abroad to defend it: and those who
remain ought to assist in rendering it reasonably
conYenient for others to go.
But the welfare of human society never fails to
require of the statesman economy of all its resources.
The extravagance of to-day only foretells the poverty
of to-morrow.

Economy itself may demand liberality

of expenditure, but it never permits the wasting of
resources.

Nature, even, boundless hi her capacity,

uses only what she needs.

The duty of sup-

pressing the rebellion inrnlves that of restoring
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and reconstructing order, society, civilization, where
treason and slavery have subverted them, of maintainiug them wherever they still exist, of encouraging every benignant, beautiful and useful art, of
enlarging the boundaries of knowledge, virtue and
truth.

This dut) inrnlvcs not merely prescning

that political organization known as Government, that
combination of States we call om Union, or that
fundamental framework of. law, its Constitution.
Presen·ing these a!'l invaluable means and opportunities,
the work before us involves the duty of perpetuating,
securing and amplifying the rights, the freedom, and
the welfare of all that portion of mankind whose
allegiance our country may rightfully claim.
Considering how vast the responsibility, the extensiveness of the field, the protean shapes innumerable
in which that duty is to be encountered, the millions of
men who arc to be affccted, and the infinite years
to be influenced by what we do, I cannot but feel that
there is no peril from war half so tremendous as those
which follow from temporizing, short-sighted or superficial state policy.

Even in raising soldiers to recruit

our army, we must look beyond the campaign.

In

carrying on wlr, we must look through the war to
the peace which lies beyond it.

And in studying how

by waJ.' to conquer a peace, we must look beyond the
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peace itself ·we long for, and consider permanence,
security, freedom, and progress.

The duty peace

will impose requires even while the war continues,

the re-establishment of society wherever the army
adn.mces, or at least that its foundation shall be
securely laid.
The husbanding of our means for all the uses to
which they may be required hereafter, implies· that
they should be sometimes saved, sometimes distributed,
sometimes used, but always with that discretion
grounded in a clear purpose, which best adapts them
to their ends.

So, therefore, men should be sought

for and accepted where men are abundant and where
civil employment is deficient.
of

a, whole

But where the wants

people demand all the efforts of labor, and

capital waits to pay liberally for all that labor can perform to supply them, is it even doubtful economy for
men to be there withdrawn from peaceful industry,
unless the withdrawal is unavoidable ?
Having sent into the field one man at least out of
every three of her enrolled militia, at some time or
another since the war began, and having spent for the

1 service already not less than $15,000,000, including
municipal expenditures, but not including the National
taxation, I do not think it unbecoming the people of
this Commonwealth to suggest any measure of justice
10
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tending to preserve her industry, her ability to be
useful to the country, and yet to swell the ranks of
the National armies.

,vith this view, I think it not

improper that she should be allowed to recruit her
wasted regiments on the very fields where those regiments have borne the National flag with honor, and in
the very States they have helped to grasp from rebel
usurpation. Every man she might thus induce to join
her ranks, would be one civilian saved to the National
ndustry, one soldier added to the army of the Union,
one the less possible victim of rebel conscription, one
Union man of the South enjoying, iJ.1 the form of a
)Iassachusctts bounty, some compensation for the
waste and want with which the rebellion had visited
him.

Xow·, whether white men or black men, why

should we not be permitted to invite them to come?
"\Yhy should we not encourage them by the pecuniary
adYantages of a remunerative service?

,vhy not

weaken the walls of the house of the enemy by attractng ,vhatsocver supports them?

And how could the

mission be more actiYcly prosecuted of disabusing
misinformed southern men, and spreading over the
South, now ruined by an insolent aristocracy, the
principles of the democratic North?

I venture

to suppose that the opportunity offered to any
inhabitants of disloyal States of servmg in the
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regiments of the patriotic :Free-State volunteern, of
being helped and relieved by their bounties, of marching under their tried and experienced commanders,
shoulder to shoulder with their intelligent veterans of the rank and file, would be the beginning of one of the many moral victories of the war.
This measure, already proposed in Congress, of permitting all the loyal States to recruit for their volunteer corps in those States to which no contingents are
assigned, I respectfully submit, deserves the support
of the Legislature of Massachusetts.
KeYerthcless, under whatever decisions and laws,
-with fidelity and courage unswerving and indomitable ,-her.People will do their duty.
This proposition is of greater importance to the
Nation than it is to l\Iassachusetts.

The organized,

skilled industry constantly at work, the powers of
water and steam harnessed into the service of man,
the stupendous enginery of mechanical ingenuity, the
brain-power wielding and directing all these vast
and varied forces engaged in the production of wealth,
comfort and the means wanted to maintain order,
decorum, and the very existence of society, are of
indispensable necessity to the whole country as a condition of maintaining her armies and of conducting
the war. "\Vhenever one community can furnish volun-
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tcers for om· armies, and other communities can afford
to pay them to C"ome, but cannot afford to spare their
own men from their own industry, the simplest political
economy teaches the wastefulness of refusing to allow
these balances to be adjusted by the laws of supply
and demand.

Not to do so seems to me as it would

.seem in mechanics to reject the use of the lcYer, and
to insist on mm ing all bodies by a dead lift.
Do not understand me to claim any preference m

our own

behalf; nor in behalf of the X cw England

8tates ; nor of any communities whose combinations
of labor and capital-whose inclnstry-correspornb to
theirs.

Tho argument applies of course alike, whcr-

. eyer the facts agree ; and the conclnsio:r;is which
follow from the facts arc the deductions of inexorable
logic.

Do not understand that I would have such

communities exempted from fmuishing a proportion
-perhaps a major part-of their contingents, from
their own population.

There arc those in nearly

every part of the country who can be spared for
the military service.

There arc those cYerywhcre

who desire ardently to render it.

There arc those

who ought not to be exempted from it.

.And I only

suggest that all the States should be allowed to
recruit for their own regiments to the amount of a
certain proportion of the quotas of the new lc,ies
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assigned to them, within those States on which no
requisitions arc made.
I have heard, in substance, but one argument in
opposition.

It is simply the aTgumcnt based on a

supposed jealousy on the part of certain States of the
Vfrst or No1thwcst, against some of the older Commonwealths where moneyed capital is more abundant.
But can it be imagined that a great question of public
economy,-thc supreme interest of all people in all
the States that the Arts of civilization shall not fail,
and that Industry, which is their foundation, shall not
be broken down,-is to be settled against the universal
interest by a sentiment of local jealousy?

Those

who suggest it underrate their own constituencies.
But if they are right, then let Massachusetts be
specially excluded from the arrangement.
New England be excluded.

Let all

But let othe1· States

be privileged to recruit in the manner I have
suggested.

It 1s worth the while, simply for the

political and military strength to be gained to our own
cause, and the weakness it would communicate to the
enemy ; and l\Iassachusctts, I am sure, will be content to wait a while for justice and better views to
obtain.
A State system of recruiting, both of white and
colored men, in the rebel States, will succeed.

A
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Federal system will only partially succeed.

The diffi-

culties inherent in bureau-operations I do not think
under the Federal system can be seasonably overcome.
T)1e States raise State volunteers more rapidly everywhere than troops can be otherwise accumnlatccl.
has always been so.

It

The work can be populariir,ed

by thrir measures and can be accommodated to
familiar traditions and methods.

vVhen committed to

the Federal government it is done only after the methods and traditions of the regular army, which arc intrinsically ill adapted to the task. It is well systematized,
bnt it wants life and inspiration.

.All experience I

have known, down to this very honr, has helped to
establish the opinion I h,n-e just expressed. Troops
cannot be suddenly raised, nor without considerable
time occupied in the work, either by any means
of volunteering, or by conscription.
arc both moral and material.

The reasons

They were little

less apparent in the summer of 1861 than th('Y are
now.

"'ith a

consta11tly maintained nnd syste-

matic plnn of State rec-ruiting I am couficlcnt that
)fassachnsetts will never fail of furnishing h<'r military
contiugents.

But, in order to succeed well, the system

pursued should never be suspended; it should he uniform and co-operative. Mounties should he C(1ual, paid
by the government, on a maximum subject to reduction and not inflexibly the same.
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New England and the Northwest.

There ought to be absolute sympathy of feeling,
as there is community of interest, between New England and the States of the \Vest.

By the census of

1860, 560,336 of the children of Xew England,
natiYes of her soil, were residents of other States and
Territories.

Of the i.11habitants of :Massachusetts in

1860, 970,952 were American born, 80;5,54:6 were
natives of the Commonwealth,-the residue of her
population being either foreign to the State or to the
country, by their birth.

But she had contributed to

other States and Territories 160,692 of her own chilru·en.

Of these, 16,313 were found in Ohio, 9,873 in

Michigan, 3,443 in Indiana, 19,053 in Illinois, 3,719
in l\Iinncsota, 12,115 in \'Visconsin, 6,21± in Iowa.
And in Kansas, where in 1855 she made haste to
hoist the flag and practically assert the principles of
Liberty, and where her sons have repeatedly sealed
their testimony with their blood, 1,282 natiYes of
Massachusetts continued to guard the outposts of
l?recdom, always menaced and frequently assaulted
by the foes of our common country and the supporters of slavery.
l\fore than fifty millions of dollars of New England capital invested in the railroad enterprises of
the Great ,vest, (to say nothing of a probably equal
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amount expended in lands, or employed in lolins and
in personal property,) and twcnty-fh-e millions invested in mining, ha,e been used to develop the
splendid capacity and resources of those youthful
but sturdy Commo:.iwcalths ; "hile within the last
twent) ) cars, three millions of dollars, at least, and
how much more I know not, in voluntary contributions have found their way from Xcw England, flowing in numerous rill,; of philanthropic and religious
charity, to the chmchcs, the schools, and the other
institutions of the
religion.

,vc•st

dcYoted to learning and

The young men and maidens who annually

migrate thither from theBe Eastern C'ommonwralths.

are not only drawing after them their share of thC'
paternal inheritance, but arc always weaving a sympathC'tic net-work of affection, reaching to cradle and
prairie form, from the old homesteads and churchyards of X cw England.

Dnriug the last session of

the FPdcral Congress, the people of the Great Northwest enjoyed and recognized both the friendship and
the tomprchen!)i\ c statC'smanship of thr Eastern represcntatiYes, in the almost undivided support extended

by X cw England to the project of uniting the Great
LakC's "ith the )fo;sissippi River, as a National
measure, by a :-;hip canal.

In n•spcct to the quantity of K orthwestern food
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consumed in New England, no means yet exist, to my
knowledge, of statistically presenting the subject
in precise detail.

Tfiat could only be done after

carefully ascertaining the quantities carried into New
England by . the rail ways, and the coasting vessels
\

from all the ports on the Hudson.

Reasoning from

a few known clements of calculation, it may, however, be satisfactorily estimated.
Foreign statistical writers differ considerably in
their estimates of the cereal consumption of nations.
:McCulloch states the yearly consumption of England
at one " quarter" of wheat, or eight bushels to each
inhabitant.

France, feeding more on bread and less

is estimated as high as ten bushels. But
..onNewmeat,
England, consuming largely of fish and other
animal food, possibly may not exceed seven bushels
to each person.

At seven bushels each, her 3,135,-

293 inhabitants· would consume 21,94:7,051 bushels.
The census of 1860 shows that her own product of
the principal cereals was : Of wheat, only .
1,077,285 bushels.
rye, only
1,417,560 "
Indian corn, only
9,099,570 "
Total yield of these cereals grown in New
England, .
11,594,415 bushels.

But Massachusetts, with a population of 1,231,066,
produced less breadstuffs in proportion than either of
11
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"While her population

would, at seven bushels each, call for 8,617,46-J
bushels, her actual production bf cereals was : Of wheat, only
rye, only

119,783 bushels.

.

388,085
2,157,063

Indian corn, only
Her total being only .

"

"

2,664,931 bushel~.

Iler residue of breadstu:ffs, purchased of the region
to the :Xorth and ,vest, allowing seven bushels for
each inhabitant in the year 1860, was 5,952,531 bushels; or, if she consumed at the rate of eight bushcls,thc computation of English consumption by McCulloch,-hcr pmchase must have been 7,183,591 bushels.

:More than seven-eighths of the whole cereal yield,.

of :Massachusetts was Indian corn, of which-a very large
portion must have been

fed to animals.

Her

proportional purchase, therefore, must have been much
larger than the average purchase of New England.
The annual consumption of purchased flour by
:New England, - at an estimate which is sustained
by the computations I have already made, - is something near 3,500,000 barrels, or more than one barrel to each inhabitant.
800,000 barrels of

In the year 1862, more than

";restern and Northern flour were

sold in Boston for domestic consumption, or threefomths of a barrel for each person in l\1assachusetts ;
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which number I assume must have been equalled
by the sales in other marts of the State.
But, to abridge a discussion which would be too
protracted were the statistics to be pursued iuto
greater detail, I venture to affirm the conclusion that
the consumption of W estcrn agricultmal products
within the six States of New England, including fl.om,
grain and animal food, used for the support of man
and the forage of cattle, swine and horses, during the
year 186:3, reached the value of $50,000,000, the
proportion of which taken by Massachusetts exceeded
$20,000,000.
Beside this, it must be remarked that the mills of
New England arc manufacturing wool at the rate of
not less than eighty million pounds annually, producing two-thirds of the woolen fabrics made in the United
States.

Perhaps thirty-five million pounds are im-

ported from foreign countries.

The remaining forty-

five m~llions or more is American grown, being about
two-thirds of the whole clip, (according to the last
('ensus,) to which N cw England affords a market.

Iler

own clip of wool in 1860, was less than seven millions
of pounds, out of about forty-nine millions produced
in the loyal States.

Massachusetts, while she raised

not more than -l.rth of the clip of New England,

or about yA-o,th of the clip of the loyal States, or ·dilth

•
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part of all the wool made into American goods, manufactured one-third of all the woolen fabrics made in
the Union.

Beside all this, there is the carpet and

coarse blanket wool, now manufactured in Ncw England to the quantity of twenty millions of pounds.

Western Transportation.
These calculations and statistics establishing our
power of consuming

,vcstem products illustrate

also

the importance to the West of extending its market
by the cheapening of transportation ; the importance
to consumers of all classes, of cheapening food by
increasing the

means of direct and economical

transportation; the importance to the commerce of
Boston, of bringing food, which, whether arriving
here in the forms of grain, flour, lard, live animals, or
cut meats, is becoming of more and more commanding value in our commercial exchanges ; the
importance of abundant and cheap transportation for

fuel, as well as for food, if we would maintain the
manufacturing power of N cw England. On the
prosperity of these manufactures depend not only the
support of the artisans and laborers they employ, the
thrift of the villages they have cre·ated, but the
domestic markets for vegetables, milk, fruit, poultry,
and other products of the field, the orchard, and
garden, which yield revenue to our own farmers.
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An adequate treatment of this subject includes a
consideration, not only of the procurement of cheap
and abundant food for our own caters, of prosperity
to our manufacturers and mechanics, of fo·cly domestic markets, of local welfare all over Massachusetts,
but of our growth and permanence as a commercial
people.

It spans the ocean, it scales the_ mountains,

bridges the rivers, and steams over the great lakes,
strengthening us at home by its unifying of interests
between ,Vest and East, and contributing to the
power, influence and ubiquity of our commerce on
every sea.
GENTLE~IEN OF THE SENATE AKO
OF '£HE

IlousE

OF REPRESENTATIVES :

Several topics-among others, of the militiaomitted from this Address, already long, can be
better niatured hereafter, should occasion demand
their discussion.

I must not omit to bear public

testimony again to the efficient manner in which the
recruitment of volunteers is conducted through the
municipal

goYernments.

The work is brot~ght

directly home to the people.

Led by their own

local magistrates, it is patriotically done.

Time, an

clement not usually understood, will enable them
to fill our contingent.

I can never express my
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sense of the sublime devotion to public duty I have
witnessed in this people from my watch-tower of
observation ; nor the gratitude I owe for their indulgent consideration.
But the heart swells with unwonted emotion
when we remember our sous and brothers, whose
constant valor has sustained on the field, dUl'ing nearly
three years of w,u·, the cause of our country, of civilization, and liberty.

Our volunteers have rcprc-

i:;cntccl Massachusetts, chuing the year just ended, on
almost cvcr) field and in every department of the
army where our flag has bern unfurled.

.At Chan-

cellorsville, GettysbUl'g, Yicksburg, Port Hudson,
and 1''ort "ragner, at Chickamauga, Knoxville, and
( 'hattanooga-undcr Hooker, and )Icade•, and Banks,
and Gillmore, and Rosecrans, Burnsi<le, aud Grant,in CH'ry scene of <langer and of duty, aloug the
.\tlantic and the Gulf, on the Tennessee, the Cumberland, the i\Iississippi and the Rio Grandc,-nndcr
Dupont and Dahlgren, and Foote, and )/arragnt and
Portcr,-the sons of ~Iassa.chusetts have home their
part, and paid the debt of patriotism and valor.
Ubiquitous as the stock they descend from, national
in their opinions and univenml in their sympathies,
they have fought shoulder to shoulder with men of
all sections and of every extraction.

On the ocean,
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on the rivers, on the land, on the heights where they
thundered down from the• clouds of Lookout Mountain the defiance of the skies, they have graven with
their swords a record imperishable.
The Unsc herself demands the lapse of silent
)Cars to soften, by the influences of Time, her too
keen and poignant realization of the scenes of ,varthe pathos, the heroism, the fierce joy, the grief, of
battle.

But, during the ages to come, she will brood

owr their memory.

Into the hearts of her conse-

crated priests will breathe the inspirations of lofty and
undying Beauty, Sublimity and Truth, in all the
glowing forms of speech, of liten:itnre and plastic art.

By the homely traditions of the fireside- by the
lwad-stoncs in the church-yard, consecrated to those
whose forms repose for off in rude graves by
the Rappahannock, or sleep beneath the sea.embalmed in the memories of succeeding gencration!'l of parents and children, the heroic dead will
lirn on in immortal youth.

By their names, their

character, their service, their fate, their glory, they
cannot fail ; " They never fail who die

In a great cause ; the block may soak their gore;
Their heads may sodden in the sun, their limbs
Ile strung to city gates and castle walls ;
But still their spirit walks abroad. Though years
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Elapse and others Khan· ns dark n, doom,
Thl'Y but augment the ().£>ep nnd sweeping thoughts
Which overpower all others, and conduct
Tho world at last to F1n:Eno11."

The edict of Xantes maintaining the religious liberty of the If ugnenots gave lustre to the fame of
Henry the Great, whose name ,vill gild the pages of
philo~ophic history after mankind may have forgotten the martial prowess and the white plume of Xavarre.

TnE mu:xr PRo<'L.Dt \TIO:'\'

oF

],rnr:1tTY

"·ill

lift the Ruler who uttered it, our Xation ancl our
Age, above all rnlgar destiny.
The bell ,vhich rang out the clechu·ation of Inclcpencleuce, has found at last a voice articulate, to
" Proclaim Liberty throughout all the Land unto all
the Inhabitants thereof.''

It has been heard across

oceans, and has modified the sentiments of cabinets
arnl kings.

The people of the- old world ham heard

it, and their hearts stop to catch the last v,·hispcr of

its echoes.

The poor sl:tve has heard it, and with

bounding joy, tempered by the mystery of religion, he
worships and adores.

The waiting Continent has

heard it, and already forcseeo; the folfillcd prophecy,
when she will sit " redeemed, regenrratcd and disenthralle<l by the irresistible Genius of Universal
Emancipation.''

D O O U 111:C N T t,
.A<'CO~JP#\NYTNG

GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS,
18 6 4.
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To lite Horwrable the &nate and Ilouse of Represenl<Ltives
of t!te Commonwealth of 1lfass<tcltusetts:
The Commif'1>ioners on contagious diseases of cattle, in
their report of Janna1·y, 18u3, stated that there was not then
a vh-ible case of the disease called pleuro- pneumonia existing
in the Stale. In February following, they wo1·e called upon
to , isit supposed cases 011 the farm of Wm. l'. Childs, in
·waltham, and, subseqnenUy, communicated the result of
theit· inYestigations to the legislature, stating that they were
unable to trace the origin of the disease in that herd. J t
wa~ afterwards ascertained that the di~ease ha<l. existed in
Lexington, in "a secret hiding place," for several months
previous.
The course taken was firi:.t to isolate the herd of cattle in
\ \Taltham, after which, actiYe measures wore taken to
di~co,·er the origin of the outbreak. Tho dealer, of whom
:Mr. Childs had purchased cattle, denied having any reason to
smpect the existence of the disease in his herd, conse<1uently
t he markets where the cattle were pnrchasetl were risited,
and when 110 traces of the di~ea~e could there be found, it.
was feared t hat all efforts to control the malady would be
fruitless.
Several weeks elapsed before it became known that other
herds were infected, and that many animals had perished
from the disease. 'l'he expenses already incurred ha\ ing exhausted the appropri:ition of $1,000 made by the legi8latnre,
report of the fact was ma<le to the executive depa1·tmcnt,
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the opunon ol' the attornry-gencral of the Commonwealth
was taken as to the inui vidnnl linliilities of tho Commissioners,
the rcsulL of which was the stopping of all farther procec<lingi;, and the resignation of the Commissioners.
'l'o eight herds, in which there was satisfactory C\"idence
that the disease existed, it was ascertained that the i11f'cctio11
was communicated hy cattle purcha~ctl of the dealer l,nfore
alluded to as having denied the existence of the dise:ii;e in
his herd: and in most cases the cattle purchased of him we1't'
the first attacked. It was estimated hy tho Commissioncn,,
in May last, that thP expcndittu-e of ;-;:3,000, in addition to
the appropriation of the lcgi~lat11re, wonhl have mTeRted the
disease at that lime. ~atisfactory e, idence is now at hand
that it will require ~10,000 to cover the loss sinc·e sustained
hr State, towns, and indi, iduab, in eonsequencc of leaving
the disease to take iti- course.
ln ~eYcrnl in,(anccs, where the disPa,,• has broken out, tl1t•
ow11ors or cattle ha\'e disposed of' them without calling upon
the autliorities for 1·ecompcnse, m11l if all the cattle that hare
hec11 expol'ed to the disease ha<l been disposN1 of in such a
,m11111e1· as not to endanger others, doubtless no one woul I
complain. Hut the charn.<"t.er ol' thib disease i1- ;,o in1-iclious,
1hat it is impos~ilJlt, for owner,, or an~· 011(' ebr, accurately
to determine the existence or 11011-cxistence or the malady,
and cattle may he disposed of in Htch a manner as lo carr~·
the contagion to many herds, hence the necessity of most
,tri11gcnt measures for anesting th,, disease at the outset.
To accomplish this effectually, there should be in existence
a11 active Board of Uommissionl·1·s. The re,;ult of leaving
the matter to the loeal authorities of' towns has Leen disastrnus. This is owing, in great part, to the circnm:,cribecl
action of such local authorities. They cannot reach the
sources of the disease . By the statute, the Commi:-i,;ioners
have full power to visit a11y locality in the State, a11d require
any pcr::,ons to tcstil)' under oath as to their knowledge ol'
the rxistcnce of plcuro-p11eurno11ia in their vici11ity; hence
the feat· of detection and pu11i!-hment deters many from
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~ending cattle that have been exposed to the public markets
to be sold ; but as selectmen can only act within their own
municipalities, such cattle can be sent beyond the town
limits, and sold without restraint.
. If no Board of Commissioners be appointed, and no active
measures arc to be taken by the State to prevent the spread
of the disease, then it would be important that all law~
relating to payments for infected cattle slaughtered should
he repealed, otherwise an unprincipled owner may sell a cow
infected with the disease, into a herd of sixty or more, and
the owner of the latter may, when his cattle are taken sick,
call in the authorities, and the town and State will be obliged
to pay large sums of money without thereby elfccting au y
thing towards the arrest of the disease.
The importance, as a sanative measure, of checking the
spread of a contagions malady like this, has never been considered here as it should be. In England, where the trouble
has become wide-spread through inattention and neglect.
active measures arc now being taken to counteract the evil.
These strenuo11s efforts arc ).icing made to prevent the sale
of diseased meat, a business of great extent in that country,
and which has but just commenced in this. The effect of
selling the meat and milk, in that country, of diseased cow::-,
is now known and felt, and even perceptible in its vital
statistics. lt will he so here, unle:ss prompt and efficient
action is taken to prevent it.
Respectfully submitted,

J A.MES RITCIIIE,

E. F. THAYER,

HENRY L. SABIN,

Late Commissioners on Contagious Diseases of Cattk.
BOSTON,

Dec. 9th, 1863.
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To Ilis Ercellc,u·.11 JoH~ A. ANmmw:

~m,-lll accordance with an intimatio.n from your Excellency, I ham the honor to lay l>Pforc yon the following
account or cxper;rncnts on plctfro-pncumonia among cattle,
made in Cambridge during the past year.
April 10, lS(j;\, a letter was addressed to your Excellency, asking leave to make these experiments at my own
expense. This letter was rofc1Ted to the Committee on
,\gril·ulturc, and at a hearing heforo that eommittcc, April
lHth, I was requested to state my reasons for 11n<lertaki11g
the ex pcri men ts. Thor-c reasons were briefly as follows : 1. Pl,•mo-p11eumo11ia is now existing in Waltham.
2. Jt is arlmitted, hy hclic\"Cl'l- in its contagiousness, that
there arc two forms of the disease, one eontagio11s and the
other 11on-contagious, the symptoms and anatomical appearances of which arc similar, aml which cannot ho distinguished
othcrwi«e tlHut hy tl10 fact of tran~mi~sion. Consc<111ently
each onthrnak of the disease requires examination.
:1. E.\111•rimc11ts 11pon tho <:outagions, epidemic or lucal
character of di~ea~e can only \Jc uudc1·taken at a distance
from the place ,, here the <lbca~e already exists. .Ju~t as the
contugiow-ncss or 11011-cuutagiousncss of' intermittent fcrer
(chills and fcrnr) could only l>c determined by cxpcrimcnts
out ol' the place where it exists.
4-. No experiments arc known to have bcc11 made upon the
di~easo 11uw existing .
.April :W.-I was notified that a Re:-olvc had rcccirn<l the
siguaturc of the goYernor granting me "!care to make
oxperiml•nts on ]Jleuro-puenmonia among catth•, so far as
relates to the laws of transmission, at his own expense,'' and
directing the cattle commissioner;; '' to place at his dispo:;al
cattle Lclonging to the Commonwealth, fo1· this pmposc."
1fay\1 :.!.-lu acconlance with this resolve, tho cattle commissioners allowed me to take from a herd in Lexington a
cow which had been sick hut a few days, aml which they
believed to Le in a good condition to transmit tho disease.
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Ths CO"\\' was carried to Cambridge in a covered wagon,
arri,·ing i;oon after daylight, to· avoid possibility of commuHicating infection on the road.
}fay 1:i.-'J'hree cows were received from a herd in
Waltham. Oue of them had been ill four days. The other
two were never known to have I.Jeen ill, although they had
been stalled in a I.Jam with cattle ill with plcuro-1mc11mo11ia.
They were supposed to be perfectly healthy. The sick cow
was curried in a wngon ; tho others wero driven, antl arri\·ed
early in the morning.
~hy 2~.-,\ cow and heifer were received from Maine,
from a region in which plcuro-pneumonia is not known to
have exii;ted, and were brought hy water to Roston.
The siek cows abo,·e rneHtiou<•d were very si<'k, and
exhibited UJHJuestionuhle evidence of' pleuro-pneumonia.
They were kept entirely by thcm~eh·es, aud not allowc<l to
approach the place where the experiments were to he mutle.
The ExperimeHtal Herd now consisted of seven animals,
us follows : 'J.'!l'o sick co1N, one from "'\Yaltham, and one from
Lexington.
Two cows from "'\Yaltham, which had made a part of a
herd in "hich plfuro-pneumonia cxi~ted.
One cow from Ma.inc, four years old.
One luife,- from Maine, about two years old.
One cow, (a new-milch cow,) which hail been owned by
me two years.
As it was foun<l impracticable to obtain any lall(l Hpon
which the experiments could be comlucte<l, I ic-elccte<l my
own grounds, in Cambridge. Herc a shed was built, twentyfour feet long by twelve feet wide, open to the s011Lh, and
closed upon the other three sides. The cattle were i;ecmed
with their heads toward'> the open side. They W(;re thus
protected from sun and rain, and enjoyed a free rnntilation.
Around the shed a fence was built, to prevent the possihilit;
of contact with other animals.
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~fay :!,>.-The experiments were commenced by placing a,
healthy cow between the two sick ones. She was feel ,cry
sparingly, to make her get her food from the two 11eighbo1·s,
by which she would be cxpo;;cd to their hrcath as much as
possible, and nwde to s,1 allow any imliva which might he
dropped upon the hay.
l•~ach animal was exposed in this mannct· twenty-four
hours, some of them more. ,\fte1· all had been exposecl, one
of the i;ick cows was killed, and tho existence of plcuropneumonia folly coufirmed uy examination aftt•r death. 'l.'l11.J
amount of disease was large; both lungs ~·ere disca;;ed;
their suli~tance and the plcuro inrnsting them. The disease
was pronounced, by those present, pleuro-pneumonia, or the
same character as tlutt existing in
altham and Lexin~ton,
and belicrnd to he contagious plcuto-pneumonia.
The other sick cow was with calf, ancl was prc~erYed for
eontinncd obser\'alion. The evidence of' tho exbtt-ncc of
plcnro-pneumonia ill this animal was helicre<l. by thoi-c
pl'escnt to he complete.
All these cows, except my own, were kept, after exposure,
in the i:;ame ~hed, but were not allowed to come in contact
with the remaining :;ick cow. They were fe,l on hay only.
They were examined daily, and their condition rccordt•1l.
.July 11.-Forty-eight days after exposure, the heifer from
Maine, which had been recorded as well on the preYious day,
became sick ; she lost he1· appetite ; hot· pube and respiration increased in frequency, and she exhibited other signs or
feyer. On the rnth. disease was diseo\·ercd, hy au~cultation
all(l percussion, to exist in the loft side. In about a forl11ight, this anim,11 had i>t.lgun to reco\·er her appetitl', ancl
her pulse and respiration improved.
'l'he other cows exhibited no signs of pleuro-pneumonia
during the time of obserrntion.
August l!}.-'l'he weather hcing ,cry warm, the flies ,·cry
troublesome, and. tho ohscn·ations having now continued
eighty days, the Maine cow, the ~faine heifer, and the two
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Waltham cows, were drirnn to Brighton, and there killed.
Tho appearances after death were as follows:Tlic Jlfai,ic ltcifer was found to have well-marked pleuropncumonia of the left chest-the disea~c ,\ as sub~iding; the
other chest healthy.
Tlte Maine cow perfectly healthy.
One JVallliam cow healthy, except a slight adhesion over
fifth rib on left side, nnd the spaces between the two adjoining rius which could bo covered with the palm of the hand.
This adhel;ion was old, of a date much anterior to the
commencement of the experiments.
Second Wnltham cow also healthy, except an adhesion
similar in appearance, and equal in age and extent with that
just de~cribcd o,er the fifth rib on the rig!tt side. The lung
had been mutilated by some one previous to my examination,
but contained no evidence of recent disease. No part of the
flesh of the~e cows was allowed to be eaten by any animal.
.ftfy 01M cow has continued perfectly healthy to this time.
Tlw remaining sick cow had apparently recovorod, and on
the 3ht of October brought forth a healthy male calf, which
has grown well, and remains well. Iler milk is rich, and of
a good flaYor.
l\o\·cmhcr 30.- This cow was again stalled with my own
cow, to commence a new experiment.
It will he seen that the experiments with this herd arc not
yet concluded. Tho above arc the facts thus far.

Condusion.-It would be rash to draw general conclusions
from an experiment so limited. The following are tho
result~ thus far obtained:1. Ouly one animal of the five exposed became diseased
dming an observation of eighty days.
2. The disease did not prevent the mother from bringing
forth a healthy calf, which has continued healthy six. weeks;
nor has it prevented her from giving good milk.
3. It is probable the heifer would also have recovered.
13
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4. In an economical point of view it would have been
unwise, so far as this herd was concerned, to kill all the
animals as soon as exposed; whether we have regard to the
value of the animals recovered, or the number which
apparently became diseased in consequence of exposure.
These are the conclusions to which a believer in the contagious nature of the disease would assent.
A belieYer in epidemic or local influences as a cause of the
disease would object that the experiments are not conducted
at a sufficient distance [ six miles] from the place where it is
known to be rife; that pleuro-pneumonia is epidemic among
pigs in the immediate vicinity; that epidemic plcuro-pneumonia among human beings has been known to extend over
the whole of New England and New York. In fine, that
the herds of Waltham are subject to similar influences as
those in Cambridge, differing in degree.
These experiments have been undertaken not without
considerable expense and trouble ; they are offered as a contribution to our knowledge of a most important disease
among cattle, with the hope that they may be contin.u ed
until definite results shall be arrived at, not only as to its
contagion or non-contagion, but also with regard to other
points interesting in an economical point of view, and not
less so as it bears upon the study of comparative pathology.
I have the honor to be,
Your Excellency's obedient servant,
MORRILL WYMAN.
CAMBRIDGE, December 23, 1863.
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AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT-, STATE IIousE,
BOSTON, December 24th, 1863.

To Ilis Excellency

JOHN

A.
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ANDREW:

DEAR Srn,-The disease commonly called plcnro-pneumonia, still exists among the herds of some twelve or
fifteen towns of this Commonwealth. The importance of
an early consideration of the facts connected with its introduction and spread, can hardly be overstated, whether we
regard it in a pecuniary or in a sanitary point of view. If we
are to give up all effort to eradicate it, we must settle down
into the conviction that we shall soon find onrseh·es in the
condition of those countries in Europe where this disease
exists, and from which it is now, probably, too late to
attempt to get rid of it, owing to the fabulous amount of
the cost.
What is that condition? The most moderate estimates
fix the loss by pleuro-pneumonia alone, in the British Isles,
at ten millions of dollars a year. 'l'he valne of cattle lost
by that disease amounts to two or three times the value of
all the cattle imported. More than a million head -0f horned
cattle died of pleuro-pneumonia in the six years ending
with 1860, of a value of at least sixty millions of dollars.
Nor is there any falling off, but on the other hand a rapid
increase, so that in 1862 the prevalance of the disease,
owing to sales in the markets and at the fairs, was greater
than it had ever been known before. In one week, about
the time I was in London, more than nineteen tous of diseased
meat were discovered iu that market alone.
These are startling facts, but they do not represent the
whole trnth. They fall far short of it, for we must consider
the contamination of the animal food and of the dairy products
of the kingdom, and the almost universal demoralization
among a very large class of farmers, dealers and butchers,
affecting the whole community, consequent on the reckless
traffic in diseased meat.
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"Horned cattle," !'ays a recent Report made lo the Lords in
council of' Great Britain, "homed cattle uffectccl with plcuro-pneumonia ore much oftener than not, slaughtered on account of the
disease, und when slaughtered are commonly, exec-pt their lungs.
eaten ; ancl this evl•n though the lung discru,c has made such
progress us to taint the carcasH."
"At prc,ent thl•rc is a keen competition for a cow affected in the
IMt SH1gc of pleuro-pncumoniu, natl with an cver-inneasing scarcity
of animal food, it ii. of daily, 01· rather of hourly, uccm·rcnl'e, that
diHea,-cd town dairy cows realize from five to twenty pounds
aterling."

"Lin• ~tock insurance companies W<'l'C formed immediately after
the importation of fon•ign dist':l>'Cs, Jlll(l thPse companies foun,J, what
fanners Imel di~,·ovcrcd, that it wa.-; hPttcr to kill for the butcher
than to tn·at animals nffected with diSP:lse, so llmt in many wayb,
the slaughter of di,cm;ed stock 11s human food hai:! b1•c11 ~anctioncrl
and encouraged. "

Profoi--sor Gamgce, a man of h igh scientific attainments
as a ,ctcrinarian, and having the confidence of tho British
government as such, says:" T he trallfo in dis<'ased m1imuls is impovcri~liing stockholders
and the country at large. J\Iy calculations, made under the rno~t
favorable c-ircumstance~. show that the l,;nite<l Kingdom nc,·cr lo,-cs
le~s than eight millions Hterling (forty millions of dollahl,) hy
disease amon~'t ealtle, sheep, and pig,,. llalf that lo~s is annually
due to for('ign contagious di;-ea>1cs."
I

"The mPat-consnming public is paying fifty millions of' dollar,;
a year more now, fol' the same 1unount of meat, than it did in llH I.
the year hc•forc the importation of the di,ease."
"One im1pcctor (of market><,) said that if he wn.,; t·alled upon to
exclude from market nnimalH affected with contagious di~cascs, he
must cxclutle two thou!<..md auimab out of blington market on
many a iionday morning."
" I t wi~,; altogether a mistake to believe that di~e11~cd meat is sold
the poor. The-re are many diseased cattle eaten, whose real
state could only be told at the time of slaughter."
to
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The contamination of the animal li1o<l supplic,, "ha~ afli-rtf'd tho
health of the people to nn extent beC'oming more nnd more appreciated the more the subject is investigated."
•· The tens of thousands of carcasses of discasc,l animnl~. ~old in
large towns, arc stealing life from human being~ when and where
we l<'ast expect it."
"Last year," ~ays Gam~C'C', employee\ in extcm1ivc inwstiirations
nndcr the authority and direction of the government, "my opinion
became <·onfirme<l that the flc~h of cattle affectc,t with pleuro-pneumonia, when enten by man, iodu('(;s boils and carbunclt.s to an
incredible extent."

H is observations were carried on in three establishment.I!
-one where fifteen hundred men were known to be supplied
with diseased meat; another where several hundred soldiers
were in a similar condition; and another where seventy
perf;ons fed on the flesh of cattle diseased with pleuro-pneumonin. They were "seized occasionally with vomiting,
diarrhcca, abdominal paiiu,, &c., and have traced such accidents to the meat to such an extent that many refused to
eat it. Circumstances compel me to withhold farther
details."
, Yhat a record do the~e extracts contain ! Can any one,
after reading them,- and innumerable others of a similar
import might bo added,-avoid the conclusion that any
thing which moy be said or done that shall have the effect
to retard prompt and energetic action for the remo,al of
this great curse, now that we have it in our power, is a
monstrous play upon human life?
I could gi\'e innumerable details to show the similar condition of France, and, in fact, of nearly e,·cry country of
W eskrn E urope, wore it desiraulc.
But to return. If we ha,e determined to gi,e up all
effort to eradicate the disease, as the course of the last
legislature would seem to imply, we should, at least, take
some action to protect ourselves from the i;:ale of the
prodncts of disca~ed animals thrown upon our markets in
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the shape of milk and beef, which has already happened,
and which is sure to increase.
The law, as it now exists, is quite inadequate for the
protection of the community, as the experience of the past
few months has shown. The municipal jnrisdiction of the
officers of towns is too limited to enable them to work
cfficien tly, even if they were, in all cases, fully prepared, with
a requisite knowledge of the disease, to grapple with the
facts as they arc bl'Ought to their notice. But in most cases
they arc not, and they find themselves embarrassed with
duties to perform under the law, with a jurisdiction limited
to town boundaries, with no power to put men under oath
to elicit the truth, and during the hesitation and delay,
jneidcnt, perhaps, to imperfect knowledge of their powers
and duties, the disease gets beyond their reach by the
driving of animals over the town limits, to the great markets
or elsewhere, carrying contagion in their way, and iufecting
other herds. An animal worth less than twenty-fi,·c dollars
may thus, as has been the case the past season, convey the
infection to and destroy two or three thousand dollars worth
of stock. If the evil ended here, it might be borne; but
each animal so infected may go out into the community
and become a new centre for the distribution of the disease.
The injury has no fixed limit, unless we suppose every
owner of stock too honest to attempt to realize the full value
of an animal that he begins to get suspicious of.
If there could be a cordial and united co-operation on the
part of the community, there is still a reasonable certainty
that this disease could yet be extirpated.
It is not too much to say that a small appropriation made
by the last legislatnrc, from three to five thousand dollars,
would ha\·e kept the disease wholly in check, if indeed, it
had not entirely eradicated it. Now a moderate estimate of
the losses during the past season, to individuals, the towns
and the State, would be at least ten thousand dollars, and
iu all probability they have been twice or three times that
sum.
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But a far more serious consideration than the actual losses
which have already occurred, is the fact that the disease has
got so much farther beyond control.
There would seem to be no longer any reasonable doubt
that the disease is contagions and dangerous to a very high
degree. Every step of its history in this State has shown
this to be the case, even if it had not already been well
known before, from its history abroad. It is generally conceded that of the animals exposed, some twenty or thirty per
cent., say about twenty-five per cent. on an average, will die.
About twenty-five per cent. will ta_kc the disease and still
live, but in a condition worse than death, so far as any
profitable use is concerned. Another twenty-five per cent.
will take the disease and may, apparently, recover, and the
remaining twenty-five per cent. may escape entirely. Such
have been about the proportions observed here.
Soon after its introduction into Great Britain, insurance
companies for stock were established, most of them with immense capital. They have in most, if not in all cases failed,
and that, too, notwithstanding the high premiums charged
and readily paid, amounting finally to six or seven per cent.
Let us look, for a moment, at their operation. The
" Farmers' and Graziers' J.lfutual Insurance Company " was
started in 1844. It ha<l. numerous, wealthy and influential
patrons. Tho list of members of the " mutual" soon ran
up to an extraordinary extent. Tho insurances effected, all
paying liberal premiums, swelled its treasury to vast proportions. The people were justly and naturally alarmed by
continental reports, and glad to avail themsolves of an op
portunity of security. Now" pleuro-pneumonia, introduced
in 1842, cleared out stock after stock and herd after herd in
an incredibly short space of time. The company raised its
rates repeatedly;" but the disease stealthily spread, and the
affairs of the company became hopelessly embarrassed. The
books were closed four or five years after it was established,
and many still wait their pay for the heavy losses incurred
on insured stock.
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'rhc "United Kingdom JIJutual Cattle Inwrance Company"
started into being in 18-13. It had a great business at fir:;t,
like the Farmers' and Graziers'. There was enough for both
to do. But the same cause, this insidious plcnro-pncumonia,
brougM it down under an enormous load of responsibilities
which it had incurred and could not meet.
Ten millions of dollars worth of stock was insured in the
first two years of the operation of these two companies.
Their business, and of course their receipts, wore almost
unlimited.
What could be the came of failure? Rome thought there
must be a defect in the mutual system. And so they got up
a. stock company called tho " Agricultural Cattle Insurance
Company,'' with a capital of two and a half millions of dollars. Tho stockholders had great expectations, au<l so hatl
the public. The enormous capital, the high character and
responsibility of the parties at the head of the company, the
reasonable rates of insurance, aud the alarming losses from
the spread of this contagion, through exposures in the public
markets, uaturally led to a business amounting to a million
and a half dollars a week for many weeks in succession,
afler the hooks were opened. ~\ t tho end of three years,
fifty millions of dollars worth of stock had been insured by the
concern, the largest business, at that time, ever done by any
similar inHitutiou in the worltl.
What wns tho result? ]t was a race against a stauuch
and loug-winded competitor. The cows died. Loss after
loss began to stagger c,cn that great company. The official
report says, " that in some districts thousands wore carrietl
off; so great, indeed, were its ravages that nearly thrc1•fourths of the los:;c:s for which claims were made upon the
company wore tho results of that incurable disease."
Then tho stockholders got together, agaiu and agai11 ;
raised tho rate of premimn again and again, and continued
to pay claims. But these losses could never be made up,
and this g1·eatest and best-managed cattle imurnnce company that ever existed, after holding out sc,eutecn year$,
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was compelled to wind up in 1861, carrying down with it
five other companies to total annihilation. I am not aware
that a single similar institution still survives in Great Britain.
Now, if, after a careful calculation that 3-} per cent. premium would cover all the losses that could possibly occur,
and after actually more than doubling that rate, the strongest companies abroad have come to utter ruin, can we
console ourselves with the hope that such institutions here
would meet with any better fate after this insidious disease
has got a firm and permanent hold on the lungs of our
cattle?
Now a word more on the matter of contagion, because the
whole question as to the propriety of legislative action in
regard to it, turns, of course, on the contagious character of
the disease.
We know it is contagious. We knew it on its first introduction, four or five years ago. 'l'hc evidence then, as
now, was so conclusive and o,·crwhclming tliat it would seem
that any one, who could doubt, with only a limited knowledge of the facts, would doubt all human testimony, even
that of his own senses. I could fill many pages with the
opinions of the most competent and learned veterinarians
as well as practical men, all going to show its purely contagious origin.
I have before me now the written opinions on this point of
nearly all the veterinary surgeons in Great Britain, several
hundred in number, and, so far as I am aware, not one of
them expresses a doubt upon the point.
When I was in Ilamburg, in July last, there convened at
that city au International Congress of Veterinary Surgeons,
composed of the most distinguished professors and veterinarians in. the world, many of them of the highest scientific
attainments, and admitted as such by scientific men in all
departments. The profession is not, in Europe, as it has
been here, laboring under an unjust proscription of public
sentiment. It attracts to it, therefore, many of the ablest
minds and the highest character, men who would adorn any
14
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liberal profession by their patient investigations, their ability
and their learning. Some of these men I afterwards met in
my visits to various agricultural Colleges and Universities in
Germany and France.
To show still farther the high character of that body, I
may state that so lively was the interest taken in it by the
governments of Europe, that four members were sent
to it from Russia, at the public expense, three from
Austria, three from Prussia, and others by the governments
of Hanover, Saxony, Bavaria, Wurtemberg, Switzerland,
Baden, Doumark, Sweden, &c., over eighty in all.
The subject of contagious pleura-pneumonia was introdnced for discussion before this Congress, when it was
declared wit/tout a dissentient voice, that the malady, so far
_as W estcrn Europe was concerned, was of purely contagious
orig·in.
Professor Nicklas, of Munich, stated that "in Bavaria,
and in all other parts of Central Europe over which his
investigations had extended, the lung disease in cattle was
purely a contagious disease. In Bavaria it had led to an
annual mortality of a very serious nature."
Professor Fuchs, of the University of Heidelberg, drew up
a list af contagious diseases which properly came within the
scope of legislative enactment, and wished the sense of the
Congress in regard to it, as the Grand Duchy of Baden was
about revising the laws relating to contagious diseases.
Among them the Assembly unanimously included contagious
pleuro-pnomnouia.
Dr. \Varneke, of Kiel, Ilolstein, says recently: "It
becomes ev.ery day more evident in this country, that the
pulmonary disease is not indigenous here ; that it has not
developed itself spontaneously here, but that it owes its
presence entirely to contagion arising from the importation
of foreign cattle."
Wagenfeld, a distinguished veterinarian, says: "In a
paper of mine which I published ten years ago, I expressed
my opinion positively against the view that the lung disease

•
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was contagions. Now, after making numerous new observa,.
tions on the lnng plague, and subjecting the same to an
unLiased critical examination, I find myself constrained to
admit that my earlier views were cnoneous ;-the lung
disease is very contagious."
Professor Spinola, of Berlin, had the same experience,
and changed his views entirely after long stndy and obscrva,.
tion, arriving at the conclusion that plcuro-pncumonia was a
purely and highly contagious disease.
Professor Gerlach, Director of the Veterinary School in
Ilanover, which I visited in July, a man of distinguished
learning and great practical experience, after having made
the contagious diseases of cattle a special study, found "that
a conscientious investigation of any outbreak of plcuropueu monia does not fail to determine in all cases, that
healthy stock has been contaminated by diseased animals."
Whatever difference of opinion on the point of contagion
there may have been in Europe, ten or even five years ago,
it is uow very generally, if not universally, believed to be
contagious and dangerous by veterinary surgeons and· all
others capable of forming a correct opinion upon it. ·
Now let me allude to Prof. Gamgec once more. I like
to quote him, because I know him to be honest, competent and trnstworthy, while the high and responsible
position he has recently held, and I believe still holds, under
the government, entitles his opinion to be regarded as sound.
" Ten years' anxious study of these import.ant questions,"
says he, " have led me to form an opinion the very opposite
of that which I was first taught to entertain. I was led to
believe that the destructive epizootics of the bovine tribe in
this country wel'e non-contagious and originating sponta,.
ncously here. I now know, that we may as soon expect
the spontaneous generation of wolves in Epping Forest, as
the spontaneous outb1·cak of pleuro-pneumonia and cpizootic
aphtha in the British Isles."
On -the 1st of Febrnary, 1863, this present year, he sent a
circular to all the veterinary surgeons in the United King-
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dom, making inquiries on this very point of contagion,
among others. He got answers from about three hundred,
and he says: "I find that all the best veterinary surgeons in
this country, whose opportunities are most favorable to
arrive at a sound conclusion, attributed these diseases (footand-mouth, and pleuro-pneumonia) to contagion and
infection." "Ninety-nine per cent. of the dead cows
carted from the town dairy die of contagious pleuropnenmonia."
.A.nd again. "Whatever county I select as an illustrntion,
it will furnish you with tl1e most unmistakable evidence that
our cattle, our soil, our food and climate have not/ting to do
with the generation of pleuro-pneumonia; but travelling,
buying and selling, transporting by steamers and railways,
are the causes which lead to the approximation of diseased
and healthy, and thus tend to the decimation of our stock."
The Italics arc mine, and I wish to call especial attention
to this point, because some have attempted to lull the public
mind into a false and dangerous security, by trying to have
it believed that local causes, as want of ventilation, &c., have
generated the disease here among us. It is a most dangerous fallacy. There is not the slightest ground for belief that
a single case ever arose in this country from any such
causes. It is clearly and unquestionably an imported
disease, and if the whole truth were known, every link in
the chain would appear, as most of them, in fact, do now. I
might go farther and say that it is not generated spontaneously, according to the opinions of those best capable of
knowing, iu any part of Western Europe. It is prnbably
brought from hotter climates.
Some confusion has arisen from the fact that there are
two forms of the disease known as pleuro-pneumonia, one of
which is contagious and the other not. The latter has been
known among our cattle, to a very limited extent, from time
immemorial. I have heard of cases that occurred forty
years ago.
The symptoms and anatomical appearances of these two

..,
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forms of tho disease arc in some respects so similar, as to
mislead a person not familiar with diseases among cattle ;
but to one familiar with them, the difference is instantly and
easily recognized from an inspection of the lungs alone. To
him the difference is clearly marked.
Thorough and careful experiments liavc from time to time
been undertaken in Europe, to test the nature and character
of the contagious form of this disease, some of them conducted by men of tbe highest scientific attainments, under
the direction of powerful governments, as for instance, by
Dr. Dclafond, under the authority of the French government. If I mistake not, he aud the scientific commission
that acted with him experimented with some two or throe
hundred cows, going through a pretty long series, but I
state only from memory, not having their report at hand.
No man and no body of men could be found more compel
tent to condnct an elaborate series of experiments in a more
scientific and thorough manner, than those who composed
that commission. They were the most eminent veterinarians
and agriculturists in France, wher~ the science has been
carried to a higher degree of perfection than in any other
part of the world. There was 1Yfagcndic, the president, a
host in himself. There was Reynal, the accomplished secretary; there was Rayer, the renowned pathologist; there was
Yvart, the inspector-general of imperial veterinary-schools ;
there was Renault, standing high in his profession; there
was Dclafond, the director of .Alfort, the first veterinary
school in Europe, all men of world-wide reputation, to say
nothing of M. Manny de Mornay, the late :Minister of Agriculture, Lassaigue, Baudemont, Doyere, and other eminent
practical agriculturists. llow can we overlook the labors of
these men and deny them the character of complete
experiments, or say that no experiments have been made
upon this disease? Many other careful researches have been
undertaken by men equally capable.
At the same time ample opportunities have been afforded,
dtuing the last twenty years, for the long and careful obser-
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vation of intelligent men, and the conclusion l1as been,
among those best informed, that the great practical fact of
its contagion is too clearly established to admit of doubt. I
believe all owners of stock in England consider it safest to
act promptly on the appearance of the disease, and on the.
theory, or rather on the knowledge, of its contagious character. This is the reason most commonly urged for the
universal custom of keeping cattle so fat there. They arc
generally ready for the butcher on a very short preparation,
and are often hurried off without any. I visited dairies, in
September last, in the neighborhood of London, where every
animal, although in full flow of milk, was in fair beef condition. They dare not buy poor cattle. The loss would be
sure to fall heavily upon them.
Is it wise for us, because we do not know the precise
period of incuLation and all the other laws of this dangerous
disease, to delay action till it is too late to act at all?
Is it wise for us to ignore the labors and patient researches
of men quite as scientific, to say the least, as any among us,
with facilities infinitely greater than any that we can command, and to shut our eyes to the light of their investigations?
Is it wise, during a raging conflagration, to hesitate
to pull down a building, even at the loss of some property,
if, by so •doing, we can prevent the destruction of a vastly
greater amount of property?
In what I have said I have no persona.I interest, either
direct or indirect, to subserve, and in urging the facts in
regard to this disease upon the public attention during the
last four or five years, I have only attempted to do what I
conceived to be a public duty. So far from having any thing
to regret, to retract, or alter, from what I stated at first,
subsequent events and a more extended observation have
corroborated those statements in the strongest manner. If
the community still sleep over this danger, I shall have the
melancholy satisfaction of finding, at last, a unanimous
public sentiment on this subject. But it will be too late. The
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result is inevitable. Neglect will and can only lead to
unmitigated evil.
If the people arc willing to drink the milk of cows, rotten
with disease, and to give it to their children, as they have
done in Boston, if they arc ready to accept tho alternative of
having the beef of di~eascd animals brought upon their
tables, as has been the case, I have no more to :,;ay. But if
they desire to avoid this altcmativc, they will have to act
promptly and strcnuou~ly for the eradication anu stop of
pleuro-pneumonia.
If necessary, lot a competent inspector bo stationed at tho
principal markets for liYo stock, with full power to exclude
any uiseased animal, or to prevent its being entered and sold
there. The last able Board of Conunissionor" had full
power to do this, as well as to put men under oath to elicit
facts which will otherwise remain concealed, and this contributed more than any thing to keep the disease in check.
Tho honest dealer could not object to thi:- course. It
would be his own protection as well as that of tho community. T ho unprincipled dealer alone would bo discommoded, and from him tho community has a right to protect
itself.
V cry respectfully,
Your Excellency's obedient servant,

CHARLES L. FLIN'r,
Secretary of lite State Board of Agriculture.
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HOSPI'rAL FOR INEBRIATES.
COUNCIL CH.AMBER, Boston, Dec. 16, 1863.

To tlie Governor and Council :
Under special instrnctions of His Excellency, of November
24, 1863, I proceeded to Yisit the Asylum for Inebriates at
Binghamton, New York, and examine the principles on
which it is founded, and by which it is to be administered.
Just before my departure, and too late to communicate to
you the fact, I received a note from the Hon. Josiah Quincy,
Jr., and Dr. Horatio R. Storer, my associates, iuforming me
that other duties assigned to the Commissioners on Insanity,
would for the present so occupy their time as to prevent their
joining me on this tour of investigation. I accordingly
invited Rev. Kendall Brooks, a distinguished clergyman and
philanthropist, to accompany me to that place, and he will
conununicatc his views on the general subject of an asylum
for inebriates, as an Appendix to this Report. The principles
involved in the establi:-hmcnt of an asylum for inebriates are
by no means clearly understood by the public; and it must
be confessed that some of them certainly are at variance
with old theological dogmas and church ethics, as well as in
conflict with long established principles of criminal jurisprndence. For these reasons I was, therefore, very anxious that
more than one person should make this examination, and
submit for your consideration the independent results of
their obscn·atiou of facts and principles. Mr. Brooks, who
has au eminently judicial mind and benevolent heart, will, I
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am confident, present views worthy of your consideration
and approval.
Dt·. J. Edward Turner is the primary projector of the
Asylum for Inebriates at Binghamton. For nineteen years,
in this country and in Europe, he has made inebriety a
special study, aud his active brain and benevolent heart have
given being and maturity to the institution, whose costly and
beautiful edifice now stands like a lighthouse on a rock,
giving friendly beams of warning, and, at the same time,
proffering means of restoration and safety to the shipwrecked.
Dr. Turner shows from the results of over 300 post-mortem
examinations of inebriates that the anatomical changes are
specific, and more certain and palpable than in cases of insanity from other causes. Ho also shows that, in 1,179 cases
of delirium trcrocus, under his observation, 816 of them
were hereditary, having an inebriate parent or grandparent,
or both; and that 55 per cent. of all our insanity, and 68
per cent. of all our idiocy, springs directly or indirectly from
inebriety alone. He also shows that a distinction should be
made between intemperance and inebriety; the first being
improper indulgence against the warnings of conscience, an
abuse of natural or al'tificial appetite, while there is will and
power of choice ; in short, the common intemperance of
society, down whose rapidly descendiug steps the tottering
legions pass unconsciously across that shadowy and undefined
line which transfers them to the class of inebriates. On the
one side of this line the family, the school, the church, and
the civil law may hopefully exert their reformatory power,
and rightfully inflict their penalties ; on the other side of
this line the inebriate is a diseased man; diseased mentally,
morally and physically. He is still also an intemperate roan,
but his will is powerless, bis conscience is gone, and he
drinks per force of the anatomical changes which have taken
place in his own body. He is now without legal or moral
accountability for his irresistible appetite. This disease of
incbricty is both hereditary and self-induced ; and when
hereditary a small amount, and we cannot give the mini--
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mum of the exciting cause, will suddenly develop the
disease with clamorous and irresistil>le power.
'l'he iueuriate is a diseased being, as before i;tated, pltysical/1;, menta/11; and rnoral/1;; and the proper medical treat,.
meut of his body is a necesr,ary precedent to the i-uccessful
cure of his mind and heart. In treating it, all the aids
which medical science and psychology, morality, religion and
law can afford, should Lo brought to the rescue of the
victim.
'J'he theory of asylum treatment is, in its largest sense,
pre,,entive, as well as curative and C/lstodial ; and in no
degree will it curtail or supersede all possible antecedent or
coiiperativc reformatory influences.
For more than a quarter of a century philanthropists ha\"I}
been engafrcd in associated efforts ,o suppress the use of intoxicating drinks as a beverage. 'J'hey have doubtless Jone
good, much good to individuals; an<l yet moral suasion and
coercive measures have both proved u11a,·ailing to stay the
uesolating increase of dn111kcnne:;s. ReliaLlc statistics show
that from 18-10 to 1850, in this country imianity anu iJiocy,
chiefly ca med hy inehricty, increm,ed 80 per cent.
The pe!'tilcncc walk~ not alone in darkness, i:;triking here
and there a victim, but with uefiant and accelerated trca1l
sw(•cps over the land, leaving its death-mark on multitudeiof the young, the beautiful and goo1l.
They lie pro~trate beyond all ~clf'..help; con~cience dethroned and power of choice utterly gone; all(l iu this couJition our penal laws make them inmates of our jails alld
houses of concdion. :-:ome of them occasionally are placed
in 011r in::-ane asylums, under a forced constrnction of the
origi11al and express dc~ign of those institutions. !lore tho
law fails to retain them long enough to effect a radical cure;
an,t nearly all attempts to treat succc~sfully the inebriate in
insane asylums has hitherto. and must c,·er, prom abortirn.
An asylum specifically for inebriates, with legal power for
thci1· control and custody, and with all the appliances for
medical, moral and social treatment, is now the great, admit-
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ted, imperative necessity. Clergymen and lawyers, in large
numbers, no,v admit the fact and necessity. Physicians,
with scarcely a notable exception give their emphatic verdict
in its favor. Superintendents of insane asylums, as far as
known, arc unanimous in favor of separate and specific
asylums for inebriates.
Dr. Turner is the great pioneer in the good work. At
least, half a generation in advance of his fellows, he has
valiantly and triumphantly combatted false theology, bad
law and worse medical practice.
The system of treatment which this institution inaugurates,
already reposes on a scientific basis ; as rnuch so, at least, as
do our institutions for Idiots, Deaf Mutes, Blind, or Insane.
And I have no hesitation in saying that the pathology of
Gout and Scrofula, inherited diseases, and :Miasmatic Fever
and Smallpox, acute self-acquired diseases, is less anatomically certain than that of the helpless inebriate ; neither do
1 doubt that Christian morality, civil justice and political
economy alike demand that the moral and legal accountability of these three classes of diseased persons should be the
same.
The funds for the establishment of the New York Asylum
for Inebriates, arc the result of individual contributions,
mostly at first in sums of $10; though for a few years past
the donations have come in by hundreds and thousands.
The total number of subscribers to the fnud is about 48,000,
and the total amount pledged is not far from $800,000.
'l'hese subscriptions are chiefly the result of the personal
efforts of the indefatigable Dr. 'l'urner. The State has never
pledged or furnished a dollar. After eight years of ineffectual
knocking at the door of the legislature, he succeeded, in
1858, in procuring a charter.
This charter, which has been several times amended, provides that every subscriber of $10 or more, shall be a stockholder, and entitled to vote annually for a Board of Trustees,
one of whom :,hall always be a resident of each Senatorial
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District in tho State. The trnstcos appoint the supcl'intcndcnt, and haYO tho usual powers of such boards.
Tho candidate fol' treatment in this Asylum is taken by
process ol' law before the county judgo, who gives a hearing
on the question of fact of his inchricty, and if sustained by
eYidcncc, ho appoints a "committee," who has the custody
of his person, and is empowered to commit him to the Inebriate Asylum. The minimum time for retaining a patient
in the .tbylum is one year; and at the end of that period the
"committee" and superintendent decide the fact, and exorcise the puwt't' of tlctaining him as much longer as his safety
antl welfat·o demand.
The inebriate may also, by the terms of tho charter, volunt.'l.l'ily su 1TC"<ler himself to the custody of tho institution, and
is thereby subject to the same liahilitics and rc~trictions as
when committed by legal proce~s. 'fhc Slate very wisely
gave the strong arm of law to the officers to hold tho pationts
in custody till cured or proved incurable.
The capacity of tho institution, when finished, will be for
the accommodation and treatment of five hundred patients.
One di vi:-;ion for the accommodation of fifty will be ue\'otcd
to females. There will also be recei.od fifty free patients.
The remainder will pay from five to twenty <lollars per week;
and it is anticipated that it will ho self-supporting. 'l'he
form on which it is located contains 400 acrm,. '!'he patients
will he more or less employed in agriculture, horticulture,
the mecl mic arts, gymnastic and other healthful, imitructivo
and amusing occupations. The buildi11gs which arc now
fully erected, though not finished in the interior, will be
ready for use early next summer.
The location of the Asylum is on the north bank of the
Susquehanna, on a plateau 243 feet above the rh·er, and
nearly half a mile distant, and is the southern slope of that
ridge of hills which separate that river from the Chenango.
I!'rom the site of tho buildings tho ground slopes on three
sides in graceful undulations t-0wards the borders and confluence of the two rivers. Northward the farm rises gently
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for a half mile to the wooded hills, from whence, at an elevation of more than 200 foot, abundance of water is suppliecl
tho institution, creating numerous artificial fountains and
pools, Bothc!',da-likc, for cleansing and healing. The view
from this site is picturesque and beautiful in the extreme.
The winding ri,ers, seen for a di!;tanco of nearly 20 miles,
aud only lost to view in tho distant gorges of the mountains
on the cast, or tho fc1·tile and far-reaching valleys at the
west.
The beautiful and thri, iug village of Binghamton, two
miles distant; the Yalloys and rolling hills in the distance,
rich with the adorning, and harvests of succo!isful agriculture ; in short, all tho surroundings of nature and a1·t must
conspire to give cheerfulness and hope to tho residents of
this asylum. Seclusion and restraint, though actual, will be
fur less irksome amid such fine landscape scenery, and so
many examples of the true, beautiful and good in nature,
and so much that is tasteful, decorative and useful in art.
The original and ripe principles which this Asylum embodies, the practical policy which it adopts, the Christian
benevolence which it symbolizes, tho economy to the State
which it fore~hadows, challenge, and must ultimately recefre,
tho warm approval and open-hearted charity of all Christendom. Ove1· 7,000 beseeching applicants ha.Ye already knocked
at its doors for admittance, and of these, Massachusetts has
furnished a large number.
Whether such an institution in our own State should be
established solely by private charity, or whether solely by the
State, or whether by combination of the t\vo systems, are
important questions for our philanthropists and legislators
to determine. 'l'he founding of such an institution by
private t:harity would be a sacred consecration of money ;
and tho Commonwealth would only be true to her own historic benevolent policy and far-Recing political economy by
establishing and endowing it. :Massachusetts can claim 110
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exemption from the disease of inohriety. * She has no occasion to thank God she is uot as bad in this respect as other
States. In many of her households there lurks the " skeleton "-a father, a son, a brother, or near friend has felt the
breath of the pestilence, " and is not ! " Tho manhood has
departed, tho conscience has fled, the affections arc withered,
a11d the flesh is corruption. Sevl'lll!J in every hundred of
these hearth-stone terrors are promised restoration to life
and happiness, by means of tho Inebriate Asylum. !Tow
glorious the work ! how great the joy, in household no lei;s
than in llca,·cn, when with cleat· hea<ls and pure affections,
they become newly robed in tho costume of regenerated
manhood, and again make jubilant tho domestic fireside.
Re;;pectfnlly submitted,

ALFRED IIlTCIICOCK.

'l'o tlte

JloN. A1,1,·RED

lincucocK, l\I. D.

Jh;.tn Srn,-IIaving :wt·t•pterl your invitation to visit the A~ylum for Inebriate,-, at Binghamton, N. Y., I cheerfully a.,,~ent to
your request to make a Rlnttment of my impre,-~iom1 conrcrning
that institution nntl the work which it is intended to nccomplish.
First of all, I found in J>r. Turner, llw <lirect01· of the enterprise,
a man of enlhusia,,tic devotion to the i1lca and the purpo,e of reforming ineuriatl'~. He has ;;pent nineteen year:'! in studying the
subject, anrl in projecting nncl estauli~hing this institution. With n
Wl'll-clc•fincd iclra of what ~11ch an AsJlum ~hould he, many yc•nrl-1
ago he formed n plan of thC' buildings, and has persevered amidst
gn•at <li,couragc·mcnts in l'ollccting funds to can·y out that plan.
• Number of co111mittments to Jllils an<l Houses of Correction, in ;\fn~x:1-

chusctt,, for the Ja,t three yea rs, for single nets of drunkenness, and a~
common drunkards.

From official return, :

Common drunkards,
Single acts of drunkenncHs,
Tola!,

11461.

UJ6~.

11!63.

1,2H
1,r,10

94,;
2,766

8,323

2, 7!13

3,701

4,168

s.t5

.,,
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With no appropriation from the tr<•11s11ry of !hi' Stat<', and by
nwans of furnls almo,t "holly obt:1incd in small s11m-, thrnu;rh hi-<
own per,;o11al solicitations, he has so far :uln111c1·1I i11 his p11rpo,P a"
to hope that the Asylum will hr op<'11l'd for pntipnts wit.hin a frw
months. Bnt few su!'h instam·e~ ean he found on record, of patic11t
arnl 1<cll~e11ying, yet cnthu~ia,..ti<· devotion to one great purpo,c of
philanthropy. Ile is nominally the organ of n. Board in<'orporatt>d
by the legislature of New York, hut he is virttwlly the whole
Bu:ml, as "<•II as the originator of the e11tcrprisl'.
The buildi11gi;, which arc now nearly eomphitPcl, arl' i-ituate<l :t
little more than two miles from the \ illa;re of Binghamt,111, on t lu~
slopt• of a hill whi<·h t'ommands an exk11si,·c 11111! attracti,e pro,pt·<,t,-lhe ht·autifnl Susquehanna n.111! the frrtilc Yal11,y of the
Clwnang:o h<·ing in full view for many miles. The main huildin:r.
of whirh the front and ends arc of 8yrnn1sc limt-,tone. is an impo~ing and elcgnut stnH'ture. '1'11cl'O arl' in all, private m•t·ornmodation~ for five hundrc,l patient", he~ides <·Impel, lihrary-roo111, pulili<·
parlors, oflit·t·><, kitch<•n, extensiYe <'on,r,n·atori<•s, arnl two far/.(e
incloHrd arc:.1-1 designed fo1· ganlcns. I t is the plan of' tlw institution to furnish a plea.-,ant home for its i11matl',., in whil'h th<'y 111:iy
be so employed as to he fret• from ennui, aml ,·onfinc11wnt within
the walls of which will not prnve irksome. Pntients arc to he
ret'ci'"c,I on their own application or that of tlwir _lcially 11ppoinlf•1l
guardians, \mt always on condition that, once l'C('Circd. tlwy lwcomc
suhjcct to the ~ovcr111111•11t of the instil11tion, and rPmain nt least one
year. Of course, an c,,ential part of th(' treatment is lo he a total
clis11sc of all al,·oholi(• ,!rinks.
E11d1 patient or hii; guardian~ mny f\l'lect su,·h room or rooms,
hefore uno1•1·upied, M• may please tlwm. and the expl'lls<' lo th<•
inrnatP will in each t·ase he d1•tennirll'd by the acco1111110<lations
sclcctt•<l. Tht1rc arc to be fifty free l1c,b; but it iH nnti('ipated that
the majority of patit•nt.-. will h<' able to meet the cxpl•n~c of their
resi1l<•nce tlll'r<'. Dr. Turner 1111,-. not ,·ontcmplatcd an) l'l·,triction
of' tht\ hcnPli1s of the Asylum to mc11 of ruined reputation, 01· inl'liriat<•s of tlH' lowe~t <·l:u,~es. lie has mther had his mind on ll\l'n
of t•irltivated intellc<·t><, <·apable when dt•livercd frnm the bnnda~<• of
iutempcrarwt•, of rendcri11g good scn'it·c to the world.
lie ha~
ainwd at makiug tlic A~ylum a snitablc and not unattra,·tin• plm·e
for such; a1ul hcrl<'f' <·ommitnwnt-- arc not to h<• made to it by the
judi<·ial coul'ls, 1101· is it iutcmlcd to be a plal'C for Stnte eriminals.
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The fu1uh11nental itlea on whil·h the institution i,i planned i~, that
the thi~t for stroll~ 1lrink i" a lfoseuse,-a disea.'<e which originates,
imleed, in habits o!' i11tlulge1wo, but ucvortheless to he treated as a
lfi,.ease, just as insanity must hli so treatccl, although that nol unli·elJUently arises from (•ulpable neglect ol' tlw law~ ol' the human con,titution. I t may 1,e that the plan of this in~titution looks too
e:1.clusivcly to this one plrnsc of' intemperance. But who can hesitate to :ulmit that the burning thir,;t for alcohol, which di:;rc)!ard,;
1111 ohligation:; howeve1· sacred, and all affectionH howe,er :;incere,
1111 the uohlc paHHions and nil the det1•11,ies of lifo, ought to be
l'l')!artlL•d am! treated as a tPrrible disl•asc, int"ur:tule iu some instanees, hut not in mo~t? The ,.,ictims of this clisc1tse arc frnm all
ranks in lifo and from all nwatious. 1\Tany of them, cx<·<•pt for
this dist•Usl', would be valuable citizen", as well us capable of iu<·n•asing the comfort and happiness of their kindred 11nu ti-it•mls.
Whitt• -.ympathizing fully with Dr. Turner in his opinion, that
nny view of intcmpernnce i:; e~sentially defective which overlooks
i11:1 nature 11s a disl'1t.~c, I would respl•ctfully suggest that I\ t.'Omplcte vic,1 of the ..ubjcet must include hoth factii,-that it in\'olYCd
an oftcnc<• against , irtue and the laws of God, and also produces
disease. The law,; of' the State regard drunkcmws1:1 as a. crime; and
this is nl'ee,-s:u·y. No change which slwuld exd1ule this , icw is
dc,-irablc. Drunkcnnc:;., is a t•rime, interforing with the prosperity
of' the Stale, and exposing the peac\l and safety of the people, as
well as clc:<troying the otfl·mlcr's own p<~acc and happine:<s. But a
rc,ult of the criminnl inclulg1•1wc of the uppetite is the excitement of
disease in the systtm, which dihe,u,e demands continued indulgcuce
of the appetite, an1l so perpetuates itself.
Drnukcnness in its
origin is a ::;in,-in its maturity, a disea.•<'.
The Htatc has hitlwrto 1kalt with it only as a crime. ]fot is it
right to look thns only on 011(• Aide of nn cnormons evil, 1tnd treat
simply ns a erimc that whi<'h is also I\ di6C.'l.!le? Would not the
State he t·on~ulting the welfare of her people, if ~he made pro, i~ion
for en ring the <lihen,e, iUl well as for punishing the crime ;-for
rescuing llll'n from the bondage of intcmpera1we, ns well us for
iullictin~ pcnaltic,; npon thosl' who yicl<l to its allm·<•ments?
It sct•m-. to me that the gi~t of the whole quc~tion is just here,
and that, to say nothing of th<' claims of philanthropy, a true economy not only warranlil, but demanc1! that some provision be made
by the State for rescuing llll'll who arc :iuujects ut once of di~ease
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and crime. The most enlightened nations have ceased to treat an
insane criminal simply a.s a criminal. His insanity is taken into
account in determining the treatment he is to receive. Why should
not the same principle be applied in the treatment of the criminal
inebriate? And if the inebriate who has become a convict under
the laws of the Commonwealth, why not still more of one who has
not been convicted of any crime, but who may desire fo1· himself, or
whose friends may desire for him, that the power of his terrible
disease may be broken, and he be restored to the State and the
world, a sound and useful citizen?
It i$ only within a few years that attention has been called to
this claim of philanthropy and political economy. Some of the
States of our Union, and some of the countries of Europe are
alrendy taking the first steps towards the establishment of Asylums
for Inebriates. May we not hope that l\fossachusetts, as in so many
instances, so in this, will be among the first to meet this claim alike
of humanity and expediency ?
I am sincerely yours,

KENDALL BROOKS.
FnCJIBURG,

Dec. 15, l 863.
16
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[III.J
SOLDIERS' NATIOXAL CE)IETERY AT GETTISB~RG.

'J'o his Excellency JOHN A. ANDREW,
Oovernor of the Co11111101wealtlt of illassaclwsetls:
The undersigned, appointed by the Governor, Commis1,ioners to rcpresunt the Commonwealth of :Massachusetts
at Gettysburg, in the State of Pennsylvania, 011 occasion of
the dedication of the Xatioaal Cemetery, on the nineteenth
clay of November, 1863, have the honor to report that they
attended to the duty as1-igned them, and were present· at the
celebration. They were accorded an ho11orablc place in the
proces1-iou and upon the platform. Through the courtesy of
l\fajor-Gencral Couch, a gallant son of ~fassachnsetts, in
command of the military department in which Gcttyslmrg
is situated, and of Major Burt of his staff-permission was
granted for the detail of the following invalid soldiers from
the hospitals in the vicinity, to bear the standard of our
Commouwealth during the pageant, namely: John E .
Atwood, company B, 10th rep;iment, standard-bearer; color
corporals, ·wmiam D. Toombs, company D, 2d regiment;
W. W. :Ma.c;on, company K, 10th regiment; A. B. Kimball,
company F, 15th regiment; ,fames rn. Baker, Company C,
19th regiments. It was a source of gratification that this
l'epresontation of our braYc men was able to take so prominent a part in the celebration.
Hon. John S. Keyes, United States Marshal for .Massachmctts, and Ilon. John )I. Clark, Sheriff of the County of
Suffolk, were present, and rendered active service as Assistant-Marshals for this Commonwealth.
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The exercises took place in the presence of the President
of the United States, the Governors of the State of Pcnnsylvn,nia and several other States, three members of the President's Cabinet, five foreign ministers, and a large assembly
of the people. A printed copy of the order of exercises is
appended to this Report, marked [ A. J The oration was
delivered by Hon. Ell.ward Everett, a distinguished citizen of
Massachusetts, and was heard with close attention ; and the
brief speech of President Lincoln, which followed, likewise
made a profound 1mpression. The fonner is appended in
the printed copy, marked [BJ ; tho latter, which has not generally been printed rightly, having been marred from errors in
telegraphing, is appended, markeu [O,] iu the correct form,
as the words actually spoken by the President, with great
deliberation, were taken down by one of the undersigned.
A list of the Massachusetts soldiers who fell in the memorable battles of Gettysburg, and whose remains are buried in
the cemetery there, is appended to this Report, marked [D.]
Tho commemorative services, altogether, were impressive
and interesting. Nothing occurred to detract from the
solemnity befitting the place and the occasion.
All of which is respectfully submitted.

HENRY EDWARDS,
GEO. WM. BOND,
OIIARLES HALE,
Commissioners.
BosroN, October 1, 18G3.
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PRO G RA1L\fE

AR RANG E~f B:N'TS,

,,.

A11d Order of E:xerrises for the Inauguration of t!te Nfttional

Cemetery at Gcllysburg, on tl1e l!)tlt of No1•ember, 1863.

The military will form in Gettysbur:r 111 9 o'c-l1wk, A. )T., on Carlisle
Street. north of the Square, ih; right resting 011 the Sqnare, opposite,
.M cClellan's Ilot(•I, urnkr the 1lirecton of )fajor-Genrral Coul'h,
The State )far,.hab and Chief )fa1-,,ha1',, aitls will as:;emhle in
the public square at th(l same ho111·.
All 1·i\·ic l>Oflies, <'xl'ept the citizrns of States. will a:-st•mble
1wcor•ling to the foregoing printed programme, on York Street at
the same hour.
The 1k•lcgation of Pt•nm;ylnrnin. citi;wns will form on Chaml>ershurg 8trcct, itH right resting on the 8quarc, and th<• other citizen
delegations, in their onler, will form on the ~ame street in rem· of
the Pen1111ylvania delegation.
The l\farshuls of the 8tate!I are charged with the duty of forming
their ,cvcral <ld••gatio11s "o tlrnt they \\ ill m,,ume tlwir appropriate
po~ition~ when the main procPssion morns.

Order of Prores.~ion.
l\Iilitary, under command of ~Iajor-Gencral Coucn.
l\Iajor-Gcneral 1\lEA1n; and Staff, and the otlicers allll soldit•1-:; of
tlw Army of the Potomac.
Ofn<·ers of the Navy and l\Inrine Corps of the United States.
Aids.
CunT MAUSHAL.
Aid~.
J>RESIDE:XT OF TUE CNITED STATES.
l\l1•mber8 of the Cabinet.
A.~sistant Se<'rCtaric~ of the Sc\·eral Exccuti\·e Departments.
General-in-Chief of the Army, and Staff.
LiPutenant-General SCOTT and Rcm·-.Admirnl ST1-:WA.RT.
,Judges of the U. S. Supreme Court.
Hon. EowArm EvERJ,TT, Omtor of the Day, and the Chaplain.

•
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Governors of the States, and their Staffs.
Commissioners of the States on the Inauguration of the Cemetery.
Bearers with the Flags of the States.
VrcE-PRESlDF.NT OF TUE UNITED STATF.S and Speaker of the
House of Representative~.
Members of the two Houses of Congress
Officers of the two !louses of Congress.
Mayors of Cities.
Gettysburg Committee of Arrangements.
Officers and members of the United States Sanitary Commission.
Committees of different Religious Bodies.
U. S. l\lilitary Telegraphic Corps.
Officers itnd Representatives of Adams Express Company.
Ollicers of different Telegraph Companies.
Hospital Corps of the Army.
Soldiers' Relief Associations.
Knights Tcmplar.
Masonic l<~raternity.
Independent Order of Odd-Fellows.
Other Benevolent Associations.
Literary, Scientific, and Industrial Associations.
The Press.
Officers aud members of Loyal Leagues.
Fire Companies.
Citizens of the State of Pennsylvania.
Citizens of other States.
Citizens of the District of Columbia.
Citizens of the several Territories.
The head of the column will move at precisely 10 o'clock, A. l\I.
The route will be up Baltimore Street to the EmmetRburg Road;
thence to the junction of the Taneytown Road; thence, by the latter
road, to the Cemetery, where the military will form in line, as the
General in command may order, fo1· the purpose of saluting the
President of the United States.
The military will then close up, and occupy the space on the left
of the stand.
The civic procession will advance and occupy the area in front of
the stand, the military leaving sufficient space between them and the
line of graves for the civic procession to pass.
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The ladies will occupy the right of tlw stantl, and it is desirable
thrlt they he upon tlw ground as early as ten o'dock, A. )I.
The exercises will take pince 11s soon a1:< the military aml c•i\'ic
hodics arc in po,-ition, a:; follows:Music.
Prayer.
Music.
ORATION.

)Iusic·.

lh:n1CATORY

HE~IARKS

BY THE Pn1-:smF.XT o•· TJIF. rx1n:11
STATJ,S.

Dirg1',
Benedict ion.
Af'kr the hcnc•diC'tion th<' pro!'ession will lw clbmis.~1•d, and the
:-itat<~ l\farshals and spc<·ial aicfa to the Chief l\farshal will form on
llnlLimore Street, and return to the Court-hou~c in Getty8burg, where
a mcl'linJ?; of tht- mar,-hal~ will he h,,Ia.
An appropri~1tc 8alute will be lire«! in Gl'ltpburg on the day of
tlH' 1•elebratio11, under tlw direction Qf l\Iaj. Gen. Conch.

WARD II. LA)IOX,
,llarsltal-i,i- ('lti,f
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[B.J
ORATION OF EDW .ARD EVERETT.

STA~DJNc. beneath this serene sky, overlooking these broad fiehls
now reposing from the labors of the waning year, the mighty Alleghanies dimly towering before us, the graves of our brethren beneath our feet, it is with hesitation that I raise my poor voice to
break the eloquent silence of God and :Xature. But the duty to
which you hase callell me must be performed ; grant roe, I pray
you, your in<lulgcnce and sympathy.
lt was appointed by law in Athens, that the obsequies of the citizen~ who fell in battle should be performed at the public expense,
and in the most honorable manner. Their bones were cm-efoJly
gathered up from the funeral pyre, where their bodies were consumed, and brougl1t home to the city. There, for three days before
the interment, they lay in state, beneath tents of honor, to receive
the votive offerings of friends and relatives,-flowers, weapons, precious ornaments, painted vases, (wonders of art, which, after two
thousand years adorn the museums of modern Europe,)-the last
tribut.c of su1·viving affection. Ten coffins of funereal cypre~s received the honorable deposit, one for each of the tribes of the cit.y,
aud an eleventh in m<•mory of the unrecognized, b11t not therefore
unhonored, dead, and of those whose remains could not be recovered. On the fourth day the mournful procession was formed;
mothers, wive:>, si~ters, daughters, led the way, and to them it was
permitted, by the simplicity of ancient manners, to utter aloud their
lamentations for tl1e beloved ancl the lost; the male relati\·es and
friends of the deceased followed; citizens and strangers closed the
train. Thus marshalled, they moved to the place of interment in
that famous Ccnunicus, the most beautiful suburb of Athens, which
had been adorned by Cimon, the son of :Miltiades, with walks and
fountains and columns ; whose groves were filled with altars,
shrines, and temples; whose gardens were kept forever ~reen by
the streams from the neighboring hills, and shaded with the trees
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sacred to Minerva, and coeval with the foundation of the city;
whose cit·cuit enclosed
"the olive grove of Academe,
Plato's retirement, where the Attic bird
Trilled his thick-warbled note the summer long; "

whose pathways gleamed with the monuments of the illustrious
dead, the work of the most consummate masters that ever gave life
to rnal'ble. There, beneath the overarching plane-trees, upon a
lofty stage erected for the purpose, it was ordained by law that a
funeral oration should be pronounced by some citizen of Athens, in
the presence of the assembled multitude.
Such were the tokens of respect required by law to be paid at
Athens to the memory of those who had fallen in the cause of their
country. To those alone who fell at :Marathon a peculiar honor
wits reserved. As the battle fought upon that immortal field was
distinguished from all others in Grecian history for its influence
over the fortunes of Ilellas,-as it depended upon the event of that
clay whether Greece should live, a •glory and a light to all coming
time, or should expire, like the meteor of a moment,-so the honors
awarded to its martyr-heroes were such as were bestowed by Athens
on no other occasion. They alone of all her sons were entombed
upon the spot, which they had forever rendered famous. Their
names wet·e inscribed upon ten pillars erected upon the monumental
tumulus which covered their ashes (where, after six hundred years,
they were read by the traveller Pausanias), and although the
columns, beneath the hand of barbarian violence and time, have
long sinre disappeared, the venerable mound still marks the spot
where they fought and fell,"That battle-field, where Persin's victim horde
First bowed beneath the brunt of Bellas' sword."

And shall I, fellow-citizens, who, after an interval of twentythree centuries, a youthful pilgrim from a world unknown to Ancient.
Greece, have wandered over that illustrious plain, ready to put off
the shoes from off my feet, as one that stands on holy gronnd; who
have gazed with respectful emotion on the mound which still protects the remains of those who rolled back the tide of Persian invasion, and 1·escued the land of popular liberty, of letters, and arts,
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from the ruthless foe, stand unmoved over the graves of our dear
brethren, who but yesterday,-on three of those all-important clays
which cleeicle a nation's history,-days on whose issue it dcpencled,
whether this august republican Union, founded by some of the
wisest statesmen that ever li,ed, cemented with the blood of some
of the purest patriots that eve1· died, should perish or enclure,rollcd back the tide of an invasion not less unproYokecl, not less
ruthlesf', tl1an that which came to plant the dark banner of Asiatic
despotism .and slavery on the free soil of Greece? Heaven forbid !
And could I ptove so insensible to every prompting of patriotic
duty and affection, not only woulcl you, fellow-citizens, gathered,
many of you, from distant States, who have come to take part in
the~c piouS' offices of gratitude,-you, respected fathers, brethren,
matrons, sisters, who surround me, cry out for shame,-but the
forms of brave and patriotic men who fill these honored graves
would heave with indignation beneath the sod.
We have assembled, friends, fellow-citizens, at the invitation of
the Executive of the great central State of Pennsylvania, seconded
by the Governors of seventeen other loyal States of the Union, to
pay the last tribute of respect to the brave men who, in the bardfouglit battles of the 1st, 2d, and 3d days of JuJy last, laid down
their lives for the country on these hillsides and the plains spread
out before us, and whose remains l1ave been gatl1ered into the cemetery ,rhich we consecrate this day. As my eye ranges over the
fields whose sods were so lately moistened by the blood of gallant
and loyal men, I feel as never before how truly it was said of old
that it is sweet and becoming to die for one's country. I feel as
never before how justly, from the dawn of history to the present
time, men have paid the homage of their gratitude and admimtion
to the memory of those who nobly sacrifice their lives, that their
fellow-men may live in safety and in honor. .And if this tribute
were ever clue, when-to whom-could it be more justly paid, than
to those whose last resting-place we this day commend to the blessing of Ilea.en ancl of men ?
For consicler, my friends, what would have been the consequences
to the country, to yonr~ell"es, and to all yon hold dear, if those who
sleep beneath our feet, ancl their gallant comrades who s11r,ive to
serve their country on other fields of clanger, had foiled in their duty
on those memoral>le cbys. Consider what, at this moment, would
be the condition of the United States, if that noble Army of the
17
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Potornuc, in,tt:ad of gnllantly, and for the "ccond tim<', h<'ating back
the ti!lc of inva~ion from l\laryland 11nd Pennsylvania. hail been
itself drh·cu from these well-contested heigh1>1; thrown back in confusion on Bultimore; or trampled down, dis1·omfitc,l. scattered to
the four windH. What, uw1cr the circumstances, would not have
been tl1e fate of the l\Ionumental City, of Ifarri~burg, of Philadelphia, of ,Yashington-the capital of the "Cnion-eacl1 and c,1·ry one
of whi1·h woulll liaYc lain, at. the mcr('y of the enemy, atcor<lingly as
it might ha, c plea.--cd him, ,purred only liy passion, flushed with
victory, and confident of continued i;nc(•e~,;, to clircel! his course?
For this we must b<•ar in mind: it i~ one of the great lessons of
the \Hlr-indtcd, of t·Ycry II ar-th•1t it is impos,,ihlc for a people
witl1out military organization, inhabil ing the cities, towns, and villages of an OJ>l'll country. includ'ug, of ,•our,<•, the natural proportion
of nu11-<:omu11tnnts of l'ithcr M'X and of cYCI') ngc, to with,t:uul tht.
inroad of a veteran army. "rhat defence <•nn uc made uy the
inhauitants of , illngc,i mostly built of wood, of citic, unprokNed by
walls, nay, by n population of lll<'ll, howe,·cr high-tone,l am1 re,olutc,
whose ngcd 1iarcnts dC'mancl their C'lll'e, who~<' wh·<'s and l'hildren
arc dustering about them, against the charge of the war-hon;c
whose neck ill dothcd with thunder; against flying nrtille1·y, antl
battcric:- of rifleu cannon planted on every comman1ling eminence ;
ngainllt the onset of trained veterans, letl by skilful chief.-;? Ko, my
friends, army must uc met by army; battery uy batt<'ry; ilq11ndron
by squntlron; and the shock of organi,:td thousands must be encountered by tbe firm brca~ts antl ,·11lim1t arms of other thousan<L~, as
well organized and m, skilfullJ led. It is no reproach, therefore, to
the mi:\rmed population of tht' country, to Hay tliat we owe it to
the braYC men who i,lPep in their bedH of honor befor<i us, and their
gallant ~nr.iYing a-.,odatcs. not mcl'(•Jy that your fr•rtile fiel<l><, my
friends of l'cnnllylvnnia and l\farylnn,l, were redeemed from the
pre~encc of the invader, but that your beautiful capitals were not
given up to threatened plunder, perhap~ laid in a.,hc•,, \'fa,hington
11eizcd by the enemy, and a blow struck nt the heart of the nation.
Who that !wars me has forgotten the thrill of joy that ran through
the country on the Fourth of ,July,-au:;piciou~ clay for the glorious
tidings, nnd n•1Hlered fitill more so by the simultaneous fall of Vickslmrg, -when the telegr:iph fla~hcd through the hind the assurance
from the President of the United States, that the Army of the
Potomac, under General i'llcade, had again smitten the inrndcr?
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Snre I am that, with the ascriptions of praise that rose to lleaven
from twenty millions of freemen; with the acknowledgments that
breathed from patriotic lips throughout the length and breadth of
America, to the surviving officers and men who had rendered the
country this inestimable service, tl1crc beat in every loyal bosom a
throb of tender arid sorrowful gratitude to the martyrs who had
fallen on the stcmly-contestcd field.
Let a nation's fervent
thanks make some amend~ for the toils and sufferings of those who
stir\•ive. ·would that the heartfelt tribute could penetrate these
honored graYCS !·
In order that we 'may comprehend, to their full extent, our
obligations to the martyrs and smviving heroes of the Army
of the Potomac, let us contemplate, for a few moments the
train of events, which culminated in the battles of the first days of
,Tuly. Of this stupendous rebellion, planned, as its originators boast,
more than thirty years ago, matured and prepm·ed for during an
entire generation, finally commencccl because, for the first time since
the adoption of the Constitution, an election of President bad been
effected without the votes of tl1c South, (which retained howcYer the
control of the two other branches of the Government,) the occupation of the national capital, with the seizure of the public archives
ancl of the treaties with foreign powers, was an essential feature.
This was in substance, within my personal knowledge, admitted in
the winter of 1860-61, by one of the most influential leaders of
the rebellion, and it was fondly thought that this object could be
effected by a bold and smldcn movement on the 4th of March, 1861.
There is abundant proof also that a darker project was contcmplatccl,
if not by the responsible chiefs of the rebellion, yet by namelcHs
ruffians, willing to play a sub,ic1iary ancl murderous part in the
treasonal.>le clrama. It was accordingly maintained by the rebel
emissaries in England, in the circles to which they found access,
that the new Amedcan minister ought not, when he arrived, to be
rccciveu as the envoy of the United Rtatcs, inasmuch as before that
time ·washington woulcl be captured, and the capital of the nation
and the archives anrl muniments of the Go',:ernrnent would be in the
possession of the Conforlcratcs. In full accordance al~o with this
threat, it was declarccl by the rebel Secretary of ·war, at Montgomery, in the pre~cnce of his chief and of his colleagues, and of five
thousarnl hearers, while the tidings of the assault 011 Sumter were
travelling oYer the wires on that fatal 12th of April, 1861, that
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before the end of l\1ay "the flag which now flaunted the breeze (as
he expressed it,) would float over the dome of the capitol in "\Vashington."
At the time this threat was made, the rebellion was confined to
the cotton-growing State~, and it was well understood by them, that
the only hope of drawing any of the other slaveholding States into
the conspiracy, was by bringing about a conflict of arms, and "firing
the heart of the South," by the c1fosion of blood. This was declared
by the Charleston press to be the object for which Sumter was to
be assaulted; and the emissaries sent from Richmontl, to urge on the
unhallowed work, gaYc the promise that with I.he first drop of blood
that sl1ould be shed, Virginia would place herself by the side of
South Carolina.
In pursuance of this original plan of the leaders of the rebellion,
the capture of ·washingtou has been continually had in view, not
merely for the sake of its public builclings, as the capitul of the Confederacy, but as the necessary preliminary to the absorption of the
Border States, and for the moral effect in the eyes of Europe of
possessing the metropolis of the Union.
I allude to these facts, not perhaps enough borne in mind, as a
sufficient refutation of the J)retence on the part of the rebels, that the
war is one of self-defence, waged for the right. of self-government.
It is in reality a war originally levied by ambitious men in the
cotton-growing States, for the purpose of drawing the slnYeholding
Border States into the vortex of the conspiracy, first by sympathy,
which in the case of Southeastern Virginia, Not-th Carolina, part of
Tenncs,ec and Arkansas succeeded ; and then hy force, and for the
purpose of subjugating "\\Tcstern Virginia, Kentucky, Ea~tcrn Tennessee, l\Ii$souri, and l\foryland; and it i~ a most extraordiuary fact,
considering the clamors_ of the rebel chiefs on the subject of Inrn,iou.
that not a sohlier of the United States Jias entered the Stutes laM
named, except to defend their Uuion-loving inhabitant~ from the
armies and guerillas of the rebels.
In conformity with these designs on the city of Washington, ancl
notwithstanding the disastrous results of the inrnsion of 18G2, it was
determined r,y the rebel go,·ernment last summer to rCSUIJle the
offensiYe in that direction. Unable to force the passage of the Rappahannock "·here General Hooker, notwithstanding the reverse at
Chaucellorsvillc in nfoy, was strongly postcll, the Confederate general
resorted to strategy. Ile had two objects in view. The first was
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by a rapid 1110,-cment northward, and by m:mccu1·ring with a portion
of his nrmy 011 the cast sitlc of Blue Hi,lge, to tempt Hooker from
his ha,e of opemtion,-, thus lc111ling him lo uncowr the approachc~
to \\'ashington, to throw it open lo a raitl by Stunrl':i ea, airy, aml
cnablu Lee himself to cross the Potomac in the neighborhootl of
Pooks,-ille, nnd thus foll upon the capital. This plan of opt·ratio11,i
was wholly frustrated. The <le8ign of the rebel genenil wa~ promptly
diH1'0H•red hy General Hooker, and moving ltirn,clf with great
rapidity from Frederid,:--IJurg, he prc,ern·tl unbroken the inner line,
and stationc,1 the ,arions corpH of his army at all the poinlH protecting the approach to ,vashlngtun, from Centreville up to Lcc::-bnrg.
From thi~ ,antage-ground the rebel general in vain ath•mpte<l to
draw him. In the mean time, by the vigorous operations of PlcaHantou's cavalt·}, the carnlry of Stuart, though greatly superior in
numlier.-, wns so crippled ns to lw di~ablcd from performing the part
a~oig11cd it i11 the carnpnign. Jn this mmrner General Lee's firot
object, viz: the defeat of Ilookc•r's ,mny on the ~outh of the Potomac
an,! a direct march on "'nshington, wa~ h:tfficcl.
Tit(• secoll(l part of the Conlcilcrate plan, awl which is ~upposcil
to ham been unclertak<'n in opposition to the views of Gc11cn1l Lee,
wn;; to tum the <lcmonslration northw11rd into n rcnl inntsion of
:i\Inrylnnd arnl l'enu,ylvaniu, i11 the hope that, in this way, General
Ilookrr woultl be <lrnwn to a llistnnee from the eapital; that sonw
opporlunit) would occur of taking him nt disatlrnntage, 1111d, after
defi.•:tting his army, of making a descent upon Baltimore and Wa,;hington. This part of Ueneral Lee's plan, which wa~ s11h:<tanti,1lly
the r(•pctition of that of 1862, was not lc,s ~ignally tlcft·atc<l, with
what honor to the arms of the Pnion, the l1cights on whh-h we arc
this day a,,emblcd will forever attest.
)[u('h time had been u~ele-~ly eon,,nmcJ by the rebel g••neml in
his unavailing attem1>t8 to out-man<cuHt' General Hooker. Although
Gern•1·al Lee broke up from Freclcdcbburg 011 the 3d of ,lune, it
\1:1-. not till the 2 Hh that the main b0<ly of his army cntcrc,l ::\faryland, and iu~tead of cro,sing the Poto111ae, ns he ha.d intcntlctl, cu~t
of the Blue Hiilge, he was com1wlled to tlo it at Hhcphenbtown a111l
"Williamsport, thus materially deranging hb c11ti:c pla•1 of campaign
north of the 1fre1·. Stnnrt, who had been sent ,\ ith his t'I\Yalry to
the caq of till' Blue lfolg:e, to guard the pas•cs of the mountain~, to
ma~k the mowmeuh of Lee, nnd to hara~ the l:nion ~Pncral in
ero,hing he rh-er, having been very hCwrely hantllc<l by l'lcasanton
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at Beverly Ford, Aldic, and Uppervillc, instead of being able to
retard General Hooker's advance, was driven himself away from his
connection with the army of Lee, and cut off for a fortnight from. all
communication with it; a circumstance to which General Lee, in his
report, alludes more than once, with evident displeasure. Let us
now 1·apidly glance at the incidents of the eventful campaign.
A detachment from Ewell's corps under Jenkins had penetrated
on the 15th of ,June as for as Chambersburg. This mo\·ement was
intcrnled at first merely as a demonstration, and as a marauding
expellition for supplies. It had, however, the salutary effect of alarming the country, and vigorous preparations were made, not only by
the General Government, but here in Pennsylvania aml in the sister
States, to re1)el the inroad. After two days passed at Chambersburg,
Jenkins, anxious for his communications with Ewell, fell back with
his pluncler to Hagerstown. Herc he remained fot· several clays, and
h,n-ing sw<'pt the recesses of Cumberland Valley, he came duwn upon
the eastern flank of the South :Mountain, and pushed his marauding
parties as far as "Waynesboro'. On the22d, the remainder of Ewell's
corps crossed the rfrer and moYed up the valley. They were follow.eel
on the 24th by Longstreet and llill, who erossed at Williamsport
and Shepherdstown, and pushing up the valley encamped at Chambersburg on the 27th. In this way, the whole rebel army, estimated
at !J0,000 infantry, upwards of 10,000 cavalry and 4,000 or 5,000
artillery, making a total of 105,000 of all arms, was concentrated in
Pennsyh-ania.
Up to this time no report of Hooker's movements had been received
by General Lee, "·ho having been cleprived of bis carnlry had no
means of obtaining information. Rigl1tly judging, however, that 110
time woulcl be lost by the Union army in the pursuit, in order to
detain it on the eastern side of the mountains in Maryhmd and Pennsylvania, and thus preserve Lis communications by the way of Williamsport, l1e had, before his own arrinil at Chambersburg, directed
Ewell to send detachments from his corps to Carlisle and York. The
latter detachment, under Early, passed through this place on the 26th
of June. You need not, fellow-citizens of Gettysburg, that I should
recall lo you those moments of alarm and distress, precursors as they
were of the more trying scenes which were so soon to follow.
As soon as General Hooker percci vecl that the advance of the
Confederates into the Cumberland rnlley was not a mere feint to
draw l1im away from ,vashington, he moved rapidly in pursuit.
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Attempts, as we have seen, were made to harass and retard his passage acro~s the Potomac. These aUempts were not only altogether
unsucessful, but so unskilfully made, as to place the entit'e Federal
army between the can1lry of Stuart and the amiy of Lee. "While
the latter was massetl in the Cumberland valley, Stunrt was east of
the mountains, with Hooker's army between, and Gregg's cavalry in
close pursuit. Stuart was acco1:dingly compelled to fot'CC a march
northward, which was destitute of all strategical character, and wliich
deprh-etl liis chief of all means of obtaining intelligence.
Not a moment had been lost by General Hooker in the pursuit of
Lee. The clay after the rebel at'my had entered Maryland, the
Union army crossed the Potomac at Ji:clward':; Ferry, and by the
28th lay between Harper's Ferry and Frederick. The force of the
enemy on that day was partly at Chambersburg, and partly moving
on the Cashtown road, in the direction of Gcttysbnrg, while the
detachments from Ewell's corps, of which mention has been made,
had reached the Susquehannah, opposite IIarrislna·g and Columbia.
That a great battle must soon be fought, no one could doubt, but in
th~ apparent and perhaps real absence- of plan on the part of Lee, it
was impossible to foretell the precise scene of the encounter. " 7 herever fought, consequences the most momentons hung upon the J·esult.
In this critical and anxious state of affairs, General Hooker was
relieYed, and General l\Ieade was summoned to the chief command
of the army, and it appears to my unmilitary jndgment to reflect
the highest credit upon him, upon his j)redecessor, and upon the
corps commanders of the Army of the Potomac, that a change
could take pfo,ee in the chief command of so large a force on the
eve of a general battlc,-the various corps necessarily moving on
lines somewhat divergent and all in ignorance of the enemy's
intended point of concentration,-and thitt not an hour's hesitation
should ensue in the advance of any portion of the entire army.
Having assumed the chief command on the 28th, General Meade
directed his left wing, under Reynolds, upon Emmittsburg, and his
right upon New Windsor, leaving General French with 11,000 men
to protect the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and convoy the public
property from Harper's Ferry to Washington. Buford's cavalry
was then at this place, and Kilpatrick's at Ilano\·er, where he
encountered and defeated the rear of Stuart's cavalry, who was
roving the country in search of the main army of Lee. On the
rebel side, Hill had reached Fayetteville on the Cashtown road on
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the 28th, nn<l was followed on the same road by Loug,;trcet on the
2!llh. The eastern i.ide of the mountain as seen from Gettysburg,
wns lighted up nt niirht by the camp-fires of the enemy',; advance,
and the country swarmed with hi, foraging parties. It wa~ now too
evident to be questioned, that the thundcr-doml, so long gathering
blaekne~s, woulcl soon burst on ~ome part of the devoted vicinity of
Gettysburg.
The :loth of June was n clay of important preparation. At 11.30
in the morning Genei-:tl Buford pa~sed through Gettysburg, upon a
reconnoisnnce in for('e, with his rarn.Iry, upon the Chambcrslmrg
ro:ul. The information ohtnined by him was immediately communic·ated to Ge1wral Rcynolcb, who was in consequence directed to
occcupy Gettyslmrg. That gallant ollicer accordingly, with the
Fir4 Corp~, marchc,l from Emmittshurg to within six or se,en
miles of thi,, place, and cneampt•cl on the right bnnk of :i\for,;h's
Cn:ck. Our right wing, nicantimc, was moved to Manche,-ter. On
tho samo day the corps of Hill nnd LongstrC>et were pu,hcd still
further forwarcl on tho Chmnbcr,-hurg road, and distributed in the
virinity of l\Inrsh's Creek, while n reconnoisance was Jnatle by the
Confederate General Pettigrew up to a very short distance from
tl1is plaec. Thus at nightfall, on the 30th of ,June, the greater part
of tbe rebel force wns eonccntrate<l in the immediate vicinity of
two corps of the Union nrmy, the former r('frcshed by two diiys
pas~cd in c.-ompnrath e repo~e, and deliberate preparation for the
encounter; the latter separated by a march of one or two day~ from
thc·ir supporting eoq1!<, and doubtful at what precise point they wcrn
to expel'! an attack.
,\nd now the momentou11 dny, n clay to be forever remcmbcretl in
the annal,; of the country, arrive1l. Early in the morning on the
1st of ,July the conflict began. I need not say that it woultl be
impossible for me to rompri,-c, within the limit, of the hour, such a
nanatiH• as \\Oulu clo anything like full justice to the all-important
C\cnts of thc,-e three great days, or to the merit of the brave oflkers
nml men of every rank, of every nrm of the service, and of every
loyal State, who bore their part in the tremendous struggle ;-alike
thoso who nobly sacrificed their lives for theil' country, ancl tho~e
who sun-h·e, many of thern scarretJ with honorable \YOUJHb,-thc
olijcet,,; of opr admiration and gratitude. The astonbhingly minute,
n<•curaw: and graphic accounts contained in the journals of the dny,
pl'cparetl from personal observation by reportc1·s who witnessed the
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scene;; and often shared tl1e perils which they describe, and tho
highly valuable "Notes" of P1·ofossor ,Jacobs, of the Uni,·crsity in
this place, to which I am greatly indebted, will abundantly supply
the deficiency of my ncce$tiarily too condensed statement.*
General Reynolds, on aniving at Gettysburg in the morning of
the l!<t, found BnforJ with his cavalry warmly engaged with the
enemy, whom l1e hekl mo~t gallantly in check. Hastening himself
to the front, General Reynolds dirc<:ted his men to be moved over
the fields from the Emmitlsburg road, in front of l\Icl\Iillan's nnd
Dr. Schmuckcr's, under cover of the Seminary Ridge, and, without
a moment's he-itation, attacked the enemy, at tho rnme time sending
onle1·s to tho :Eleventh Corps (General Howard's) to advance as
promptly as po.::sible. General Reynolds immediately found himself
engagetl with a force which greatly outnumbered his own, and had
scarcely made his dispositions for the action when he fell, mortally
wounded, at tho head of his advance. The command of the First
Corps devolved on General Doubleday, and that of the fielu on
General Howard, who arriYcd at 11.30 with Sehurz and Barlow's
divisions of tho Eleventh Corps, the latter of whom roceil·ed a
;.cvere wound. Thus st1·engthenecl, the advantage of the battle was
for some time on our side. The attacks of the rebels were vigor* Besides the sources of information mcntionecl in the text, I have been
kinclly favorccl with a memorandum of the operations of the three days,
drawn up for me by direction of Major-General Mcacle (anticiJ>ating the
promulgation of his official report), l>y one of his aides,-Colonel Theodore·
Lyman,-from whom also I have receh·ed other important communications
relative to the campaign. I luivc received very valuable documents relative
to tho battle from Major-General Halleck, Commander-in-chief of the
army, and have been much assisted in drawing up the sketch of the campaign, by the detailed reports, kindly transmitted to me in manuscript from
the .Adjutant-General's office, of the ri1ovements of every corps of the
army, for each day, after the breaking up from Fredericksburg commencedI have derived much assistance from Colonel John B. Bacheldcr's oral
explanations of his beautiful and minute. clrawing (about to be engraved,)
of the field of the three days' struggle. With thcinformntion derived from.
these sources, I haYe compared the statements in General Lee's official
report of the campaign, (fated 31st of July, 1863; a well-written article,
purporting to be an account of the three days' battle, in the "Richmond
Enquirer" of the 22u of July; and the article on "The Battle of Gettysburg and the Ciunpaign of Pennsylvania," by an officer, apparently a
colonel, in the British army, in "Blakcwood's Magazine" for September.
The value of the information contained in this last essay way be seen by
18
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ously repulsed by ,vad~worth's division of the First Corps, and n
large number of prisoners, including General Archer, were captured.
At length, however, the continued reinforcements of the Confederates from the main body close at hand, and by the divisions of Rodes
and Early, coming down by separate lines from Ileidlersberg, and
taking post on our extreme right, turned the fortunes of the day.
Our army, after contesting the ground for fi\'c hout·s, was obliged to
yield to the enemy, whose force outnumbered them two lo one, and
about the middle of the afternoon General IIo,vard deemed it
prudent to withdraw the two corps to the heights where we are now
assembled. The greater part of the First Corps passec1 through the
outskirts of the town, and reached the hill without serious loss or
molestation. The Eleventh Corps and portions of the First, not
being aware that the enemy had already entered the town from the
north, attempted to force their way through ,Ya1;hington and Baltimore Street.~, which in the crowd and confusion of the scene, they
did with a heavy loss in prisoners.
General Howard was not unprepared for this hu·n in the fortunes
of the day. I n tl1c com·se of the morning lie Jiad cau.,ed Cemetery
Ilill to be occupied by General Steinwehr, with the second division
of the EleYenth Corps. About the time of the withdrawal of our
eomparing the remark under date 2ith of June, that "private property is
to be rigidly protected," with the statement in the next sentence but one,
that "all the cattle and farm horses ha.Ying been seized by Ewell, farm
labor lm<l come to a complete stand-still." Ile also, under date of 4th
July, speaks of Lee's retreat being ineumbered by "EweJrs 1·11wiense train
of plunder." This writer informs us that on the evening of the 4th of
July, he beard "reports coming in from the iliffcrent generals that the
enemy (Meade's nrmy) was retiring, and had been doing so all day long."
.At a consultation at head-quarters on the Gth, between Generals Lee,
Longstreet, Ilill, and \Vileox, this writer was told by some onc, whose
name he prudently leaves in blank, that the army l1ad no intention at
present of retreating for good, and that some of the enemy's despatches
had been intercepted in which the following words occur: "The noble but
unfortunate Army of the Potomac has ngain been obliged to retreat before
superior numbers l " Ile docs not appear to be aware that, in recording
these wretched expedients, resortecl to in order to keep up the spirits of
Lee's army, he furnishes the most complete refutation of his own account
of its good condition. I inuch regret that General Meade's official report
was not published in season to enable me to tnke full advantages of it in
preparing the brief sketch of the battles of the three days contained in this
.address. It reached me but the morning before it was sent to the press.
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troops to the hill, General Hancock arrived, having been sent by General Meade, on hearing tlw death of Reynolds, to assume the command of the field till he himself could reach the front. In conjunction
with General Howard, General Hancock immediately proceeded to
post troops and to repel an attack on our right flank. This attack
was feebly made ancl promptly repulsed. At niglitfall our troops on
the hill, who had so gallantly sustained themselves during the toil
and peril of the clay, were cheered by the arrival of General Slocum
with tl1e Twelfth Cor11s, and General Sickles with a part of the
Third.
Such was the fortune of the first clay, commencing with decidell
success to onr arms, followed by a check, but endii1g in the occupatation of this all-itnpol·tant position. To you, follow-citizens of
Gettysburg, I need not attempt to portray the anxieties of the ensuing night. "Witnessing as you had done with sorrow the withdrawal
of our army through your streets, with a considerable loss of prisoners; mourning as you did over the brave men who had f;,llen ;
shocked with the wide-spread desolation around you, of which the
wanton bul'ning of the H arman House had gi,"en the signal, ignol'ant
of the near approach of General ~Icade, you passed the weary
hours of the night in painful expectation.
Long before the dawn of the 2d of July, the new Gornmander-inehief had arrived at the front. Jlaving received intelligence of the
events in progr%s, and informed by the rep.orts of Generals Hancock and Howard of the Hworablc character of the positions, he
determined to gi re battle to the enemy at thi~ point. IIc accordingly <lirected the remaining corps of the army to concentrate at
Gettysburg with :111 possible expedition, and breakiag up his headquartet'd at Taneytown at ten o'clock in the evening, he arrived on
the field at one o'clock in the morning of the 2d of July. Few
were the momeuts given to sleep during the rapid watches of that
brief midsummer's night, by officers or men, though half of our
troops were exhausted by the conflict of the clay, and the residue
wearied by the forced marches which had brought them to the
rescue. The full moon, veiled by thin clouds, shone down that
night on a strangely unwonted scene;- the silence of the graveyard was uroken by the heavy tramp of armed men; by the neigh
of the war-horse, the harsh rattle of the wheels of artillery hurrying to their stations, and all the imlescribable tumult of preparation.
T he Yflrious corps of the army M they arrived, were moved to their·
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position,-, on the !lpot where we :we a,-~rmblccl, antl the riclgt's that
extend southeast ancl southwest; batterie~ were plantccl aml breastworks tlirown up. The 8cconcl :,ml Fit1h Corp,-, with the rest of
the Third, hnc.l reiu·hcd the groun1l by seven o'dock in the morning,
but it was not till two o'cl0t•k in the aftc1110011 that Seclgwick arrivecl .
with the Sixth Corp:!. J le l1ad marched thirty-four miles sinee nine
o'clock of the cyening before. It wa~ only on his arrirnl that
the Puion :1rmy approaC'hcd an rquality of numbers with that of
the 1·ebels, who w(•re posted upon tlw oppo~ite an<l parallel ridge,
di~tant from a mile to a mile ancl a halt; O\·erlapping our po.,ition on
eitlwr wing, and probably excel'tling by ten thousall(l the army of
Gcm·ral 1\k:Hle.*
And hen• I cannot but remark on tlw proviclential irntction of the
rebd army. Had the contest h<·Cn renewed by it at daylight on the
2d of ,Jul), with tl,c Fir~t and Ele,enth Corps exluuistc,1 by tl1c
battle an<l the retreat; the Thit·cl ancl Twelfth WMry from their
forcccl murd1; nwl th,· Second, Fifth and Sixth not yet arrivccl,
nothing but a. miracle could lmYc :.werted a gr<•at disaster.
lnstc·acl of this, tht· day <Ll\\'nccl, the ,-1111 ro;;P, the cool hours of the
morning p11:-,cd, the forenoon wore a\\ay, \I ithout the slightest
aggrc,-sive 111ovcnH·nt on the part of the enemy. Thus time was given
for h:, If our forces tu arriH, ancl tnke their pht(·e in the linc•s, while
the rest of the army cnjoyc•tl a much nc>cdetl half-day'11 repo,<•.
At length, between three allll fc-ur o'clock in the afternoon, th1•
work of death began. A signal gun from the hostile batteries wus
followed by a tn•mcnclo11M ca1111onac.lc along the rd,d lim•,, ancl
tl1i~ hy a hca,y a,lrnm·e of iuf:tntry, hrigadc after L>rigatk, commcm·ing on the enemy';, right ngain:1t the !ell of our army, ancl so
onward to the k•ft C<'ntre. .\ fornarcl mu1·cnwnt of C:eneral
Sicl,h•H, to gain a c•om111:11uling position from which to l'PJ>Pl the
rchi-1 nlt:u·k, drew upon him a ,lc~tn1d:n- fire from the enemy's batteril'", and a furiow, a:-~ault from Longstrcct':i aml Hill's aclrnncing
In this ,\tlclress, as originnlly pn•parcd, judgini; from the best Rourccs
of information within my reach at that time, T assumed th<' NIUtLiity of the
two nrmies on the 2cl and 3<1 of July, suppo~ing that Lee l1:1cl left consid•
erahlc detachments to prokct his 1kpots and keep open his communications.
Subs(•quent inc1uiry hns IC'd me to think that I somewhat undcrrntcd hi~
numbl'r~ at Gl'tty,burg, and I ha\'e corrected the text accorclingly. General
Halkck, howe\'Cr, in his official report, nccomp11nying the l'rcsidcnt·s
Mcs~:1ge, stntc. the two armies to have been equal.
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troops. After a brave resistance on the part of his corp~, he was
forced back, himself falling severely wounded. This was the crilr
ical moment of the second day ; but the Fifth and a part of the
Sixth Corps, with portions of the First ancl Sccoucl, were promptly
brought to the support of the Thinl ; the struggle was fierce and
murderous, but by sunset our success was decisive, and the enemy
was uriren back in confusion. The most important sen-ice was
rendered toward the close of the day, in the memorable adq111ce
between Round Top and Little Round Top, by General Crawford's
division of the Fifth Corps, consisting of two brigades of the Pennsylvani:i Reserves, of which one company was from this town and
neighborl10ocl. The rebel force was driven back in this encounter,
with great loss in killed and prisoners. At eight o'c-lock in tl1c
evening a desperate attempt was made by the enemy to storm the
position of the Eleventh Corps on Cemetery !!ill ; but here, too,
after a terrible conflict, be was repulsed with immcn:;e los!-. Ewell,
on our exh-emc right, which had been weakened by the ,rithdrawal
of the troops, sent o,·er to support our left, had succeeded in gaining
a foothold within a portion of our lines, nc:n· Spangler\; Spring.
This was the only advantage obtained by the rebels to compensate
them for the disasters of the day, and of this they were soon
deprived.
Such was the result of the second act of this eventful drama;
a day hard fought, and at one moment anxious, but with the exception of the slight reverse just named, crowned with dearly earned,
but uniform success to our arms, auspicious of a glorious termination of the .final struggle. On these good omens the night fell.
In the eom-se of the night General Geary returnecl to his position on the right, from which he had hastened the day before to
strengthen the Third Corps. Ile immediately engaged the enemy,
wliom, nftcr a sharp and decisive action, he drove out of our lines,
recovering the ground which liad been lost on the preceding day. A
spfritcd contest was kept up all the morning on this part of the line,
but General Geary, reinforced by Wheaton'~ brigade of the Sixth
Corps, maintained hi~ position, and inflicted very severe losses on
the enemy.
Such was the cheering commencement of the third day's work,
and with it ended all serious :ittcmpts of the enemy on our right.
~\s on the preceding day, his efforts were now mainly directed
against our left centre nnd left wing. Frnm eleven till half-past
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one o'clock all was still; a solemn pause of preparation, as if both
armies were nerving themselves for the supreme effort. At length
the awful silence, more tcnible than the wildest tumult of battle,
was broken by the roar of two hundred and fifty pieces of artillery
from the opposite ridges joining in a cannonade of unsurpassed
violence,-the rebel batteries along two-thirds of their line pouring
their fire upon Cemetery Hill and the centre and left wings of our
army. 11,wing attempted in this way for two hours, but without
success, to shake the steadiness of our lines, the enemy mllicd his
forces for a last grand assault. The attack was principally directed
against the position of our Second Corps. Succes:,ive lines of rebel
infantry rno,cd forward with equal spirit and steadiness, from their
cover on the wooded crest of Seminary Ridge, crossing tbc intervening plain, supported right and left by their choicest brigade~, and
charged furiously up to our batteries. Our own bra,c troops of the
Second Corps, supported by Doubleday's division and Stannard's
brigade of the FirRt, rcceivccl the shock with firmness; the ground
on both sides was long and fiercely contc;;tcd and covered with the
killed and the wounded ; the tide of battle flowed and ebbed across
the plain, till after "a determined and gallant struggle," as it is
1H·onounccd by General Lee, the rebel advance, consisting of twothirds of Hill's corps and the whole of Longstreet's including Pickett's dh·ision the elite of the corps, which hacl not yet been under
fire, and was now depeuded upon to decide the fortune of this last
eventful clay, was difren back with prodigious slaughter, discomfited
and broken. While these events were in progress at our left centre,
the enemy was driven, with a considerable lo;:s of prisoner~, from a
strong position on our extreme left, from which he was nnuoying our
force on "Little Round Top." In the terrific .1s~a11lt on oui- centre,
Generals liaucoek and Gibbon were wounded. In the rebel army
Armistead, Kemper, Pettigrew, and Trimble were wounded,-thc
first named mortally, the latter also made prisoner,-while General
Garnett wa:s killed, and thirty-five hundred officers ancl men made
prisoner:,.
These ,,ere the expiring agonies of tl1e three days' conflict, and
with them the battle ceased. It was fought, by the Union army,
with courage and skill, from the fir~t <'aYalry skirmish on ednesday morning to the fearful rout of the enemy on Friday afternoon,
by every arm and c,·ery rank of the sen ice; by office1·s and men;
by cavalry, artillery, and infautq. The superiority of numbers was
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on the side of the rebel al'my. If the Union force had the advantage of a strong position, the Confctlerates had that of chooising time
and place, the prestige of former victories over the Al'my of the
PotomaC', and of the sncceBs of the first day. Victory does not
always fall to the lot of tl10~e who deseiTe it; but that so decisive a
triun1ph under eircurnstnuces like these, was gained by Olli' troops, I
woul<l ascribe, under ProYidence, to the spirit of exalted patriotism
that animated them, and a consciousness that they were flgf1ting in
a righteous cause.
All hope of defeating 0111· army, and securing what General Lee
culls "the valuable results" of such an achievement, having vanished, he thought only of rescuing from destruction tlie remains of
his shattered forces. In kille<l, wounded, and missing he had, as far
fiS can be ascertained, suffered a loss of about 37,000 men,-rather
more than a third of the army wbieh he is supposed to lmve
marched into Pennsylvania. Perceiving that his only safety was in
rapid retreat, he commenced withdrawing his troops at daybreak on
the -1th, throwing up field-works in front of our left, which, assuming the appearance of a new position, were intended probably to
prott'ct the rear of his army in their retreat. That day-sad celebration of the Fourth of .July for au aLmy of Americans-was passed
by him in hurrying off hi~ train~. By nightfall the main army was
in full retreat on the Cashtown and Fairfield roads, and it moved
with suel1 precipitation, that, Rhort ns the nights were, by daylight
the following morning Hotwithstanding a heaYy rain, the rear guard
had left its position. The struggle of the two Inst days resembled
in many respects the battle of ,vaterloo, and if in the evening
of the third day General l\foade, like the Duke of Wellington, had
hi1d the assi~tm1ce of a po,Ycrful auxiliary army to take up the
pursuit, the rout .of the rebels would have been ns complete as that
of Napoleon.
Owing to the rire'umstnnccs just named the intentions of the
enemy were not apparent on the 4th. The moment his 1·eti-cat was
uiscowrcd, the following morning, he was pursued by our cnsalry
on the Caslitown road and through the Emmittsburg and Monterey
pas8es, ant1 •iy Sedgwick's corps on the Fairfield roacl. His reai·
guard was bri,kly attacked at .Fairfield ; a grnat number of wagons
and amhulanccs were captured in the passes of the mountains; the
country swanned with his stragglers, and his woulll1ed were literally
emptied from the vehicles containing them, into the farm-houses on
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the roa<l. General Lee, in his report, makes repeated mention of
the l;nion prisoners whom he convcyetl into Virginia, somewhat
overstating their number. Ile states also that" such of his ,i·ounded
as were in a condition to be removed," were forwarded to ,villiumsport. Ile does not mention that the number of his wounded not
removed, and left to the Christian care of the victor;,., was 7,540not one of whom failed of any attention which it was possible, under
the cireum!;t:mres of the case, to afford them; not one of whom
certainly was put upon Libby-prison fore,-lingcring death by
starYation. IIcm·cu forbid, however, that we should claim any
merit for the exercise of common humanity.
Under the protection of the mountain ridge, whose narrow passes
were easily held even by a retreating army, General Lee reached
Williamsport in safety, ancl took 11p a strong position opposite tt>
that place. General Meade, with the main army, necessarily pursued by a flank movement through j}Jidc1lctown, Turner's Pass
baying been secured by General French. Passing through the
South l\Io_untain the Union army came up with that of the rebels on
the 12th, and found it securely posted on tl1e heights of l\Iarsh Run.
The position was recon!loitrccl, and preparations made for an attack
on the 13th. The depth of the river, swollen by the recent rains,
authorized the expectation that the enemy would be brought to a
general engagement the following d:ty. An adrnncc was accordingly made by General .Meade on the moming of the 14th; but it
was soon fouml that the rebels hacl escaped in the night, with such
haste, that Ewell's corps forded the river where the water was breast
high. The cavalry, which had rendered the most important services
during the three day", and in hams,1ing the enemy's retreat, was
now sent in pursuit, and captured two guns and a large numbct·• of
prisoners. In an action which took place at Falling ,vaters, General Pettigrew was mortally wounded. General l\Ieadc, in further
pursuit of the enemy, crossed the Potomac at Berlin. Thus again
coyering the approaches to 1Yashington, he compelled the enemy to
pass the Blue Ridge at one of the upper gaps, and in about six
weeks from the commencement of the campaign General Lee found
himself again on the south si<le of the Rappahaunoc~, with a loss
of about a third of his army.
Such, most inadequately recounted, is the history of the evermemorable three days, and of the events immediately preceding
ancl following. I t has been pretended, in order to diminish the
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magnituclc of thi~ <li~aster to the rebel cause, that it was merely the
repulse or an attac·k 011 a strongly-defended poBition. The tremendous losses on both sides arc a sufficient answer t-0 this misrepresentation, and attest the C0lll·age and obstinacy with which tho three
days' battle was waged. Few of the great conflict~ of modern
times have cost Yictors and nu1quished so great a sacrifice. Ou the
Union side there foll in the whole ('ampaign, of generals killed,
Ucynolcls, ·weed, and Zook; and wounded, Barlow, Barne:". lluttcrficlcl, Doubleclay, Gibbon, Graham, Hancock, Sickles, and ·warren;
while of officers below the rank of general, and men, there were
2,834 killed, 13,709 wounded, and G,643 missing. On the Confederate side there were killed on the field, or mortally wounded,
Generals Armistead, Barksdale, Garnett, Pender, Pettigrew, aml
Semmes; and wounded, IIetlt, Hood, Johnson, Kemper, Kimuall,
and Trimble. Of officers below the rank of general. a'nd men, there
were taken prisoncrR, including the woundell, 13,621-an amount
ascertained officially. Of the wounded in a, comlition to be removed,
of the killed, ancl the missini:r, the enemy has made no return. They
arc estimated from the best tlata, which the nature of the case
admits, at 23,000. General ~Ieade also captured 3 cannons and 41
standards; and 21,978 small arms were collected on the battle fiekk
I must leave to others, who ean do it from personal observation,
to dc~cribc the mournful spectacle presented by these hillsides ancl
plains at the close of the terrible conflict. It was a saying of the
Duke of ·wcllington that, next to a defeat, the Hadclest thing is a
Yictory. The horrors of the lm!tle-fickl, after the contest is oYer,
the Rigl1ts and souuds of woe,-let me throw a pall OYCr the scene,
which no words can adequately depict to those who have not witncs~cd it; on which no oue who has witnessed it, and has a heart in
his bosom, oon bear to dwell. One drop of balm alonc,-onc drop
of hcayenly, lifo-giYing balm,-minglcs in this bitter cup of misery.
Scarcely has the cannon ceased to roar, when the brctliren and
sisters of Christian bcnc,·olcnec, ministers of compas;-;ion, angels of
pity, hasten to the field and the hospital, to moisten the pal'chcd
tongue, to bind the ghastly wounds, to soothe the pal'ling agonies
alike of friend ancl foe, nnd to catch the last-whi~perccl messages oc
Joye from dying lips. " Carry this miniature back to my dear wife,
but do not take it from my bosom till I am gone." "Tell my little
sister not to grieve for me, I am willing t-0 die for my country."
"Oh, that my mother was here!"
'When, since Aaron stood
19
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between the living and U1e dead, was there ever so gracious a ministry
as this? It has been said tbat it is characteristic of Americans to
treat wolllen with a deference not paid to them in any other country.
I will not undertake to say whet her this is so, but I "'ill say that
since this terrible war has been waged, the women of the loyal
States, if never before, lmve entitled themselves to our highest
admiration and gratitude; alike those who at home, often with fingers
unused to the toil, often bowetl beneath their own domestic <'ares,
have performetl an amount of daily labor not exceeded by tl10se who
work for their daily bread, and those who, in the hospital and the
tents of the Sanitary and Chri5tiirn Commission:s, hiwe rendered
.,erviccs which millions coul<l not buy. Ilappil'J, the labor and the
service arc their own reward. Thousands of matrons and thousands
of maidens have experienced a uelight in these homely toils and
services, comparea with wl1iclt lhc pleasures of the 1.,all-room and
Ilic opera-house tu·e tame and unsatisfactory. This on cmth is
reward enough, but a richer is in store for them. Yes, urothers,
sisters of c-harity, while you bind 11p the wounds of the poor sufferers, - the humblest perl1aps that have shed their blootl for the
country, -forget not wno it is that, will hereaHer say to you, "Inasmuch as ye have tlone it unto one of the least of these my
nRETllREN, ye have done it unto me."
And now friends, fellow-citizens, a:i we !ltand before these honored
grayes, the momentous question presents itself, which of the two
parties to the war is responsible for all this suffering, - for this
dreadful sacrifice of life, - the lawful and constitutional government
of the United States, or tlle ambitious men who have rebelled
against it? I say "rebelleu" against it, although Earl Russell, the
British Secretary of State for Foreign .Affairs, in his recent temperate and conciliatory spcec11 in Scotland, seems to intimate that no
prejutlice ought to attach to that word, inasmuch as our Engli:lh forefathers rebelled against Charles I. and James II., and our American
.!tithers rebelled against George JU. These certainly are Yenerable
11recedeuts, but they prove only that it is just and proper to rebel
against oppressive govemments. They do not prove that it was
just and proper for the s011 of James II. to rebel against George I.,
or his grandson Charles Edward to rebel against George II.; nor,
as it seems to me, ought these dynastic strngglc~, little bette1· than
family quarrels, to be compared with this monstrous conspiracy
against the American Union. These precedents do not prove that it
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was just nnd proper for the•• cfo:appointeu. great men" of the cottongro,ving 8tatcs to rebel against "the most beneficent govcl'1101cnt
of which history gin•s u,; any account," as the Yicc-Prcsi1lcnt of the
Confcderaey. in NoYCn1ber, 1860, charged them with doiug. They
do not create a pre,;mnption even in favor of the disloyal slaveholders of !he South, who, li,·ing under a government of which l\fr.
,Jefferson Dads, in the i<C~sion of 1860-Gl, snid thnt it \\'llS "the best
government cvet· in,;titutcd by men, nnex:ceptionably admini~tcrcd,
all(l under which the people have been prosperous beyond comparison with any other people "hose career has been rccorclcd in
history," rebelled against it, because their aspiring politicians, himself among the rest, were in danger of lo~ing their monopoly of its
offices. ·what woultl Jmye been thought by an impartial posterity
of the American rebellion against George llI., if the colonists Jiau
at all times been more than equally representetl in Parliament, autl
James Otis, and l'atrick IIcmy, antl '\Vashington, anrl Franklin, and
the Adamse~, ancl Ifancock, and Jeffcr~on, ancl men of their stamp,
had for two generations enjoyed the confidence of the so,-ereign,
and administered the go,-ernment of the Empire? "What wouhl
have lJeen thought of the rebellion against Charles I., if Cromwell,
and the men of his school hacl been the respon~ible advisers of that
prince from his accession to the throne, and then, on account of a
p11rtial ehange in tlse ministry, brought his heacl to the block, and
involved the country in a, de~olating war, in order to estab]jsh a new
govcmment 1<outh of the Trent? Whnt would have been thought
of the "Whigs of 1688, if they had themselves composed ihe cabinet
of James II., and had been the advisers of the measure$, and the
promoters of the policy which drove l1im into exile? The Puritans
of 1640 ancl the ·whigs of 1688 rebelled against arbitrary power in
order to establish constitutional liberty. If they had ri,;en against
Charles and James because those mouarchs fin-ored equal right,;,
and in order themseh-es, "for the first time in the history of the
worltl," to cRtablish an oligarchy " founded on the comer-stone of
slavery," they would truly have furni~hed a prcc·edent for the rebels
of the South, but their cause would not have been 1<ustainecl by the
eloquence of l'ym ot· of Somer~, 11or scaled with the blood of
Hampden or Russell.
I call the war which the Confctlerates are waging against the
Union a" Rebellion," bec:\u$e it is one, and in gra,·e matters it is
be:;t to call things by tlicir right names. I $peak of it as a crime,
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bceau~c the Constitution of the l'11ite,l States so r1•gard,.; it, ancl puts
"rel)('llion" on :t par with "inrn,;ion." The Constitution and law
not only of En;rl:tn1l. but of c,·cry ci,·iliz1•tl countr.,-, re~:ml them in
the 1<:unc light; or rather they l'OlbidPr the relH'I in arms as for
wor11c thau th<• alien 1•1icmy. To le,y war against the Unitccl StateH
is the constitutional ckfinition of t1·ca,0•1, ancl that 1·rime i,, hy eYcry
ciYilizcd gon•rnment, n•ganlccl a" the highc,t whil'h citiz1•11 or ~uliject can commit. Not 1'nnt1•11t with the ~anction~ of huttJ:111 justice,
of all the 1·ri111c, ag,1i11,t the law of the l:11111 it i, ,-;in;ded nut for the
dc1111nl'iatio11;1 of religion. The lit:mic,. ut' every church in Christ<•11clo111, as fa1· ns I am aware, from tlll' metropolitan cath1•drals of
E11rop1· tu tlu· humbl<•,t rni,-~ionary l'hapel in the blnncl,- of the ~l':I,
concur "·ith the Clmr.-h of En;;l:mcl in imploring the Sm crcign of'
the 1111i1·crsr, hy the mo,.t awful ncljuralinn~ whil'h thr IH':\l'l of man
•·an l'Oncch l' or his to11g11c ultPr, to dPliYcr 11,; from •· ,cclit inn, privy
conspiracy, am! rebl'llion." A11Cl rl':\:;011 good,-for while a rebellion
agninM tyran11y; a r<'Lellion 1h·signrcl, after pro,trntin~ arbilrnry
powl'r, to c,tahli~h frC'e gon.,·11mcnt on the ba~i~ ofju:-ticc anti truth,
is :tn entcrpri,e on II hil'h good men aiul angcb rnny look with cornphH·C'rH'Y; an unpro,·okc<l rebellion of anrhitiom; nwn again~I a benefiecnt :::-o,·crnment. for the purpo,L~thc :wowvl Jllll'Jl03e-of c:-tahlblring, cxten,J'ng, ancl prrpctuating any form of i11ju~til'e :inc.I wrong,
i~ an imitation on ca1·1 h of that first foul revolt of "the Infernal
Serpent," a~:1:i11~t whic·h the Supreme ~Injcsty of !Iean•n -cnl forth
'h<' armed myriads of his angds, and dothed the right arm of his
Son with the thrce-hollcil th11ndL•r,; of' Omnipote11«·1•.
LO'·tl B:u-011, "in the true mar:;halling of the ~o,·crcign degree~ of
honor," a"~igns the lir~t place to" the C'o,ulitores l111periornm, fom11lcrs of Stat<•~ a11d Cornrnonwrallh~;" an1l truly to ]milt! up from thr.
1li:;,·onl:mt cl1•ment~ ol' our nal11rc; the pa~-<ion,, the inl1•rl'~b. ancl
the opinio11s of the inclividual rnan; (]!(• rivalrit·~ of family, dm1, aml
tl'ih('; the inf111encc8 of climate and g(•ographiC'al po~ition ; lhc a<'1·iclcnts of pea<'<' :md 11:ir accumulated for agl':-i.-to huil<l up from th1·-<l'
,lftc11timcs warring dcmcul~. u wdl-co111pactcd, prosperou,, 1111d powctfol Stale, if' it wcr1• tn be il<'compli~hccl by 011e effort, or in one
ge11rrnlio11, wo11lcl n•c111irc a more than 111011al ,-kill. To l'ontrihnlc
iu some notalile degree to this the grcall'~t work of men, by wise a111l
patriotic eoun~cl in 1wacc, and loyal h1•roi~m in 11 ar, is a~ high a8
1111111:tn merit can well r;,e: ancl far more than to any of lho:-c lo
whom Bacon a.~~ign~ this higlll'st pla1·c uf honor, whose names can
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hardly be rcpcatecl without a won<lei·ing smilc,-Romulus, Cyru~,
Cii:sar, Olloman, Ismacl,-is it due to our '\Va:;hington, as the founder
of the American Union. Ilut if to achieve or help to achieve
this greatest work of man's wi,;dom and virtue gives title to a place
among the chief benefactors, rightful heirs of the benedietions, of
mankind, by equal l'cason shall the bold bad men who seek to undo
the noble work,-Eversores Impcriorum, destroyers of States,-who
for base and selfish ends rebel against beneficent gon~rnments, seek
to overturn wise constitutions, to lay powerful republican unions at the
foot of foreign thrones, to bring on civil and foreign war, anarchy at
home, dictation abroad, desolation, rnin,-by equal reason, I imy, yes
a thousaml-fold stronger, shall they inherit the execrations of the ages.
But to hide the deformity of' the crime under the cloak of that
sophistry which strh·es to make the worse a1ipcnr the better reason,
we arc told by the lcauers of the rebellion that, iu our complex system of go\·emmcnt, the separate States arc "soYcrcign," and that.
the central power is only an "agency" established by these sovereigns to manage certain little affairs, such forsooth as l>eace, 'iYar,
Army, Navy, Finance, Tcnitory, and Relations with the Indian trihes
which they could not so conveniently administer themselves. It
happens unfortunately for this theory thnt the Federnl Constitution,
(which has been adopted by the people of eYery State of the Union
as much as their own State Constitutions lmYe been adopted, and is
declared to be paramount to them,) nowhere recognizes the States
as "sovereigns," in fact, that liy their names, it docs not recognize
them at all; while the authority establishetl by that instrument is
recognized, in its text, not as an "agency," but as "the government
of the lTnitetl State~." By that Constitution, m.l:'"eOYCr, which purJlOl'fs in its preamble to be or<lainctl and established by " the people
of the rnitetl States," it is exprcs,ly provided "that the members of
the State legislatures and all cxeeutil-e au<l jndicinl officers shall be
bound by oath or aflirznation to su1iport this Constitution." Kow it
is a common tl1ing, under all goYPrnmcnts, for an age11t to be bountl
by oath to be faithful to his soYercign, but I nc\·er hearcl before of
soYereigns being bound by oath to be faithful to their agency.
Certainly I <lo not deny that the separate Rtates arc clothed with
sovereign powl'rs for the administration of local affairs. I t is one vf
the most beautiful fontnres of' our mixed system of goYcrnrnont, but
it is equally tme that, in adopting the Federal Constitution the
States abdicated, by express renunciation, all the most important
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functions of National Sovereignty, and by one compreliensi,,e :!elfdenying clause, gave up all right to contravene the Constitution of
the rnitcd States. Specifically, and by enumeration, they renounce,l
all the most important prcrogati,·es of Independent Stales for peace
rmd for war, the right to keep troops or ships-of-war in time of peace,
or to engage in war unless actually invaded; to enter into compact
with another Stute or a foreign power; to fay nny duty on tonnage,
or My impost on exports or impo1'ts without the consent of Congress;
to enter into any treaty, alliance, Ol' confederation; to grant letters
of marque and re1)risal, and to emit bills of Cl'Cdit; while all these
powers and many others arc expressly Yestcd in the Genernl Government. To ascribe to political communities, thus limitccl in theirjurisdictio11,-wlt0 cannot even establish a post-office on thefr own soil,
-the eharacter of independent sovereignty, and to reduce a national
organization, clothccl with all the transecnclcnt powers of govermnent,
to the name and condition of an "agency " of the States, proves
nothing but that the logic of secession is on a par with its loyalty and
patrioti:-m.
Oh, but the" re,ern•d rights!" And what of the resernid rights?
The tenth amendment of the Constitution, supposed to proride for
"resel'ved rights," is constantly mi~quolcd. By that amendment
"the powers not delegated lo the l'nited States by the Constitution,
nor prohiliited by it to !he State~, are rcsen·ecl to the States respectively, or to the people." The "powers" reserved mu~t of course be
such as conld have bePn, but were not, delegated to the United
Statc,s ;-conl<l lut,·e been, but were not, prohibitetl lo !110 States;but to speak of the ri9ht of an indii•idual State to secede, as a power
that could hare Leen, though it was not, dclcgatccl to the United
Stales, is simple nonsense.
But wail·ing this obvious absurdity, can it need a serious argnment
to prove that tl,cre can be no Stale right to enter iuto a new Confederation reserved under a constitution which exprc~sly prohibit$ a
State to "enter into any treaty, alliance, or ('onfodcratiou," or any
"agreement or compact with another State or a foreign power ? "
To say that the State may, by enacting tl1e preliminary farce of
secession, m·11uire the right to do the prohibited things ;-to say for
instance, that, though the States, in forming the Constitution, delegated to the rnited States and prohibited to themselves the power
of dcc·lariug war, there was by implication reserved to each State
the right of seceding and the1i declaring war; that though they
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expressly prohibited to the State,", and delegated to the B'nited
States the entire treaty-making power, they reserved by impliration
(for an express reservation is not pretcudc(l,) to the indi\'idua1 States,
to Florida for instance, the right to f'ecede and then to make a treaty
"·ith Spain, retroeeding that Spanish colony, and thus surrentlering
to a foreign power tlie key to the Gulf of irexieo,-to maintain
propositions like these, with whatever affected seriousness it is done,
appears to me egregious trifling.
Pardon me, my friends, for dwelling on these w1·ctched sophistries. ll11t it is these which conducted the armed hosts of rebellion
to your doors, on the terrible and glorious clays of July, an<l which
have brought upon the wl1ole land the scourge of an aggrcssiYe ancl
wickccl war,-a war which can have no other termination compatible with the p<'rmancnt safety aml welfi1re of the country, but the
complete destruction of the military power of the enemy. I haw,
on other occasions, attempted to show that to yield to his clemantls
antl af'knowledge his indepemlenC'e, thus resolring the Fnion at once
into two hostile go,·ernments, with a certainty of further disintegration, wonlcl annihilate the strength and tlie influence of the country,
as a member of the family of nations; affo1·d to foreign powers the
opportunity and the temptation foi· disastrous and humiliating interference in our affairs; wrest from the l\Iiddle and Western States
some of their great natural out.lets to the sea, and of their most
important lines of internal communication; tlcprive the commerce
and navigation of the country of two-thirds of our sea-coast and
of the fortrcPses which protect it ;-not only so, but would enable
each indi,·klual State, some of them with a white population equal to
goocl-sizctl northern county, or rather the dominant party in each
State, to cede its territory, its harbor~, its fortresses, the mouths of
its rirnrs, to any foreign power. It cannot be that the people of the
loyal States,-tlrnt twenty-two millions of braYe ancl pro~perous
freemcn,-will, for the temptation of a brief truce iu an eternal
border war, consent to this hideous national suicide.
Do not think that I exaggerate the consequences of yielding lo
the demands of the leaders of the rebellion. T understate them.
They require of us not only all tl1e ~acrific:es I have named, not only
the cession to them-a foreign ancl hostile power-of all the territory of the United States at 1)l'escnt occupied by the rebel forces, but
the abandonment to them of the ,ast regions we have reseued from
tlwir gra 11,-of Maryland, of a part of Eastern Virginia and the
0
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whole of ,Ycstcrn Virginia, the sea-coast of Korth and South
Carolina, Georgia, and Florida; Kentucky, Tennessee, and Missouri; Arkansas and the larger portion of the l\Iississippi and
Louisiana, in most which, with the exception of lawless guerillas
there is not a rebel in arms; in all of which the great majority of
the people are loyal to the Union. "'\Ye must giye back, too, the
helple,..s colored population, thousands of whom arc perilling their
live:; in the ranks of om· armies, to a bondage rendered tenfold more
bitter, by the momentary enjoyment of free!lom. Finally, we must
surrender eYery man in the southern country, white or bfack, who
has moved a :finger or spoken a word for the restoration of the
Union, to a reign of tenor as remorseless as that of Robespierre,
which has been tho chief in~trument by which the rebellion has been
orgauized aud sustained, and which has already 1Hled the prisons of
tho South with noble men, whose only crime is that they arc not the
worst of criminals. Tho South is full of such men. I <lo not
believe there has been a day since tile election of President Lincoln,
when, if an ordinance of secession could have been fairly submitted
to tho mass of the people, in any single Southern State, a majority
of ballots would l1ave been given in its favor. No, not in South
Carolina. It is not possible that the majority of the people, oven of
that State, if permitted, without fear or farnr, to give a ballot on tho
question, woultl have abandoned a leader like Petigru, and all tho
memories of tho Gadsden;:, the Rutlodges, aucl the Cotesworth
Pinekneys of the revolutionary and constitutional nge, to follow the
agitators of the present clay.
Nor must we be deterred from the vigorous pro,ecution of tho
wai·, by tho suggestion, eo11linually thrown out by the rcbcb rind
those wl10 sympathize with them, that, howCYOr it might luwe been
at an earlier stage, there Jias been engendered by tl1e opcrnlions of
the war a state of exnsperation antl billcrnc~s wliich, i11clcpe11dcnt of
all reference to the original nature of tho matters in controversy,
will forever prevent tho restoration of the -Union allll tho retul'U of
harmony between the two great ~ection~ of the country. This
opinion 1 take to be entirely without foundation.
No man can Jeplorc more than I clo the miseries of e,·ery kind,
unavoidably incident to war. ,v1io could stand on this spot and call
to mind the scenes of tho fir;;t !lays of July with any other feeling?
A sad foreboding of what would cn,ue, if war should break out,

..
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between North and South, has haunted JUI' through life, and led
me perhaps too long to tread in the path of l1opcless compromise, iu
the fond endeavor to conciliate those who were predetermined not to
be conciliated. Ilut it is not true, as is pretended by the rebels and
their sympathizers, that the war has been cal"l'ied on by the lJni!cd
States, without entire regard to those temperaments which are
enjoined by the law of nations, by our moucm civilization, au<l by
the spirit of Christianity. It would be quite eusy to point out, in
the recent military history of the leading European 11owm'il, nets of
violence and nuelty, in tl1c prosecution of their wars, to wl1ich no
parallel can be found among U$. In fact when we consider the
peculiar bitterness with wliich cidl wars are almost i11Yariably
waged, we may justly boast of the manner in wl1ich the United
States hase carried on the contest. It is of course impossible to
prevent the lawless acts of stragglers and <lescrters, or the occasional
t11pvmTm1table proccedi11gs of subordinates on di~tant Mations; but I
<lo not believe there is, in all history, the record of a ciYil war of
such gigantic dimensions where so little has been done in the Bl)irit
of vindictiveness, as in this war, by the government and commanders of the United States; and thi8 notwithstanding the provocation gh·en by the rebel government by assuming the responsibility of
wretche;; like Quantrell, refusing quarte1· to colored troops and
scourging and selling into Hlavery free colored men from the North
who fall into their hands, by cornring the sea with pirates, refusing
a just exchauge of prisoners while they croWll their armies with
pi1roled prisoners not exchanged, anu starving prisoners of war to
death.
In the next place, if there arc any present who believe that, in
aullition to the effect of the military operations of the war, the
confiscation acts and em:uicipation proclamations hn.rn imbittered the
rebels beyond the possibility of rccon<"iliation, I would re<p1est them
to reflect, that. the tone of the rebel leaden, and rebel press was just
as bitter in the fir~t months of tl1e war, nay before a gun wa~ fire<l,
as it i~ now. There were speeche, made in Congress in the very
last sc~11ion before the outbreak of the rebellion, so ferocious, as to
show that their authors were under the influence of a real frenzy.
At the present day, if there is any c1iscrirnination made by the
Confederate press in the affected scorn, hatred, and contumely, with
which CYCl'J shade of opinion and 11entiment in the loyal States
is treated, the bitterc~t contempt is bestowed upon tho~e at the
20
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North who still speak tltc language of compromise, and who condemn those measures of the administration which arc allcgccl to
ha,c rendered the return of pence hopeless.
No, my friends, that gracious Providence which overrules all things
for the best, from seeming evil still educing good, has so eonstitntccl
otu· natures, tlaat the violent excitement of the passions in one clireetion is generally followed by a reaetion in an opposite direction, und
the i<ooncr for the violence. If it were not so-if injuries inflicted
and retuliated of neecFsity led to ucw retaliations, with forever accumulating compound interest of revcnge,-thcn the world, thousands
of years ago, would hayc been turned into an earthly hell, and the
nations of the earth would liavc been resolved into duns of furies and
tlemons, each fore,cr warring with his neighbor. But it is not so.
All history teaches a ilifforcnt lesson. The wars of the Roses in
England lasted an entire generation, from the battle of St. Albans,
hi 1451>, to that of "Bosworth Field, in 1485. Speaking of the former,
Hume says : "This was the first blood spilt in that fatal quarrel,
whiC"h was not finiRhed in less than a course of thirty years; which
was signalized by twelye pitched battles; which opened a scene of
extraordinary fierccne"s and cruelty; is rompnted to have co~t the
liYes of eighty princes of the blood; n.11!1 almost entirely annihilated
tl1C aucient nobility of England. The strong attachments which, at
that time, me>n of the same kindred bore to each other, and the Yindictfre spirit which was c011sidered a point of honor, rendered the
• great families implacable in their resentments, and widened CYery
moment the breach between the parties." Such wns the state of
things in Rngluu<l under which an rntire generation grew up ; but
when IIcm·y VII., in whom the titles of the two houses were united,
went up to London afler the battle of Bosworth Field to mount the
throne, he was e\·crywhere rccciYed with joyous acclamations, "as
one ordained and i:ent from Heaven to put an end to the diHstmsions"
which liad 1<0 long afflicted the country.
The great rebellion in England of the sc\"entcenth century, after
long and angry premonitions, may be saitl to haYe begun with the
calling of the Long Parliament, in l G-!O, and to haYc ended with
the return of Charles II., in 1660,- twenty years of discord, conflict, and civil war; of confiscation, plunder, haYoe ; a proud hereditm-y peerage trampled in tl1e c1u~t ; a national church overturned,
its clergy beggared, its most ernincnt prelate pnt to death; a military despotism established on the ruins of a monarchy which had
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subsisted se,en hunclred years, and the legitimate sovereign brought
to the block; the great families wh.ich adhered to the king proscribed, impoverished, ruinetl; prisoners of war-a fate worse than
confinement in Libby--sokl to slavery in the "\Yest Indies;- in a
wortl, everything tl1at can embitter nn<l madden contending faction~.
Such was the state of things for twenty years, and yet, by no gentle transition, but i;mldenly, and "when the restoration of affairs
appeared most l1opeless," the son of the bchcaderl sovereign was
brought back to his father's bloo(l-stainetl throne, with such "unexpressible and unfrer8al joy," as led the merry monarch to exclaim,
"Ile doubted it had been his own fault he had been absent i,o long,
for he !<aw nobody who dicl not protest he had ever wi~hcd for his
return." " In this wonderful manner," snys Clarendon, "and with
tl1is incredible expedition, did God put an end to a rebellion tl1at
had raged near twenty years, ancl had been eanied on with all the
horrid circumstances of murder, de,astation, anLl parricide, that fire
and sword, in the bands of the most wickell men in the world [it is
a royalist that is ~peaking] could be instruments of, nlrno~t to the
desolation of two kingdoms, ancl the cxccccling clefac:ng aml deforming of tl1c third.
By the~e remarkahlc steps tlid the merciful h:mcl of Goel, in this short space of time, not only bind np aml
heal all those wotmds, but eYen made the scar as umliscernible a,,
in respect of the deepness, was possible, which was a glorious addition to the deliYerance."
In Germany, the wars of the Reformation nnd of Charles Y. in
the sixteenth century, the thirty years' war in the seventeenth century, the seYen years' war in the eighteenth century, not to speak of
olbcr lc~s celcbrate(l contests, entailed upon that country all the
miseries of intestine strifo tor more than tliree centuries. At the
clo;;e of the Ja;,t-namcd war, which was the shortest of all, and
waged in lite most civilized age, "An officer," says Archc11holz,
"rode through seven villages in Hesse, and found in them but one
human being." More lhau three hundred principalities, comprehended in the empire, fermented with the fierce passions of proud
and petty states; at the commenC'ement of this period the rastlcs of
robber rount~ frownCll upon e,cry hill-top; a dreadful secret tribu1ial, whose ;;cat no one knew, whose power none could escape, froze
the hearts of men with terror throughout the land; 1·eligions hatred
mingled its bitter poison in the ~eething cauldron of provincial animo;;ity; but of all these deadly enmities between the States of Ger-
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many, ,- ~rcdy the memory remain~. Th,•rc is no country in the
world in whiC"h the sentiment of national brotherhood is stronger.
There arc contronr,,it:, iu that <·ounlt')', at the present day, Lut they
grow mainly ont of the rivalry of the two leading powl'rs.
Iu Italy, on the 1,reakiug up of th1• Homan Empire, ~oci1·ty might
he !'laid to bt· rcsohed into it• original clcuwnt~ :-into ho~tile
atom~, whose only 111oye1111·11t was that of lllnlual repul~ion. Ruthlt•~~ harharians had <ll'stroyetl the old org:wizations a111l eon·rcd the
1:rnil with a nH"reik·ss fe1111.lli~m. As the new ei,ilizntio11 g1·ew up,
under the win,;.r of the Church, the 11obll' familic, aml the walkcl
town~ f1•!1 maclly into couflict with each other; the H'l'ular feud of
pope :mcl emperor seour• ·tl the laL<l; p1·0,·inc" agnin,-t pronuce; ;
city against l'ity; streff against ~t1·ccl waged reuiorsclc·ss war
agaill',t 1·a1·h other from father to ,on, till Dant" wa!S ahle to fill his
imaginary hell with the real dc•mon,; of Italian hiistory. 80 forocio11, ha,) the faction, b,·rnme, th,,t tlu gJ'l'al pod-exile him,clf, the
glory of his native t"ity and of liis native language. was by a dc1·r<'e
QI' the 1111111icipality, ordcn:,l to he Lurned uliYe, if fouml in the (·ity
of Flor<'nce. Rut these 1lNtdly fcll(ls and hatr<"1b yi1•lded to political influence,, '.ls the ho,tilc eitie,, w,·rc groupl'tl into :-late;~ umler
:-;table go,·ernment8; the lingc•ring tra,litiou>< of the a1ll'ieut animo~iti1 gr:ulually died :1way, nnd 110w Tu:-can nml Lomhanl. 8ar<linian
aiul Nc•npolitan, a;, if to !:'hame tl1e cl<•genl'rnte sons of America, are
joining in one ny for an unill'tl Italy.
Jn France, not to go hack to the ri, ii wars of the Lcagu<' in the
:-ixteenth cc11t11ry, an<l of the Frornle in tl,e ~t'YClltPenth,-not to
.,peak of the drcailful St·1·uc.s throughout the king,lom whi('h followetl tl,c• n•yoe:uion of tloc ctlil'l of Xa11t,·,,-wc ha1t•, in the grc•ut
re1 olution wl1i<"h cn111nwn1·ed at the do,..: of the la.,t eenturr, ~ccn
th1• hlocnlhou11cl" of ci~il :-trite kt 11,o~c :is nudy 1,cfore i11 the hi:;tory of the worl,1. The n•i~n of tcrro1· c;-;tahlbhl',I at J>,ni,. ,trctel,c<l
iL~ hloo,ly 13riarean arm» to eH'ry l'ity and village in the land, :m<l
if the mo"t deadly foud" \\ hich ever di\'idecl a pt·oplc had thl' po\\'er
to <·an,c permanent alicu:1tion aml hatrc<I, this ;<1trcly was the ot·1·a,-ion. Bnt far otherwbc the fact. lu sen:n yl'ars from the fall of
Rohe,-picrrc, the :-trong arrn of fhe youthful conqueror lirought orcler
nut of thi,. chaos of ,.ri111e anil wo•· ; ,J:lC'obins, \Yb• ,,e hand:; IH'l'C
s1·arccly 1·lea11sed from the hc,t blootl of Franec, met the retuming
cmigl':lnl:- who.,e c.,:ute~ they hacl < • ,nfi~l'ate,l and who,1· kinclrl'cl
t.h('y had drnggctl to thr guillotinl'. in the lmpnial antcdmmbers;
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a111l wlu•n. after anotlll'r tnrn of the wht'cl of for!nm', Louis X\'IIL
was r"'torer\ to hi>< throne, Ju· took the n•~il'ide Foul'l,e, who hall
yotcd for hi,; hrothc•r'., death, to hi,- <·nhinl'l and co11fitlcncc.
Thl• p<'opll• of loynl , \m<•ril'a will nc,·t•r 1\1•sirc you. Sir, to take
to your <'Onfi,lcnce or admit again to a ,hare in the go1·cr11ment
tlw h11t·1l-hcurl<'<l llll'II whose <•ruel 111,,t of power h:ts hrought this
tle,ol:ttiu~ \\Hr upon tllP land. hut there b no per::onnl ltit11·rnc.,., felt
e1·c11 against them. They 111:ty lini, if they 1·a11 h1•:1t· to Jiw, after
wa11tn11ly l':rn,i11g thf' death of ~o many thou~:1n1h of their fellowmen; they 111:1y lil"«' in sail• oh~c·urity bc1wath 1111.! ~heltt>r of tho
gol'ernmcnl th(•y have sought to o,erthrow, or tlwy may fly to the
prolt'l'lion of the gon,rnmcnts of Europl'.-somc of thC'm arc
alrradj therr·, ~eeking. happily in , ain, to ohtain tlH' ai,l of foreign
pow,•r, in fur!hl'ran<·e of their own trea,011. There let tlwm st:n-.
Th,, hnmhk~t de:1<\ ,rlldier, that Ii, s col,\ :111<1 ~till' in hi,; graYc
before ns, is an ol,jcd of emy beneath tlJC elO!ls thnt eo,·rr him, in
comp:lr;,on with the li1i11g man. I earc not with II l1at trumpery
ne,lc•ntial,-. Ill' may lw f'urni~hcd, who i~ willing to groYcl at the foot
of a forci;m tht'Onc, for a~,-i,.tan<'C in compn,-sing tho ruin of hi~
eountry.
But the ho111· i8 <'oming, aml now i,-, ,1 hen !ht• pow<•r of the
lea,l1•r, of thl' rchPllion to ,h•lude and infhme mu~~ c·t•:t•e. There i"
no hittcnw,-s on tlw )'art of the ma"'c,. The pc<,plc of the South
arc 11ot going to 11agc• an elt•mal wat· for the 11Tl't<'lll'd prcll'xts by
whid1 this rebcliion i,- ,ou:rht to he justirit••I. The bond~ that unite
u,- a, one 1wopl<', a ~nh"tantial ,·ommunity of origin, language,
bel:et: aml law, (the fom· grl'at til'~ that holtl the ,,wictic,i of men
IO;!l'lhcr.) t·ommou nationnl and polith·al intcrc~t-; a l·ommnn
hi:-tory; a ,·mnmon pt·idc in n gloriou~ nnet•"t ry; a c·ommo11 intercHi
in this great herihgo of hi• •sing,: thP nry gengnq,h:<•,11 fl'aturcs
of 1he t·mmtr) ; the mighty rh·cr, that cro,, the line-; of dimatc•,
and thus 1:ll·ilitatP the int<'rchange of naturnl and irHlustrinl
pro<luds; while thr• won<ll'r-working arm of tl1c cngim•er ha!<
lell'llell tl1c m01mtai11 wnll,; which ~qiarntc the Ea,t am! \\'c~t, co111pclli11g yo111· own ,\ lleghanic~. my )laryl:uul :nul Pc1111~yl rn11ia
fricml,. to op1•n wi,lc thei1· l'I erla-tin;.r cloor,; to the ehnriot-\1 heel, of
tratli<· and tran•l; thc•l'c l,011cls of 1111ion arc of p<•r<•nnial forl'C arnl
cn!'l'gy. whilt• the c·all~l•~ of alienation arc imagi11:ir.,·. f:wtitiou~. nllll
tran~ient. The heart of the peopk. Xorth and 1-iouth, i, for the
ll11io11. I wli!'ation~, too plain to he mi~t:1ke11. a1111ouncc the fa!'!
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both in the east and the west of the States in rebellion. In North
Carolina and A1·kansas the fatal charm at length is broken. At
Raleigh an<l Little Hock the lips of honest arid brave men arc
unscaled, ancl an inuepent!ent pre~s is unlimbering its artillery.
When its rifled cannon shall begin to roar, the hosts of treasonable
sophistry, the mad delusions of the uay, will fly like the rebel army
through the pa~scs of yomlel' mountain. TLe "·eary masses of the
people arc yearning to sec tlie dear oltl flag agaiH floating upon their
capitoh;, and they sigh fol· the return of the peace, prosperity, 1uHl
happine~s which they enjoycil under a government whose power was
felt only in its blessings.
And now, friends, fellow-citizens of Gettysburg ancl PennsylYania, 1mtl you from the remoter State;;, let me again, as we part,
inrnkc your benediction on th<'Re honored graves. You feel, though
the occnsion is moumful, that it is good to be here. You feel that
it was greatly auspicious for the cause of the country that the men
of the Rust and the men of the ,vest., the men of nineteen sister
States, .0 tood side hy side on the perilous ridges of the battle. You
now feel it a new bond of union, that they shall lie side by Ride, till
a clarion louder tllan that which marshalled them to the combat,
shall awake their slumbers. Goel bless the Union ;-it is dearer to
us for the blood of the brave men shed in its defence. The spots
on which they stood and fell; these pleasant heights; the fertile
11lain beneath them ; the thriving village whose streets so lately
rang with the strange din of war; the fields beyond the ridge, where
the noble Reynolds hcltl the advancing foe at bay, and wl1ile he
gave up his own life, assured by hi::; forethought and self-sacrifice,
the triumph of the two succcctling clays; the little streams which
wind tll!"ough the hills, on whose banks in after times the wondering
ploughman will turn up, with the rude weapons of savage warfare,
the fearful missiles of modem artillery; the Seminary Ridge, the
peach-orchard, Cemetery, Culp's, and ,volf's Hills, Round Top,
Little Round Top, humble names, henceforward dear and famous ;
no lapse of time, no distance of space shall cause you to be
forgotten. "The whole earth," said Pericles, as he stood oYCr the
remains of hi:s fellow-citizens who had fallen in the first year of the
Pcloponnesian war, "the whole earth is the sepulchre of illustrious
mE'n." All time, he might have added, is the millennium of their
glory. Surely I would do no injustice to the other noble achievements of the war, which have reflected such honor on both arms of
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the sc1Tirc, nnd have entitled the armies nnd the uavy of the
rnited State~, their officer.~ ancl men, to the wunncst thunks and
the richest rewards which a grateful people can pay. BuL they, I
nm snrc, will join u~ iu saying, ai- we bid farewell to the dust of
t hcHe martyr-heroes, that whercsoeyer throughout the ci,·ilizcd
world the accounts of this great warfare arc read, and down to the
latest period of reconlctl time, in the glorious annals of om common
country, there will be no brighter page tlum that which relates Tue
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DEDIC.~TORY SPEECH BY PRI~SIDENT LINCOLX.

Fourscore and seven years ago, our fathers brought forth
upon this continent a new 1Jation, conceived in liberty and
dedicated to the proposition that all men arc created equal.
Now we arc cngagccl in a great civil war, testing whether
that nation-or any nation, ~o conceived and so dedicatedcan long endure.
We arc met on a great battle-field of that war. We are
met to dedicate a portion of it as the final resting-place of
those who ha,·c given their lives that that nation might live.
It is altogether fitting and proper that we should <lo this.
But, in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate, we cannot consecrate, we cannot hallow, this ground. The brave men,•
living and <lead1 who struggled here, have consecrated it, far
abo\·c our po,rnr to add or to detract.
The world will very little note nor long remember what
we say here; I.mt it can nernr forget what they did here.
It is for us, the li,·ing, rather, to be dedicated, here, to the
unfinished work that they haxe thus far so nobly carried 011.
lt is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task
remaining before us; that from these honored dead we take
increased devotion to that cause for which they here gave
the last full measure of devotion; that we here highly resolYc
that these dead shall not have died in nin ; that the nation
shall, under God, have a new birth of freedom, and that
government of the people, by the people, for the people,
shall not perish from the cai·th.
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Names of llfassaclmsetts Soldiei·s buried·in the ltfassaclmsetts Lot, i11
Cemetery al Gettysburg, Pe1msyb:c111ia.

~. I

C:

:,0

:,,,

"'

".: .I
"
"

"

~A'.:11£.

el!

.,"

I

"
"

1
3

E. F.F.,.

4

John Cra.-..;.on, .

0th Batt'y.

•

20th Rcg't.

6

I II. P. Burrill,

.

A.

I George Luras, .

8

Louis Kraft,

9

T. 11. Gnllivnn,

D, Killed, July 3, 186~.

,,
"

10 )J. Kinarch,
11

E. Uarry,.

12

Scrg't G. Jneckel,

13

Patrick O'Kcefe,

"

"
"
"

"
"

William Inch, .

l}'.

Killc,l, July 3, 1si;:1.

Killed, July 3, 181's1.

A. l>eitling,

c.

A,

10

G. Weisensee, .

B.

20

1·rcderick Quinlan,

F.

G. C. Pln11t,

A.

I

23

126

.

Hugh Blair,
l'atrick J\111nning,

.l

, II .

l }'.

IJ.

John McClarcnce,
John Dippolt, .
Ilirnm B. Howard, .

•

Killed, July 3, 1863.

K
I>,

Senft George F. Cate,

-~
" I :~
"

c.

B,

17

1 21

I

II.

18

" 12-2

Killed, July :J, 1863.

F.

I

Corp. J. Somerville,

J

C,

E.

14 I Thomas Downey,
Hi

July 3. 1863,
- j Killed,
aged 17 years.

6th Batt'y,

Thomas Kelly,

16

Remark.it.

. I 0th Bntt'y. , -

J. W. Verity,

5

I

~-•m•

2

7

"
"

I A. Murphy,

--

B.

"

ID.

• Alt In th!• Section are burled in tho outer parollel.

21
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c

..

S!

Q

u,

....

..";,

'o

sf
~'-'
:,.

I

NAME.

Eugene McLaughlin,

Regiment.

0.

8

Remarks.

0

0

F,

Died, July 6, 1863.

Corp. John Burk,

K,

Died, Aug. 9, 1863.

29

Alex Akins,

D.

30

James Lane,

" I 31

"
"
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20th Reg't,

! D.

F.

George F. Fales of Boston,

32

George S. Wise,

33

l\Iichael Laughlin,

34

Edwin Field,

35

John Brock,

36

l\'. A. Gould,

37

Corp. F. A. Dunston,

38

John Flye,

39

Serg't Edgar A. Fiske,

:' i

I

1

Charles Trainer,

2

W. T. Bullard,

3

John Joy,

4

P.H. Peck,

Excelsior
of N. Y.,
13th Reg't,

"
"
"
"

D,

Died, July 12, 1863.

H,

Died, Nov. 8, 1863.

B.
H.

K.
H.

K,

2d Reg't,

I.
A.
I.

c.

5

Stephen Cody, .

I.

6

Richard Seavers,

II.

7

George Bailey,

8

A. Nelson,

91

I.

D.
.

D.

10

Corp. Gordon S. Wilson,.

G.

11

Joseph l~urbcr,.

12

Rupert J. Saddler, Col. Corp.,

13

Frederick Maynard,

14

P. IIoey,.

A,

15

Serg't L. C. Durgin,

A.

John Daur,

Died, July 27, 1863.

E.

.

.

---------

"
"
"

• Second parallel.

G.
D,

Killed, July 3, 1863.

D.
Killed, July 3, 1863.

,.
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0

!~

V.

~5
z

N A)l E.

Regiment.

"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
c.•

ii
s0

Remarks.

C,

Killed, July 3, 1863.

C.

c.,

B . 16 Corp. William Marshall, .

"
"
"
"
"
"
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2d Reg't,

17

Corp. Ruel Whittier,

18

J. Edmands,

19

J. C. :Farrington,

20

P. Canlon,

21

S. S. Prouty,

22

:F. Goetz,.

23

Corp. Theodore Ilulters, .

I,

Died, Aug. 31, 1863.

24

David Ilrown, .

I,

Died, Aug. 21, 1863.

B.

I,

:I
:I

Died, ,July 5, 1863.

H,

Killed, July 3, 1863.

D,

Died, July 11, 1863.

A,

Died, July 19, 1863.

C, • Died, July 6, 1863.

25

William H. Ela,

D,

Died, Aug. 10, 1863.

26

J . A. Chase,

C,

Died, Aug. 16, 1863.

27

C. Keroar,

F,

Died, Aug. 13, 186~.

28

And llIQore,

29

Lieut. Henry Hartley,

E.

30

Frederick S. Kettell,

E,

Died, Aug. 2, 1863.

31

George Golden,

Il,

Died, July 13, 1863.

32

David JI. Eaton,

B,

Died, July 15, 1863.

33

Jacob Kesland,

B.

34

Serg't E. J. McGinnis,

C,

Killed, July 2, 1863.

35

J. Mathews,

B,

Killed, July 2, 1863.

36

Serg't William Kelren,

F.

37

Corp. Henry Evans,

A.

1st Reg't.

J. L. Johnson, .

11th Reg't,

F.

K, Died, Aug. 4, 1863.

2

Joseph Marshal,

K,

3

James E. Butler,

D,

Died, Aug. 2, 1863.

4

Michael Doherty,

A,

Killed, July 2, 1863.

6

Lucius Staples,

A,

Killed, July 2, 1863.

6

Corp. Edwin F. Trufant,.

F,

Killed, July 2, 1863.

* Third parallel.

Died, Aug. 3, 1863.
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Names of Jlfassacliusetts Soldiers-Continued.
'o

i~

i ;~
C:

NAME.

en

C. 1-----::
"

"
"

"
"
"

,.

Corp. R. T. Knowlton,

I

..e"
,;,

Bcglmcnt.

11th Reg't,

Remarks..

8

H.

8

Serg't l\I. Sawtell,

E,

Died, July 7, 1863.

9

J. S. Rice,

K,

Died, July 15, 1863.

10

Samuel A. Davis,

K,

Died, Aug. 3, 1863.

11

l?. S. Flint,

H,

Killed, July 8, 1863.

I,

Killed, July 3, 1863.

12

John Brodie,

13

Serg't William Cary,

12th Reg't,

14

George F. Lewis,

II,

15

Hardy P. Maury,

II.

16

Corp. T. H. Fenelon,

17

w. D. Hndson,

H.

18

B. Clark, .

G,

19

Serg'tJames l\I. Haskell,

20

Ah;n W. Lamb,

A,
A,

21

William F. Baldwin,

B,

Died, July 28, 1863.

22

llenry T. Wade,

E,

Died, July 31, 1863.

23

Corp. William S. Gilman,

K.

Died, ,July 28, 1863.

24

Daniel St<>ddard,

F.

32d Reg't,

I

Killed, July 3, 1863.

G.

25

Corp. N. Mayo,

F.

20

T. J. Healey,

G.

Died, July 14, 1863.
Died, Aul(", 25, 1863,
aged 28 years.
Died, July, 1863.

l

27

James II. Leavens, .

18th Rcg't,

J.

28

Serg't Gorham Coffin,

10th Reg't,

A,

Killed, July 2, 1863.

29

Serg't Joseph Ford,.

K,

Killed, July 2, 1863.

30

Edward Roche,

E,

Killed, July 3, 1863.

81

Corp. Thomas W. Tuttle,

I,

Killed, July 2, 1863.

32

Jeremiah Wells,

33

Charles Gurney,

__as

Elisha Covill, .

Died, July 14, 1863.

341 E. Bassamunson,
37th Reg't,

F,

Died, July 22, 1863.
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NAME.

D.

1

Serg't Henry C. Ball,

"

2

John Marsh,

Regiment.

15th Reg't,

"
"

II
F.

B,

"
"

3

Michael Flinn, .

4

O. Stevens,

"

D,

"

5

Geo. W. Cross,

"

Joseph Bardsley,

"

7

Francis Santum,

"

8

Francis A. Lewis,

"

9

J.E. Bums,

"
"
"
"
"

E.

6

"

10

G. L. Bass,

"

B.

"

11

Serg't Edward B. Rollins,

"
"

A.

"
"

"
"
"

"

---

Killed, July 2, 1863.

G.
Killed, July 3, 1863.

I.
I.

A,
G,

Killed, July 3, 1863.

I

Died, July 15, 1863.

12

John Grady,

13

N. B. Bicknell,

11th Reg't,

14

Pierce Harvey,

15th Reg't,

-

Died, July 17, 1863.

15

G. Lambert,

"

F,

Died, July 17, 1863.

lG C. S. Field,
17

John llickey,

"
"
"

18

John Caswell, .

19

Edward Mooney,

20

Joseph Beal,

"

21

C. II. Pierce,

"
"
"
"

22

Unknown.

23

Geo. llills, of N cw Bedford,

"
"
"

Remarks.

24

Corp. Patrick Scannell,

25

Serg't Alonzo J. Babcock,

26

Corp. Jules B. Allen,

27

Calvin Howe,

28

E. Howe,.

J.

c.

22d Reg't,

D.

28thReg't,

c.

"
"

G.
D,

Killed, July 2, 1863.

I,

Died, July 31, 1863.

E,

Died, July 12, 1863.

-

-

Died, July 20, 1863.

19th Reg't,

B,

2d Reg't,

H,

33d Reg't,

D.

33d Reg't,

".

'
"

I.

u.

!Died,
Aug. 6, 1863.
aged 27 years.
Killed, July 3, 1863.
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i

l

0

t~

Sf

I

NA)I l:.

~o

D.12~
"

\ 30

_

31

[Jau.

-I J. D n n f o ~

I

C . .A.. 'l'rnsk,

.

C. II. Wellington,

.

!I

Re~1mcnt.

19th Rcg't:-1 C.

: Il3tb ~cg't,
1

1

::

Remarkw.

I

I

RECAP ITU LAT ION.
Section
Section
Section
Section

A,

B,
C,

D.

Total,

39

37
3:i
31

. 142
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To 1-lis E-vcellency,
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Dec. 21st, 1863.

A. ANDREW, Governor of 1Wassa,cltusetts:

JOHN

8rn,-I beg leave to present you herewith the Report of
the meeting at IIarrisburg, Pa., on 17th inst., of the Commissioners from the States of the Union, having soldiers
buried in the '' National Cemetery" at Gettysburg. Twelve
States were there represented, and five others signified in
advance their assent to the action of the Convention, in
reference to the completion of the Cemetery. It is proposed
to apply to the legislature of Pennsylvania for an Act of
Incorporation of the Trustees of the "Soldiers' National
Cemetery," at Gettysburg, and the Governor of each State
interested therein, is requested to name one trustee to represent the interest of his respective portion of the Union, in
the management of its affairs.
The estimated expenses of finishing the Cemetery, are
$63,500, and it is proposed to divide this sum amongst the
different States there represented, in the ratio of their representation in Congress; and the proportion of Massachusetts
will be $4,205.30, there being 151 members from the States
intcl'csted, giving $420.53 each member.
I am, with much respect,
Your obedient servaut,

HENRY EDWARDS.
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SOLDIERS' NATIONAL CEMETERY AT GETTYSBURG.

~l"
Ht.RRIBDURo,

Dec. 17th, 1863.

The Commif'sioners appointed by the Governors of the different
States, which have soldiers buried in the Soldiers' Natioual Cemetery, at Gettysburg, Pa., met at t11e Jones House in Harrisburg,
Pa., at 3 o'clock, P. l\I., on the 17th of December, 1863.
The following named Commissioners were present, viz : Hon. B. ,v. Norris, of Maine.
Hon. L. B. Mason, of New Hampshire.
•·
Mr. Henry Edwards, of Massachusetts.
l\Ir. Alfred Coit, of Connecticut.
Hon. Levi Scobey, of New Jersey.
Mr. David ,vms, of Pennsylvania.
Col. ,Tames ,vorrall, of Pennsylvania.
Col. John S. Berry, of i\Iaryland.
1\1r. L . 'IV. Brown, of Ohio.
Col. Gordon Lofland, of Ohio.
C-01. John G. Stephenson, of Indiana.
1\1r.
Y. Selleck, of Wisconsin.
On motion of Col. Lofland, of Ohio, Mr. David Wills, of Pennsylvania, was elected Chairman of the Convention.
Ou motion of Col. Stephenson, of Indiana, l\Ir. W. Y. Selleck, of
,visconsin, was elected Secretary of the Convention.
After some discussion by the members of the Convention, Col.
Stephenson, of Indiana, moved that a committee of four, of which
the Pre~idcnt of this Convention be one, be appointed for the purpose of preparing and putting in appropriate shape the details of
the plan in reference to the Soldiers' National Cemetery at Gettysburg, Pa., to be presented t-0 the Convention for their action, which
was carried. The committee \fas appointed as follows : Chairman, Col. John G. Stephenson, of Indiana; l\1r. Ilenry Edwards, of Massachusetts, Ilon. Levi Scobey, of New Jersey, Mr.
David Wills, of Pennsylvania.

,v.
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On motion of Mr. Alfred Coit, of Connecticut, the Convention
took a recess to await the action of the committee.
The Convention met again at 5 o'clock, P. M., to hear the report
of the committee.
The committee made the following report : Whereas, In accordance with an invitation from David Wills, Esq.,
agent for his Excellency, A. G. Curtin, Governor of Pennsylvania,
the Governors of the several States appointed Commissioners, who
met at Harrisburg, December 17th, 1863, to represent the States in
convention, for the purpose of making arrnngements for finishing
the SoLirnms' NATIONAL CEMETERY: therefore, be it

Resolved, By the said Commissioners in convention assC'1ubled,
that the following be submitted to the different States interested in
the Soldiers' National Cemetery through their respective Governors:1st. That tl1e Commonwealth of Pennsylvania shall hold the title
to the land which she has purchased at Gettysbmg for the Soldiers'
National Cemetery, in trust for States having soldiers buried in said
Cemetery, in perpetuity for the purpose to which it is now applied.
2d. That the lcgishture of the Commouwealth of Pennsylvania, be requested to create a corporation to be 1nanaged by trustees, one to be appointed by each of the Governors of the States of
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Co1111ecticut, New York, New Jersey, le>ennsylvania, Maryland,
Delaware, "\Vest Virginia, Ohjo, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, :Minnesota, and of such other States as may hereafter desire
to be represented in this corporation, which trustees shall, at their
first meeting, be divided into three classes. The term of office of
the first class to expire on the first clay of January, 1865. The
second class on the first day of January, 1866. The third class on
the first day of January, 1867. The vacancies thus occurring to be
filled by the several Governors, and the persons thus appoiuted to
fill such vacancies, to hold their oflice for the term of three years.
This corporation to have exclusive control of the Soldiers' National
Cemetery.
3d. The following is the estimated expense of finishing the Cemetery:2!!
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Enclosing grounds, .
Burial expenses and superintending,
I £cadstones,
J,aying out grounds and planting trees,
Lodge,
.Monument,
Total,

[Jan.

$15,000
6,000
10,000
5,000
2,000
25,000

00
00
00
00
00
00

$63,000 00

4th. That the several States be asked to appropriate a sum of
rnoney, to be determined by a division of the estimated expenses
according to repreRentation in Congress, to be expended in defraying the cost of removing and re-interring the dead and finishing the
Cemctc1·y, under directions of the Cemetery corporation.
5th. "When the Cemetery shall have been finished, the grounds
an: to be kept in order, the house and enclosure in repai.r, out of
a fund created by annual appropriations made by the States which
may be represented in the Cemetery corporation, ill proportion to
their representation in Congress.
On motion of Col. Berry, of l\faryland, the report of the committee was accepted, and the committee discharged.
It was moved by Col. Bcn-y, of :Maryland, that the report of the
eommittee be considered seriatim, which was concurred in, and the
1·eport was then adopted in detail.
Letters from the Governors of the following States were received
u:v l\Ir. Wills, Chairman of the Convention, which were not represented by Commissioners, expressing their disposition to approYe
any reasonable action of the Convention i.n reference to the completion of the Cemetery at Gettysburg, l'a., viz:Hon. Horatio Seymour, of New York.
Hon. Austin Blair, of Michigan.
Hon. ,James Y. Smith, of Rhode Island.
Hon. Wm. Cannon, of Delaware.
Hon. Henry G. Swift, of Minnesota.
On motion of ]\,fr. Scobey, of New Jersey, the following committee was appointed by the Chairman, with the view to procure designs of a monument to be erected in the Ccmete1·y : Hon. Levi Scobey, of New Jersey.
Hon. B. W. Morris, of Maine.
Mr. D. W. Brown, of Ohio.
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Col. J. G. Stephenson, of Indiana.
Col. John S. Berry, of Maryland.
On motion of l\fr. Alfred Coit, of Connecticut, the plans and designs of the Soldiers' National Cemetery, as laid out and designed
by Illr. Wm. Saunders, were adopted by the Convention.
A motion was made by 1\lr. Coit, of Connecticut, returning thanks
to 11r. Wm. Saunders for the designs and drawings furnished gratuitously for the Soldiers' National Cemetery at Gettysburg, Pa.;
which was unanimously adopted.
Mr. Brown, of Ohio, offered the following, which wa.q adopted : Resolved, That Mr. Wm. Saunders be authorized to furnish forty
photographs of the plan of the Soldiers' National Cemetery, fo1· the
use of the States having soldiers buried therein.

,,

W. Y.

SELLICK,

DAYID WILLS, President.

Secretary.

Mimber of Interments in tlte National Cemetery, up to December 19, 1863.

Maine,
New Hampshire,
Vermont,
Massachusetts,
Rhode Island,
Connecticut,
New York,
New Jersey,
Pennsylvania,
Delaware,
Maryland,

59 Virginia,

14 Ohio,

28
154
9
18
449
35
230
12
16

Indiana,
Illinois,
Michigan,
Wisconsin,
Minnesota,
U. S. Regulars,
Unknown,
Total, .

3

95
62
3
112
57
4;1

72
800
2,271
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STATR MILI TARY ACADEMY.

The Commissioners appointed under the 73d chapter of
the Hesoh·es pas:-ed by the General Court of ~fasi-achusetts
in the year 18G3, to inqufre into tho expotlieney of eRtablishing au Academy for tho instruction of young men in
mathematics; civil, military and practical engineering; and
other studies in connection with infantry, artillery, and
cavalry drill and practice, beg leave to report as follows:Immcdia.tely after their appointment they commcncc<l the
inquiries neccs:•mry to enable them to discharge the duty
which it devolved upon them. 'l'hcy learned from the Secretary of the Commonwealth, that the action of the legislature,
in adopting the Resolve under which the Commissioners were appointed, grew out of an application of the
trustees of Leicester .Academy, praying for aid toward
extending the means of military instruction in that institution. It accordingly seemed to the Commissioners an act of
justice toward the trustees to ,isit the academy, and inform
thcmsehes by personal ohserrntion of the progress already
made in the introduction of military instruction and exercise,;. This was done on the 27th of August lai;t. 'l'he
Commissioners were courteou,;ly received at Leicester by
the Trnstees and the P rincipal, and every opportunity was
afforded them of inspecting the institution, with reference
to the o~jects of their inquiry.
Regarding tho National .Academy at ·west Point as the
model establishment for military education, the Commissioners felt it to be expedient to vi!;it that institution also,
which they did on the Gth of October. 1<.:very facility was
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afforded them, toward fulfilling the object of their visit, by
the superintendent, Colonel Bowman, and the officers of the
academic faculty and staff. One of their number, Professor
Mahan, has since addressed to the Commissioners in reply to
their inquiries, a highly valuable detailed communication.
With similar objects in view, they passed a day at Newport,
inspecting, under the courteous guidance of Commodore
Blake, and the gentlemen associated with him in the government and instructiou of the Naval Academy, the various
departments of that admirable institution.
The Commissioners have taken measures, by correspondence with our ministers at London and Paris, to procure
authentic information on the subject of institutions for
military education in Europe.
With-the aid of the materials which they have collected
and the information obtained, the Commissioners are preparing themselves to discharge their duty under the Resolve.
'l'he subject, however, is one of grnat compass and
importance, requiring mature consideration. It has not
been possible for the Commissioners, as yet, to briug to it all
the time which it requires, and they therefore tender this
Report in part, reserving for a future opportunity a more
detailed report on all the matters referred to them.
Respectfully submitted for the Commissioners,

EDW.A.RD EVERETT,
Cltairman.
BosTON, 31st October, 1863.
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'fhe Commissioners appointed under the 73d chapter of
the Resolves of the General Court of the year 1863, beg
leave further to report, as follows : 'rhe Commissioners, in the discharge of their duty, first
considered the question, whether the design of the legislature, in passing the Resolve, might not be sufficiently accomplished, by the introduction of military instruction and
military exercises into our colleges, academics, and schools.
They were the rather led to this inquiry, by the circumstance that the immediate occasion of the adoption of the
Resolve was an application of the trustees of Leicester
Academy, for legislative aid, in the extension of military
exercises already commenced in that respectable institution.
This circumstance, as has been already stated in the
preliminary report of the Commissioners, led them, in the
commencement of their inquiries, to visit Leicester Academy,
where they ,verc received with great kindness by the Trustees,
who afforded them full opportunity of witnessing the military exercises of the pupils. One half of the number having
but just entered the academy, the ranks were of course to
that extent less than they would be at the end of the year,
but their appearance was highly creditable, and showed a
degree of proficiency, in the manual exercise and company
drill, hardly to have been expected under the circumstances
of the case, at an institution where military instruction is
necessarily limited and incidental. Similar exercises have
been introduced at many of our educational institutions, and
as the Commissioners are inclined to think, with advant9.ge
in many respects. It is generally felt that physical culture
has, till lately, been too much neglected at our places of education, and gymnastic exercises have been introduced at
many of them to remedy this defect. The manual exercise
and military drill, if not of a nature wholly to supersede the
exercises of the gymnasium, promote the same ends, while

P
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they impart a knowledge of arms, and a dexterity in their
use, indispensable to the soldier, and not without value in
civil life. For these reasons the Commissioners would favor
the extension of some encouragement to the introduction of
military exercises into our colleges, academics, and schools
of a higher grade. If, for instance, arms were furnished
from the arsenals of the Commonwealth for the use at our
places of education, in numbers sufficient for all boys over
fifteen years of age, it would materially lessen the expense to
the institutions, and, as the arms need not necessarily be of
a quality to be used in the field, would not impose a burden
on the State.
The Commissioners, however, are of opinion that lhe
introduction of military exercises and drill into our places of
education, though useful to the extent above mentioned,
would by no means meet the requirements of the country
and the times. While they look forward with confidence to
the early success of the gigantic efforts making Ly tltc
government and loyal people of the country to crush the
existing rebellion, they cannot shut their eyes on the facts,
not only that this hope may be disappointed, but that it will
never be safe again for the people of the United States, to
repose in the delusion that they are to be exempt from the
occasional visitations of war. That the occurrence of war
from time to time should be the J1ccessary condition of
national existence is an admission, which the philanthropir,;t
and the Christian are reluctant to make; but our own
history, commencing from the foundation of the colonies,
down to the present time, concurs with that of every other
country and of every age, in forcing the unwelcome conclusion upon our minds. If we take into the account our
!ndian wars of earlier and later days, it will not be easy to
find a period of thirty years of unbroken peace, from the
landing at Jamestown and Plymouth. The earlier Indian
wars were, it is true, on a small scale, but they were often of'
sufficient magnitude to strain to the utmost the iufanL
resources of the colonies.
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'l'hcro is not only no reason to believe that the case will be
dilforent in this respect in time to come, but on the contrary,
as we grow in numbers, resources and strength, the danger
of being drawn into controversy with foreign powers will
increase; for if, on the one hand, our growing strength is
calculated to commantl the respect of other great powers, it
will tend equally to awaken their jealousy aud apprehension,
antl to involve us in their controversies. The wise remarks
of Chief Justice Jay on this subject, in the third number of
the lfoderalist, are still more applicable to the present state
of things than to that which existed in 1787. Past experience bas taught us that, though a scrupulous abstinence
from all intermeddling with the politics of Europe is one of
the oldest traditions of our government, it has not invariably
procured respect for our rights, nor relieved us from the
necessity of vindicating them by an appeal to arms.
When the present rebellion is crushed, the United States •
will come out of the war in a condition of great military
strength, it is true, and one which will require and admit of
a large reduction of the army and navy to a peace establishment ; but it will still be necessary to present to the world a
very imposing front ou either clement. With a commerce
spread over every sea, and every where coming in contact
with that of foreign powers; with two frontiers of three
thousand miles upon the continent, and exposed as we must
be to all the complications which attend the assertion of
belligerent and neutral rights, we should show ourselves deaf
to the lessons of the day and the hour, if we did not act
upon the principle that the only security of peace is to be
prepared for war. Earnestly as we 111ay wish that friendly
umpirage may one day take the place of an appeal to arms
for the settlement of national controversies, thai day it may
be feared is still far distant.
Should our confident expectation of a speedy as well as an
auspicious close of the present struggle unhappily be disappointed, one of two results will follow, which mlist be
seriously contemplated by all those to whom the m!:tnage-
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ment of public affairs and the protection of tbe great interests
of the country are conftded. Either the war, which has now
lasted nearly three years, will drag on indefinitely, and
become a burden and a scourge to every part of the country,
which is what the rebels threaten if their demands are not
complied wiLh, their independence acknowledged, and the
border States surrendered to them ;----or the government and
loyal people of the country, despairing of a successful issue
to the contest, must make up their minds to abandon it, and
in that event allow· the States now in rebellion to become a
foreign power, actuated, if the language of their leaders and
presses can be trusted, with feelings toward the North of the
most embittered hostility and hatred. In this state of things,
peace, if one can be patched up, will be bnt a hollow truce.
All the causes of national contl'oversy which can ever exist
between conterminous powers, will operate with a force
unexampled in the history of the world ; aud no termination
can be hoped fo1· to this condition of constantly recturing
border war, but the conquest and subjugation of one of the
parties. 'l'hat the North is not to be crushed in this secular
contest need not be stated; but the duration of the struggle,
and the sacrifices which it will impose, ,vill be greater or less,
in proportion to the military strength and resources called
into action by the free States.
If these views are correct, they point, the Commissioners
think, to the necessity of timely preparation for the future
before us. Whatever the immediate complexion of that
future may be, it will bring with it au imperative call for a
more systematic, extensive, and effective development of the
military power of the country than has yet taken place.
Reposing undue confidence in tho paciftc policy of the
country at home and abroad, we were surprised, at the
outbreak of tho rebellion, with a naval force sadly inferior to
the exigency of tho condition, and with a regular army
wholly inadequate, e\'On had its strength not been impaired
by the treasonable defection of some of its chiefs, to the duty
of maintaining the Union and upholding the authority of the
23
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government. Nullification, in 1832, quailed hefore eight
hundred men, quietly concentrated Ly General ~cott in Fort
Moultr-ie : allll ii', in 18ti0-t.il, the ~onthern forts had been
~trongly garrisonc<l and held hy officers true to their oaths,
us rccommen<lcu by the same patriotic Yetcr:m, seccs~ion
wonltl have provcu an cqnally ignominious failure. A wcllorga11izcd army of 100,000 men, with ti proportionate naval
force, \\onl<l have been amply sufficient, with the co-operation
or the Union sentiment of the massos, to halllo the utmost
efforts of the leaders of the rebellion ; and this terrible
:,acrificc of treasure and life woukl have been !-pared.
Nor must it he forgotten that, in the contest which ensued,
and ,, hich is ~till raging, the ~outh has not only derived
more than it:s proportionate share of the advantages of
military c<lucn(ion enjoyed at ,rest Point, where it has
al waJs had a 11111nher of cadets heyond the proportion of its
free population, hut had c~taLli:shcd local military schools,
ol'ganized on the same plan, in fat· greater numbers than the
:N'orthcrn :::itate:.;, ~omc of them under the authority of' their
~tatc government:.;. The military school at Lexington, in
Yirgiuia, was modelled on that of West l'oiut, and the
ahle:.;t general who has appeared in the Confederate ~cn·ice
was fol' Hevcral years one of its iustructors.
It mu~t be home in mind, as an indication of the demand
likely to exi~t for a great increa~c in the mear1g of military
education, tluit even hci'ore the outbreak of the rebellion,
an<l in a state or profound peace, there was a desire to obtain
admis"ion to '\\'est Point far l>cyon<l the capacity of the
iustitut ion. 'l'he Commissionc1·s have no means of kao,\ing
the number of unsucce~r-ful applications for admi:<sion, Lut it
is untlerstoo<l to have very far exceeded the number of :successful applications. The number would no doubt ham been
much greater still, had it not been known throughout the
country, that ii very !imall portion of those desiring it were
able to obtain admission, and that the circumstances were
~uch as to take it out of the reach of general competition.
The Commissioners pre:sumc that some of those who sought
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an education at West Point did it for other reasons than a
wish or an intention to devote themsehTes permanently to the
profession of arms. But, on the other hand, there is no
reason to doubt that this was the intention of far the greater
number, nor that if the capacity of the institution and the
subsequent openings in the service had been much greater
than they arc, the number of those desirous of entering it
would have kept pace.
Supposing it to l.>e then certain that the country needs and
desires increased means of military education, the important
question presents itself, how and by whom they shall be
provided ? Shall it be done by the General Government, by
the States, or by individual enterprise ? The Commissioners
think that the last method may be dismissed without much
discussion, for though very respectable private military ::teadcmies exist in several of the States, the commissioners arc
not aware that any of them are organized on a basis sufficiently comprehensive for all the branches of military educa-tion, or provided with the resources and appliances indispensal.>le for that end. In addition to this, a still more serious
difficulty would exist in any private institution, in tho want
of authority to govern it by martial law, which is supposed
to be al.>solntely necessary in a military academy.
Taking it for granted, therefore, that we must look either
to the General GoYernment or that of the States for the
increase of tl1e means of military education, the Commissioners appreheud that the people of Massachusetts must, for
the present and for some time to come, rely upon their own
resources. The military academy at West Point is an
admirable institution. 'l'he Commissioners~previonsly well
acquainted with its character, one of them as a cadet
educated under tho venerable Colonel Thayer, tho most
distinguished of the able men who have presided oYer it,
the others fully aware of its well-earned reputation-took an
early opportunity of ascertaining its present condition by a
visit in person. rl'hey found it, in almost all respects, everything that could be wished; and they are under the irupres-
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sion, that as far as the government has provided the means,
no better or more thorough military education is to be
obtained in any European institution. The Commissioners
are, however, of the opinion, that as far as the number of
pupils is concerned, the maximum capacity of West Point
has been reached, or nearly so. One or two hundred
additional cadets might perhaps be admitted without injury
to the discipline of the institution, and this would give
one additional cadet to each Congressional district; that is,
ten in the aggregate to Massachusetts; a number too small to
be of material consequence toward the cud to be effected.
It is not impossible that another military academy may be
established by the government of the United States, to be
situated in the West. Supposing this to be done-, which is
however a mere possibility, and that the new institution will
be of equal magnitude with West Point, provision only
would be made, in this way, for an additional number of
cadets equal to those now educated there, or iu other words
for ten or twelve new cadets, or three annually for the State
of :Massachusetts. For these reasons, while the Commissioners are not aware that an enlarged provision for military
educatiou is actually contemplated by the government of the
United States, to be effected in either of the ways mentioned,
the utmost that could be expected, even if the existing
provision should be doubled, either by the enlargement of
West Point, or by the establishment of a second United
States Military Academy, would be the annual addition of
three to the number of cadets now allowed to Ma~sachnsetts.
If these views of the subject are correct, it is unnecessary
to discuss the q_uestions sometimes mooted, whether it would
not, upon general principles, be wiser to leave to the United
States government exclusively the entire charge of the
military education of the people, and whether the establishment of local instittttions for this purpose would not tend to
foster feelings and create interests adverse to a patriotic
nationality. If, as the Commissioners conceive, there is no
probability that the General Govemment will greatly increase
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its provision for military education, and such increased
provision is deemed necessary by the legislature of :Massachusetts, they must themselves assume the work, trusting
to the sound principles of enlightened patriotism, and the
strong Union sentiment which characterize her as a State, to
prevent the institution established by her from becoming a
nursery of those false notions and pemicious doctrines,
which have had so much to do in prodL1ci.ng the present sLate
of things.
While the Commissioners have no fear that tho political
heresies alludod to will find shelter within any institution
founded and patronized by the State of Massachusetts, they
are of opinion that salutary results would flow from a
generous emulation between the United States Academy and
one established by the State, substantially on the same model
and for the same purposes. Should similar institutions be
founded in other States, the same effects would be produced
still more extensively. The liberal emulation between out· colleges and universities in different States has no doubt had a
highly beneficial effect upon all of them. A like favorable influence would no doubt be executed by a national university,
which has been a favorable object with m:my of our wisest
statesmen, beginning with Washiugton. Ilad such a university been founded, standing in the same relation to general
education throughout the conntry, which West Point does to
military education, no one would have apprehended any
sinister consequences from the continued existence and pros
perity of the State establishments, or augured any thing but
good from the competition or the co-operation of the two
systems.
Under these impressions, the Commissioners, after
maturely weighing the subject, have determined to rccomme11cl the establishment of a military academy for the State
of Massachusetts, at which provision shall be made for the
education of about two hundred young men of suitable age,
to be divided iuto three classes; being at the present time
one annually for e,ery twenty-one thousand of the popula-
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tion. No one, it is thought, who admits the importance of
making any prodsion whatever for t.he military education of
the people, will think that this is too large a number to
rccei;-c its benefits. H is not probable that with an annual
admission of less than se,enty pupils, more than fifty would
annually graduate. 'l'he proportion at West Point and Kewport is far less. Bnt if we assume fifty as the annual
number, and twenty years as the average age of the
graduates, we should, for the twenty-five remaining years
of liability to military ser,iee, have [50 X 25] 1,250 a~ the
aggregate number of persons in the State under the age of
forty-five, who had received a thorough military education at
the proposed academy. 'l'his is a little more than one-tenth
of 0110 per cent. on the population of Massachusetts [1,231,066] at the last census. If, however, we deduct one-half for
those who, by removal from the State, disability, and death,
will iu tho course of twenty-five years cease to be available,
and then consider that in all human probability, our population will in twenty-five years have doubled, an average
graduation of fifty cadets, while it would give us at the end
of three years, at the utmost, but about ouo in every
thousand of the population of 1860, would at the cud of
twcnty-f1Ye years furnish but one in every four thousand of
the then existing population. No one, it is believed, will
think this an extravagant allowance.
It will be considered, in weighing tho importance of an
i11stitution like that proposed, that, although some of the
studies and exercises are of comsc purely military, and
therefore of a nature to be useful only to those destined to
the profession of arms, another and a very considerable
portion of the studies belongs to a liberal education for any
walk in life, and is in fact similar in kind to those pursued
in our colleges and universities. It will accordingly be
found, as a matter of experience, that a well-educated
military officer, if othcrwii;c a person of intelligence and
practical talent, is usually well qualified for almost any of
tho active pursuits of life. nlany of our most distingnished
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railroad engineers have been cdncated at West Point ; a1ul
the same mathematical studies arc pnrsuccl for ci,·il and military service. U ndonbtcdly it is rcqn ired in om colleges and
uni,·crsities, that the literary, critical, and ethical studies,
which form the preparation for the profc,-i:;ions, should be
carried considcrahly farther than is practicable in a rnilitaq
or naval academy; but 110 well-regulated institution of that
kind neglects the ::;olid branches of a liberal education,-such
as the correct use of our own laup:uage, aud a fair acq11ai11t-ance with the Frellch; physical and political geography,
particularly of our own countl'y; the history of the ci,·ilized
nations of the earth, especially of the United States; the
constitntiou of the United States ; the clements and leading
doctrines of intcmational law, and the great principles of
morals which regulate the conduct of Christian men. The
plan of the military academy submitted by the Commissioners provides for instruction iu all these branches, each of
which is equally important in ciYil life and i11 the wofession
of arms. A considerable part of the drill and phyi-ical
exercise of the cadet, regarded in Lheir influence 011 corporeal
development and health, is fully as serYiccable, in a merely
sanitary point of view, as the gymnastics taught in our
colleges, and more likely to be pursued systematically and
within uiscrect limits of effort and repose.
It will be seen that the Commissioners contemplate a first
class institution. No other is worthy of ifassachusetts. lt
must come up at once to the highest standard of the species
of education proposed, and compare on a footing of equality
with the United States :Military Academy. On 110 other
basis will it command the confidence of the public; in 110
other way will its pupils in after life be able to sustain an
honorable competition with their comrnclcs in arms, who
have been educated at West Point: while by adopting at 1l1e
outset the standard established there, the generous emulation
of the two establishments will be a ,;ource of nrntnal benefit.
Nor will the salutary influence of a first clafs instil utio11,
conducted under the auspices of the ~tate, be lost 011 our
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other educational establishments. Tho practice of competiti,e examinations for admission to the military academy will
require the schools at which the candidates are prepared, to
aim, in their turn, at an elevated standard. It has been
emphatically stated in France that the polytechnic and
military schools of that country, through the medium of the
competitive examinations for admission, have exercised a
constantly increasing beneficial influence 011 all tho schools
of the empire. As the studies in which the candidates will
be examined are pursued to some extent in all the schools of
the State, the Commissioners anticipate, from this source
alone, a steadily exerted beneficial influence of the State
estaLlishment upon the local institutions. On this point the
following extract is submitted from the report of the English
Commissioners on military education in 1857. Speaking of
the state of military education in France, they observe:
" that the military schools, and the polytechnic more
especially, exercise upon the common schools a most import.tut influence. 'This is my one piece of advice,' said a
distinguished French officer, General Poncclet, well known
as a man of science, in conversation with us ; 'fix yonr
programme for admission at a high point; keep rigidly and
u11compromisingly to it; reject all who do not reach it; and
raise it gradually. Preparation will be made accordingly;
the pupils will say to their masters, this is required, [fo1·
admission to the polytechnic or military school,] teach us
this.' This will gradually raise the standard ill all the
preparatory schools in the country. So at least it has been
in France."
The excellent general character of the common i,chools of
:Massachusetts will afford great facilities for the establishment
of a high standard of qualification for admission to the State
institution. 'fhe military and naval schools of the United
States labor under disadvantage in this respect. As it is
necessary, for paramount public reasons, that their pupils
shonld be taken in geographical proportion, from every part
of the Union, it follows as a necessary consequence, that the
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requisite qualifications of candidates for admission should
not rise above the state of education in any part of the
country; or if this principlo is departed from, that the pupils
admitted to one and the same class should differ widely in
their state of preparation aud consequent ability to proceed
with the prescribed course of study. This last the Commissioners have reason to think is the case, both at West Point
o.1~d Newport. While many of the candidates come wellprepared in the required studies, others from Congressional
districts where education is as yet less advanced, are deficient
in the first clements. In this way the time of accomplished
teachers and the expensive machinery of the government
academies are unprofitably wasted in imparting instrnction
in the most rudimental branches. Our compact and homoge11eous population, and the excellent condition of tbe
schools of ~Iassachusetts, would admit a remedy for this evil,
and enable us to fix a high standard of qualification, without
excluding any part of the Commonwealth from the benefits
of the institution. Another great advantage resulting from
this slate of things will be, that a three years course may be
substitntcd for the four years course at West Point. The
Commissioners suppose that one year, in the whole, is lost at
that institution for want of a higher standard of studies
requisite for admission.
l t is unnecessary to state that the Commissioners, in the
foregoing recommendation of a separate institution for military education, are in no degree insensible to the force of
the considerations, by which llis Excellency tho Governor,
in his message to the legislature of January, 1863, urges the
organization of a comprehensive system of literary and
scientific education, complete in all its parts, and in every
branch of useful and liberal culture. On the contrary, the
Commissioners are deeply impressed with the soundness of
His Bxcellency's views, as with the force and eloquence with
which they are set forth. They, however, find no allusion
to military education in that portion of the goYcrnor's
me~sagc, anti the admitted necessity of controlling a military
2'I
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academy by martial law would throw a very serious obstacle
in the way of making it a part of a university. Other considerations point to the cxpc,liency of an independent and
separate establishment.
The resolution of the legislature, under which the Commissioners arc appointed, makes it tl1cir duty to report
whether the Commonwealth has any, anJ what property,
availaLle for the endowment of such au institution. The
estimated expense of establishing and maintaining the :,;chool
will be given in detail in the plan of a military acadellly
appended to this report. The Commissioners will }Jere state,
tl1at. they assume the first outlay for the land, buildings,
fumiturc, apparatus, and other expenditures 11ecessary to
put the institution in operation to ho about $175,000, and of
this sum they suppose one-half, perhaps more, would be contributell in land and money by counties, towns, or incfo·iduals, to secure the location of the academy. The annual
expense of the institution they cannot estimate at less than
$06,OOO.
'l'he Stnte school funcl and the flats belonging to the Commonwealth are the most prominent, if not the only, resources,
as far as the Commissioners are aware, available for the
endowment and support of an institution like that propoRcd.
The State Commissioners, who have the matter in charge,
have not as yet reporteu on the <lispo:;ition to be made of this
la,-t named property. lt seem~ certain that it must eventually
constitute an ample fnn<l for any vurpose for which the legi:;laturc may <lircct its appropriation. Being wiL11out information
of the extimt to which it may be made immediately available,
the Commissioners forbear to enlarge on the subject.
The school fund amounted on the first of January, 1863,
to $1,585,165, the income of which, for the past year, was
$98,248. The additions made to it, in the course of the
year, have increased it to 81,870,970. By fnrthcr additions
from the Back Bay lands, it is supposed, by those well
informed upon the su~jcct, that this fund will at no distant period, be raised to at least three millions and a

.I
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quarter. The Commissioners arc of opinion that this magnificent sum is amply sufficient, not merely for our common
schools, but for the endowment of the institution herewith
recommended. Its income is of course at all times subject
to be appropriated at the discretion of the legislature, and
the Commissioners arc of opinion that a portion of it could
not be better employed, than in the foundation of an academy
in which the whole people of the Commonwealth would have
an equal concern, and by which the highest interests of the
State and the country will be directly promoted.
'l'hc Commissioners, in conformity with the resolution
under which they were appointed, subjoin the following plan
of the proposed institution, remarking, at the same time,
that many other subjects of interest and importance connected with military education have been considered by
them, which, relating to matters of detail and regulation,
they rcscr.c for a final report, should the legislature deem it
expedient to take measures for the e1;tablishmcnt of the
proposed academy.
Respectfully submitted by
EDWARD EVERETT.
JOHN M. FESSENDEN.
WILLIAMS. CL.ARK.
BOSTON,

5th January, 1864.
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PLAN FOR THE ESTABLISHMEN'r OF ASTATE llILITARY ACADEUY.

BurLDINOS AND

Gnouims.

I. The Academy shall be located aw,ty from the immediate vicinity of any city or large town.
II. The grounds appertaining to the Academy shall not be less in
extent or area than two hundred acres.

JII. The buildings to be erected shall be as follows, viz : 1 Barrack for 240 Cadets, with baths, out-houses, guard house, &c.
1 Chapel with four hundred sittings.
1 Building for mess hall, and quarters for twenty persons.
1 Building for recitation rooms, library, and offices.
1 Building for riding hall and gymnasium, with a stable for thirty
horses.
1 Hospital with quarters for surgeon.
12 Houses for superintendent and instructors.
2 Houses for attendants, &c.
The location as proposed will ena.ble the government to keep
temptations to wrong doing at a distance, and facilitate correct discipline, antl a salutary control of the students.
ORGANIZATION.

IV. The Acatlemy shall be under the supervision of a Board of
Trustees, to consist of the Governor of the State, and six other persons to be chosen by the legislature, one of whom shall be replaced
in three years, and one, in turn, each subsequent year.
V. The Trustees shall appoint the Superintendent, Professors,
Instructor$, Assistant Professors, and Surgeon of the Acatlemy.
VI. The Superintendent will have the immediate government of
the institution, and will be held responsible for its discipline and
good management. He will render to the Trustees all returns, estiniates, antl communications concerning the Academy.

.,,-
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VII. There shall be attached to the Academy the following Profossors, Instructors, and Assistants, viz. : 1 Professor of :Military and Civil Engineering.
1 Assistant Professor of :Military and Civil Engineering.
1 Professor of Natural and Experimental Philosophy.
1 Assistant Professo1· of Natural and Experimental Philosophy.
1 Professor of Mathematics.
3 Assistant Professors of J\Iathematics.
1 Professor of Ethics and English Studies, who shall he Chaplain.
1 Professor of Chemistry, l\Iineralogy, and Geology.
1 Professor of Drawing.
1 Professor of French.
1 Commandant of Cadets, Instructor of Artillery, Cavalry, and
Infantry 1'actics.
2 Assistant Instructors of Cadets iu Artillery, Cavalry, and Infantry Tactics.
1 Sword l\Iastcr.

VIII. The Trustees shall appoint a Treasurer, who, besides the
money transactions of the Academy, shall, under the directions of
the Superintendent, have charge of the public land and buildings
thereon, and all the repai1·s and improvements of the same, and shall
make such purchases for the Academy as may be directed by the
Superintendent, and shall make all accounts and returns relative to
public property under his charge.
I X. The Trustees shall appoint a Commissary to furnish such
articles for tbe Cadets as the Superintendent shall direct, including
clothing, provisions, &c. He shall present his accounts to the Treasurer for settlement monthly.
X. The Superintendent shall appoint a clerk for himself, and
have the confirmation of the assistantclcrks, one each, appointed by
the Treasurer and Commissary.
XI. The Superintcnclent, the members of the Academic Staff;
Surgeon, Treasurer, and Com'missary shall be commissioned as
officers of the militia of the State, and shall rank according to their
grncles and dates of appointments. They are not to assume, nor are
they subject to be ordered upon, any duty beyond the line of their
professions as Superintendent, Instructor, ~~c., but by the authority
of the Governor of the State.
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Their assimilated rank shall be as follows :1. Superintendent, the rank of Colonel.
2. Tho Tnstructor of Tactics and the Professors, regular members
of the Acadernie Board, the rank of l\Iajor.
8. The remaiJling P rofessors, the first Assistant Professors and
the Surgeon, the rank of Captain.
4. All other members of the Staif, the Treasurer and Commissary, the rank of 1st Lieutenant.
5. The Cadets shall be non-commissioned officers of said militia.

XH. It shall be the duty of the Boa1·d of Trustees, with the e:,cccption of the Govemor of the State, to attend the annual examination of the Academy and report to the said Govemor for the information of the legislature at the commencement of the next succeeding session, the actual state of the discipline, instrnction, police,
administration, financial affairs, and other concerns of the institution.
XIII. No compensation shall be made to the T rustees, beyond
the payment of their expenses for board and lodging while at the
l\Iilitary Academy, and an allowance not to exceed eight cents per
mile for travelling from their homes to the Academy and back to
their homes.
XIV. No person who has been a Cadet at the :M ilitary Academy,
iwd dismissed, shall ever be appointed a trustee of the institution ;
nor shall any graduate be so appointed previous to the expiration
of seven years from the period of his graduation.
ACADE~IIC BOARD.

XV. T he Academic Hoard will be composed as follows : The Superintendent,
" l'rofcssor of T actics,
" Professor of Engineering,
" Professor of Philosophy,
" Professor of Mathematics,
" l>rofessor of Ethics,
" Professor of Chemistry,
and the Professors of Drawing and French only upon matter5 strictly pertaining to their departments of instruction.
XVI. The Superintendent shall preside at the meetings of the
Board, and in his absence, the next senior men1ber.
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XVII. The Academic Board shall be com·ern'u as often ns the
Superintendent may ju,lge necessary.
XVITI. A majority of the voting member;; of' the Board shall
co11stit11te a quorum for the tram,action of bu~iness.

XIX. Unless called on by the Superintendent to aet upon otlwr
mntters concerning the Academy, the Academic Board ~hall confine
its duties to the examination of candidates for admission, and of the
students at the times prescribed by the regulation~ ; the arrnngement, for the approval of the Tru~tees, of the order of instruction
in the several branches of each course of' studic;;, and the time lo be
employed in each branch; the arrangement of the order in which
the scrnral classes shall present themselves at the examination,; ;
the deciding on the merits of the Cadets and granting diplomas;
the recommendation of the students found deficient, for further trial,
also of individuals for restoration to the Academy; the recommendation, for the approval of the Trustees, of the text-books best
suited for each department of instruction, gi\-ing in each case a succinct statement of the reasons which urge the introduction of a new
text-book, or the substitution of one for another; the recommendation for purchase of all such books, maps, models, instruments, and
apparatus as may be necessary in the different departments of
im,tructiou for the purposes of tuition ; to reporting from time to
time on the system of studies and instruction pursued, and proposing any improvements therein that experience may suggest.
'I

XX. The Superintendent will designate a member of the Academic Board to act as its Secretary and keep a correct record of its
proceedings, which record shall be carefully kept in the office of the
Superintendent, and transmitted by him to his successor. In case
of the absence of the member so designated, at the time a meeting
of the Board is held, the presiding officer will then appoint another
member to act in said Secretary's stead for the time being.

XXI. Any person connected with the Academy, not a member of
the Board, may be required by the Superintendent, in the name of
the Board, to attend its meetings for the purpose of giving information, or expressing opinions, but not to vote in any decision of the
Board.
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.ADMISSION OF CADET$.

XXII. The number of Cadets in the Military Academy shall be
two hundred, arranged in three distinct annual classes, corre~ponding with the three years of study; seventy appointments shall be
made the first year, one-half of the vacancies shull be fillctl the
second ycai·; aud the full number completed the third, aud every
succeeding year.
XXIII. Examinations by the .Academic Board for admission
into the .Academy shall be competitive, for which pui710;,e the Governor and Couueil shall nominate each year for examination, a number of candidates greater by one-half, than the number of appoiutmenls to be made that year; the nominations to be so made, a:;
near as may be, that each two-hund1·edth portion of the population
of the State shall have its representative in the .Academy. ln case
of the failure of any portion to furnish a candidate, the Governor
and Council shall fill the vacancy from the State at large to represent said portion.
XXlV. The State Rhall pay the travelling expenses and board
at the Academy, of nominees examined and not accepted.
XXV. The nomination of candidates sl1all be made annunlly
between the 15th of March and the 15th of June. The candidates
shall present themRelves to the Superintendent of the Academy
between the 20th and 25th ot June.

XXVI. Candidates for admission into the l\lilitary Academy will
be examined in reading distinctly; writing correctly; English
Grammer, to analyze and construe an English sentence correctly ;
in Arithmetic, the four ground rules, vulgar and decimal fractions, exh'action of square root, and ratios and proportions; in
.Algebra, to include quadratic equations of one unknown quantity ;
in Plane Geometry; Descriptive Geography, particularly of the
United States, and the History of the United Stntes.
XXVII. No candidate shall be arJ1uitted who is under 16, or
more than 21 years of age, or who is below 5 feet in height, or who
is deformed or afflicted with any disease or infirmity which would
render him unfit for the military service, or who may bring with
him at the time of presenting himself any disorder of an infectious
or immoral character.
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No married person sl1all be a Cadet.

XXIX. A Medical lfoard composed of the Surgeon of the
Academy, and two other medical men scktt('d by the Governor and
Council, shall assemble al the Acnclt'my from the 25th to the 30th
,June annually to examine carefully and th<1roughly into the phytiical
qualifications of the candidates for admissio11.
XXX. No Cadet shall receive his warrant until after the January
examination next ensuing his admis~ion, and then only upon the
certificate of the Academic Board that he has passed that examination in a satisfactory mannei·, and that his moral and military
conduct previously thereto has in like manner been s11tisfactory.
XXXI. Each Cadet, before receh-i.ug his warrant, shall, in prc8enee of the Superintendent, or some person deputed by him,
subscribe an engagement with the con~cnt of his parent, or guardian,
that he will serve as an officer of the militia of the State six years,
if required by the authorities of the State, and when so required,
within twenty-five years after his leaving the Acatlemy, provided his
health, or absence from the State docs not prevent the service.
It may be deemed expedient that one-half only of the six years
scn·ice, shall be rendered in a time of peace, with liability to render
the remaining three years in time of war.
Couns& 01,• lNs·mucTION.

XXXII. The studies which shall be pursued, and the instruction

which shall be given at the Military Academy are comprised uncler
the following heads:] st. J\Iathematics-This course will comprehend Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, l\Iensuration, Surveying, Descriptive Geometry,
Analytical Geometry, and Differential ancl Integral Calculus as far
as applicable to Civil and l\Iilitary Engineering, and to the elements
of 1\lccbanics and Astronomy.
2d. Natural and Experimental Philosophy-To embrace Mcchanits, Optics, a short course of Astronomy, including the use of the
instruments; and the Steam-Engine; in 1\Iecbanics, to have the
elements of Statics, Dynamics, Hydrostatics aud Hydrodynamics,
tm1gl1t by the simplest methods, avoiding a too complicated course of
Analytical Mechanics.
25
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3d..Military and Civil Engineering and th<• Seience of Wa1·Field Fortifications, emlmu·ing their con~truetion, and their :1ttack
and defence; a general outline of permanent Fortifi<·ation; l\Jilitni-y
:Bridges; a short course on the l\Iilita1·y Art, on the organization
and military administration of m·mirR, on outpost duties ; the principles of grand tactics, and stratt>gy, illustrat<'<l by one 01· two
histol'ical campaigns; the use of telegraphic and other signals.
Civil :Engineering-Comprising J.rnil11ing materials, masonry, carpentry, bridges, roads, rnilroads, canab, river and harbor co11Rtl'lll'tions; the theory and description of mPC"hanism and . R ~ ) t ~ ; the
pl'ineiples of architecture.
.,. e I',,' .
4th. Chemistry, Mineralogy, am\ Geology, with spel'ial rcferen!'e
to their practical applications.
5th. Ethics, &c.-To embrace praetice in English composition, anti
in the use of the vocal organs; l\Ioral l'hilosophy and I>oJitil'a I
Science, especially the Constitution of the l.;nited 8tatcs.
6th. Drawing, confined to the pencil and the pen in Topography,
Landscnpe and Figures.
7th. The French Language, tnrnslating French into Engfo1h.
8th. Artillery Tactics; Description of the different kinds mid parts
of Artillery, gun carriage~, caissons, &c., of artillerists' implements,
and military projectiles, exercise of field-piece ancl of mortan,
howitzers, &c., manccuVl'eS of a field battery of artillery and
mechanical manoou ,,res ; target practi<"e ; a short cournc of pyrotechny, including the making of all kinds of cartr_idgcs.
9th. Cavalry Tactic~, comprising the schoob of' the trooper
mounted, of the platoon, and of the squadron.
10th. Infantry Tactics, and )Iilitary J>olicc-Tl,is cour$e "'ill
conform to tbc system of infantry tacties, and military police establ ished for the government of the United Stat<·s Army, and will
embrace the schools of the soldier, company arnl battalion, the
evolutions of the li11c, the manual cxercis<', and rnanccuvres of
Light Infantry, and Riflemen, together with the police of canip aud
ga1Tison.
11th. The l Tse of the Sword.

XXXIII. The foregoing COUl'l'C of instruction will lie completed
in three years; the parts a>'~igned to C'a('h of which ,shall be arranged
hy the Atadcrnic Board, ~nhjcet to the appro1 al of' the Hoard of'
Trustees.

J
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XXXIY. D11rinp; the months of ,July :ind Angm;t, the Cadet~
shall br cnc·,rn1pc,l. and thr i11,trm·tion ~hall be CXC'l11~i-cly militaryduring the rcmitin·11.~ ten montl1s of' tl1c ,\.c·allemic year, in~tl'UC"tion
shall be gi\·Qn in all the <·on r,es.
ln the rourst• of in,trn<'fion here prcscntccl, the aim ha,; been to
rcdn<'e the theoretiml ~twlics to those strietly nrces~ary to practical
applications. an,l gin: more lime to the applications; provision i~
made fol' any l'hange d<'l<irahle in the eourse, whi<"h is rcco111111cndcd
aR ample, at least, lor the c·ornmcncementof the institution; hereafter
it may be thought be:-t to mid to it, and abo to rni;;e the standard
for a1lmi,sio11. Among the stimnlants to study and good lwha,·ior
will he the 5ta1Hlinp; on the merit rolls i1t the annual examination;
the monthly :rnd weekly merit rolls; tlic first sent to the pal'cnts;
<·c•rtifkatl's, or <liplomas as to fitness for staff duties, and lhc dit~
fo1·ent c·orps of the Anny; the best sd1olars to tl1c bighest dutic,,, oi·
<·orps; perhaps uwdals also; an<l certainty of dismi~sion foJ· misl'onduct, or dcficicucy in any braneh of the studies. 1.-:ach clas5 will
be di,·ickd into ~everal Keetions; the more profound and ditlicult
investigation,, of the course, especially in mathematics, bein;r
reserved for the higher sections; this will enable all to be prolkients, the lower section11 not heiug diseournged from making
progress hy these investigation,,, - transfers will be made from
higher to lower, anc1 from lower to higl1er sections, a..<, they go on
with their studies-an ever a('fivc stinrnlant.
The rc•qniremcnt to weat· a uniform, and a strict. enforcement ot'
regulations with regard to a very limitell supply of spending money
from their fi·ien<ls, besides being advantageous in other respects, will
pro\'e in this, as it has in similar institutions, gt·cat aids to
di~<'ipline, ancl a. manly equality among the members of tlw
A.c::ulern y.

Onum
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I•'OR TIJB AcADE)tY.

TIJC Commissioners present the foregoing plan for the buildings
an<l organization of a 8tate 1\lilitary Academy, an<l the admission of
Cadets thereto ; the cour:-c of studies to be pursued, and thc>
instruction to be given at the Academy. They <lo not think it
requisite to enter into thrther <letails of regulations for the management of the institution, e8peeially as there is so excellent a model
for them, in those of tlw United 8tates .Military .Academy at 'IVebt
l'oint, the merits of whil'h arc readily admitted to be chiefly <lue to
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Colonel S . Thayer, ol' the United Stales Ai-my, a citizen of Ma~sachnsctts. u11<h·r who~P wige go,·crnmcnt that i11stitution attained its
hi;rh ,tmu.ling- as a :\Iilitary and Scicntifk School. These n•µ-nlations
cmhrnl'c, among- other 111attt•rs, the clas,;ification of' the Ca,l<'!s ; tlw
manm·r of g-h ing inslrndion; the division of tinw for the differpnt
stuili<'s aml n·citations, for rct·n•ation, t\.c. ; the interior police anti
diH<"iplim• of' the Academy; the g-e11eral (~xmnination ; the grnduatio11;
tlte merit ancl c•,mdud roll~ ; forms for report~. <\.t".; relig-iou~ exprci,c,; libralJ ; lemc,.. of absc·n,•e; u11iform; act·ouut,;; clisburi-c•mc11ts; and the hoa rding and dothing of the cadets-the mlaptation
of whieh, it would Le the duty of the 8upcrintendc•nt or Ac•ademi,·
lloard to determine arul :uT:mg,•.

E, 1•1-:xs1,
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It is c,-timntt-cl that the cost of' the buil<lings :rnd land; the nece,-.
sary models, maps, irn,trument~, apparatu~, &c.; the furniture for
the hal'l':\ek and other buildings, exeepl the dwelling hou~cs; the
hon-e~ for carnlry and artillery drill, &(·.• and other necc,-sary item,-,
will amount to $175,000, to wit:lluildiugs.•.

Land,

Fur11itnre, .
l\lodds, Apparatu~, & ...,
Ilor,-c,-;,
Other item~,

•

SI 1:l,OOO 00

10,000 00
!i,000 00

10.000 Oil

1,000 00
:l,000 00

~I i,i,000 00
• The buildings to he ehicfly of hrick or stone, aro cstin111tc<l at fair
ordinary prices as follows:
Barriu·k. 3 storit•s, 300 hy ;;o fot·t, with ba,('11t(,nt for 30 bathing rooms, furnaces, t·onl, &c. ,
s:1ii,ooo 00
Chapel, 67 by GO,
7,000 00
Mcs--hnll, part two nncl part three stories, 130 by 38,
13,000 00
Building for n·dtation-rooms, library, and oflices, t stories,
100 by 48,
12,000 00
Riding-hall and 1,tymnasium, 200 hy GO, with stable,
H,000 00
Hospital, 2 storit·s, 50 by 38, •
G,000 00
Tw<!ln· houses for Supcrint<mdent an,! Instruetors: to wit, I at
$5,000, 5 at $1,500, ancl G at $3,liOO,
48,500 00
Two houses for 11ttemlants, &c.,
;;,ooo oo
Contingencies,
4,.300 00
Total,

. $143,000 00
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:\Iilitnry t·quipmenH to be furnishod by the Commonwealth.
The Commissioners hiive reC'cived- information whid1 leatls thl'm
to believe that one-half; or perhnp~ the gr<•ater part of this sum will
be given in money nncl land to the State to Sf'<•ure tll!' lol'ation of' the
A<'ndemy.
The annual cxpemie is estimated at $,>6,000, to wit : -

__:i

Pay of Supt>rintcnclt•nt, Instru<•tor of Tadit's, 7 l'rofossors, and 7 a:-sistants, .
•::-;26,000
Pay of Surirco11, Trl'asurer, ancl Clerk, Cl<•rk of Supt•rintemlrnt and Sworcl :\laster,
il,000
Pay of 7 mu~it'ians, who will assist in can1lry drill, &<'., 2,800
Pny of 12 attendants for the hanaek and other builclings, llo~pital Stew:iril, librat'), barber, shoeblack nncl
stablemen,
4,800
3,800
Keeping and depreciation of horses,
3,000
Hc>paira of buildings, .
4,000
lkat ancl light, except for me,-s-hall an<l <lwcllings,
Books, dr:n1 ing materials, &c., for the Cadets,
4,000
Travel nncl hoard of nominees not, accepted, .
500
Other item~,
2,100

00
00

00

OU
00
00

00

00
00
00

$,'iG,000 00

...

Dwelling-houses or quarlerd arn furnished in addition lo the pay
i<pecified abo\ e.
The Conunissioncrs recommend that the expcn,c to be paicl by
t•aeh Cadet be limited to the coHl of his boarding, clothing, washing,
and a few articles for his room, the whole amount of which i,hould
not excce,l ::-;:?."i0 pc1· annum.
The Commissary will contnlt't and pro, icle for the provisions,
clothing, wushing, &c., for the Cadets, which he will C'harge to them
at cost, togt•ther with a suitnhlc compensation for the sen-ice~
of him~elf nncl a,-si,-tnnt.
If the 8tate shoulcl pay on<•-half of the $17;3,000 cost of' the
buildings, lan<l, &c., the interest on thi8 half, and a fair allowance
for depreciation. added to the annual expcn,e as ahow, would make
the yearly l'O:<t to the State of l'neh catlet, ~~20.
• Pay of 811pcrinte11<lcnt, $3,000; rnstructor of Tactics 11nd five Profes~ors, $2,000 each; two Professors, $1,500 c1\ch; seven tissistants, ~1,000
to $1,200 cnch, $8,000; Surgeon nn<l Treasurer, $1,500 each; Swor,!
Master, ~moo; two Clerks, $550 each.
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If it sho111d he ,lt•pme,l advisab\,•, following the plan of the
l'ulytedrnie Sehool in Pari~. atHl othct· IPtHling military sehool~ of'
Europe, that Ill<' State shonlcl pay the wbulc or part of the annual
Pxp<•B~l' of a portion of tlw Cadet~. the pat·ents of whom can )H'O\l·
th<•lll~<·ln•$ 11111thlc to mnintain tlwir ehii<lren in the A<'ademy, snch
aid <•xtcmll•d, say to one-ninth in full. or :--2.:iO each; to anothet· oncni11th, onc-ha!f. or Sl2,} c:wh; arnl to another one-ninth, onefo111·th, or !'--1,2.,iO cad1, would amount to about
10.000. an,!
in<·n•a~c th<' an1111al 1·0,t of <•ac-h lo the Statl', to d:;:370, affonling
1·elicf' to mw-tl,inl of the whole uumher in the institution. ff it
,-houl«\ lie 11,onp;ht t hat the one-fourth ai,1 is too small to he sought
for, the ~ame ~11111 might be apprnprialcd to giving full aid to onr:Pighth. and half ai«l to anotlwr 011<'-«'ighth, making the bcneficiariPs
01w-fou1·th of the \\·hole rrn111her. The beneficiaries are to ll<'
known as sueh only to t he Govt·l'llor aml Couneil.
HESOI RCE~ OF T l !E Co)D[()XWl•:ALT!l FOR Tl!" 8t:Pl'ORT Ot' Tim
s\C,IDE)IY .

The State 8,•honl Fun<l, and the Flats of the Con1monwcalth, arc
the mn"t pl'Omi11ent. if nut tht! only sour<·cs, to whieh we can look
for income to 11wC't the annual c~xpense of' the l\lilitary Academy.
The 81ate Com111is,ioners who h:ne the matter in charge, have not
as yet, repurte«l 011 the disposition of the flnt.~; so that no calculation can now lie made with regard to them. T heir value is variousiy
c,timntcd at frou1 one to fi1·c millions of dollars. From the School
Fund, howcve1-, the 11ccess:1ry means may lie obtained. On the bl
of .Jan uary, 1xG:l, it ,unountcd to Sl,58.i,16,'5.,32; the inl'ome of
which the la~t y,·,u· was S!J8.2!x.27. There have been added to tlw
fiu1d siuce that date, from the ll,\l'k Bay Lands, S27!J, Li7.88; from
surplus of iu('OllW, S(i,:!47.78, makinir t he amount nt tl1is time
st,870,970.!JS. lt is cstimatc·d t hat the further proceeds to be
n·eei\·ed from the Bal'k llay Land~ will increase tlie fund to at
lca,-t three ancl a q11a1'tC'r millions of dollars, the income of which
woul«l amount to n<•arly :::,:W0,000, ~• s11111 much more than sutllcicnt
to meet an expendittu·c for e«lul'ational pn rpo~es equal that of the
past yrnr, an«! the support of the :Military Academy as herC'in

propo,cd.

.,.

